
Manual for the process industry
Solutions and components  
for efficient system operation



Solutions and components  
for the process industry
We provide you with smart solutions comprising connection and automation 
technology for superior availability in the process industry – even under extreme 
conditions. With industry-wide expertise and many years of experience in the 
process industry, we develop technologies and concepts for your applications  
based on open standards in hardware and software. With our comprehensive 
range of over 60,000 products, solutions, and services, we reliably connect your 
field to your data center, ensuring failsafe performance and efficiency gains.
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For detailed information, use the web codes provided in this 
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Individual solutions 
Capture, transfer, and process data: Benefit from our tailor-made solutions comprising 
connection, communication, and automation technology for the digitalization, 
monitoring, and modernization of your production plants and their infrastructure.

Modular production
Increase the productivity, efficiency, and 
availability of your process plants with our 
modular automation solutions. Our module 
engineering tool also enables you to reduce 
your engineering times.

Open Process Automation
The Open Process Automation (OPA) 
concept replaces proprietary automation 
technology with open hardware and software. 
Phoenix Contact is laying the foundations for 
OPA to become a reality.

Asset monitoring
With our monitoring and surveillance 
solutions, you can increase the safety of 
personnel and systems, prevent unexpected 
failures, and meet environmental and energy 
efficiency requirements.
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Communication from the sensor 
to the cloud
Modern technologies such as TSN, APL, 5G, 
and OPC UA enable end-to-end networking 
for IIoT applications. Discover the advantages 
of using our technologies for yourself.

Redundancy concepts
Benefit from our expertise in system 
redundancy. We provide you with an overall 
concept for your individual application, from 
planning right through to product installation 
with an extensive product portfolio.

Power-to-X
Make your production operations energy- 
and resource-efficient with our open and 
secure digitalization solutions and innovative 
products.
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Asset monitoring
Process plant operators face the challenge of implementing optimal maintenance with 
as few resources as possible. They must also satisfy increasingly complex functional and 
energy requirements and standards while lowering their operational costs. The key to 
success is gradual digitalization. Acquiring and transmitting the field data required for 
digitalization is a complex task and must not negatively impact operational safety. With 
our open, secure, and scalable connection and communication solutions, you can utilize 
the existing process data from the field for efficient system operation.

NAMUR Open Architecture (NOA)

The aim of the NAMUR Open 
Architecture is to enable the easy 
and secure use of production data 
for system and device monitoring 
as well as optimization. The NE 175 
Recommendation presents the NOA 
concept, which provides an additional, 
secure communication channel for 
process plants. This NOA channel can 
be used to route data out of the plant 
in a secure manner. The data can thus be 
made available for added-value services 
such as predictive maintenance and for 
sustainable process optimization.
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NAMUR Open Architecture and PLCnext Technology

The open, Linux-based PLCnext Technology 
control platform enables HART data and 
other protocols to be read in parallel 
without impacting the process control 
system. This data can be transferred to a 
cloud solution (such as PROFICLOUD from 
Phoenix Contact, Azure from Microsoft, 
etc.) as raw data or preprocessed by the 
controller via the OPC UA server. Due 
to the openness of the control platform, 
apps from third-party providers, such as 
sensor and actuator manufacturers, can also 
be integrated into the system. Intelligent 
algorithms evaluate the acquired data and 
derive appropriate maintenance concepts. 
With the PLCnext Technology ecosystem, 
monitoring and optimization tasks, and 
even predictive maintenance, can be easily 
implemented without impacting the core 
process.

 Web code: #3130
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Third-party tools such as Analytics, 
Central HMI, Historian, and 
Scheduling can be easily integrated 
into the cloud

Open control platform with direct 
connectivity to the cloud

Access security and 
impact-free characteristics
Based on the NAMUR Open Architecture 
(NOA) concept, the relevant monitoring 
information is made available to the 
control system via OPC UA. Data diodes 
ensure that high-availability processes 
are not compromised. Our automation 
solutions are certified in accordance with 
IEC 62443-2-4, thereby ensuring the 
confidentiality and integrity of the data.

Consistent data flow between  
OT and IT
Since production plants vary with regard 
to runtime, the level of automation, and 
electrification, individual concepts are 
required for data acquisition and data 
transport. Whether HART, PROFIBUS, 
Modbus, PROFINET, or OPC UA – via cable 
or wirelessly – we will work with you to 
create the right solution concept for easily 
reading, transmitting, and providing the 
necessary field data.

From a prototype to a scalable 
solution
Scalability creates flexibility and reduces 
complexity as well as the budget in the 
introductory phase. Depending on your 
experience in the pilot phase, it is possible 
to adapt the concept for the next phase. 
We will be happy to assist you from concept 
development and construction of a prototype 
or proof of concept to scalable rollout and 
gradual expansion of your applications.
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Consistent solution approaches from data acquisition through to the target system

Examples of monitoring solutions

Different applications require a wide range 
of additional data from the field. From 
emergency showers and production site 
monitoring to creating a digital image of your 
production plant, the custom solution concept 

we develop for you will ensure the easy, 
secure, and impact-free reading and provision 
of the necessary field data.

Emergency showers

Various different occupational safety 
standards require this safety equipment to 
be checked on a regular basis. Typically, the 
emergency shower is routinely triggered on 
site and its function checked in this way. 

With a central monitoring solution, we 
permanently ensure that the emergency 
shower is also working properly between 
routine inspections. This also increases the 
safety of plant personnel, as the nearest 
emergency response officer is alerted 
immediately.

Production sites

Production sites can vary greatly depending 
on the geology, geography, conveyed 
material, and quantity. In addition, they can 
be located several kilometers apart and 
it is often not possible to install cables or 
use GSM networks. Older production sites 
are not usually equipped with monitoring 
systems, and this results in expensive 
service calls.

We provide you with robust comprehensive 
solutions for oil field digitalization, 
whether retrofitted or a new installation. 
This enables reliable and cost-effective 
monitoring and diagnostics, even over 
large distances.

Trace heating

The temperature of a medium plays a crucial 
role in many processes. The temperature is 
controlled using steam, heat exchangers, or 
purely electrically. Older trace heaters are 
often only connected to the power grid via 
an on/off switch. Failures therefore often go 
unnoticed, and lead to system downtime. 

We help you implement an easy and 
cost-effective monitoring solution, e.g., 
by measuring the current. Depending on 
the situation, alerts are sent to the control 
room via a cable run, wirelessly, or even via 
cellular communication, enabling fast action 
to be taken before the failure can occur.

 Web code: #2033

 Web code: #2034

 Web code: #2308
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Digital twin

Construction work, expansion, repairs, 
and therefore improvisations are constantly 
being carried out in large-scale plants. As a 
result, piping and instrumentation diagrams 
are often out of date. Maintenance, 
planning, and purchasing processes all suffer 
the consequences; however, safety aspects 
can also be affected. The solution is an 
online comparison between software and 
field devices. State-of-the-art CAE tools 

enable data to be compared so that errors 
can be identified. 
Even in very old plants, we enable you to 
retroactively tap HART data and provide 
the necessary field data impact-free in 
OPC UA format, for example.

Rotating equipment

A large proportion of unplanned failures 
are caused by machinery and rotating 
equipment. Often these elements are either 
maintained in fixed time frames or not at all. 
And when maintenance is performed, it is 
carried out too soon or in some instances 
too late, thereby resulting in production 
stoppages. 

With permanent monitoring of critical 
pumps and motors, we enable you to 
perform maintenance at precisely the right 
time. Depending on the size and type of 
machine, hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical 
monitoring may be useful. 

Hand valves

Depending on the production step, and 
especially in existing installations, hand 
valves have to be set to the correct position 
by plant personnel. Using checklists, 
employees go round the expansive plants 
and prepare for the startup, flushing, or 
cleaning of the production plant. Incorrect 
operation can result in anything from 
production stoppages to major accidents.

Retrofitting NAMUR limit switches and 
the transmission of I/O information to the 
control system make it possible to use 
software interlocks. In this way, we ensure 
the safe operation of your plant in every 
production step.

Pipelines

Pipeline leaks can have dramatic 
consequences for people and the 
environment. Common causes are not 
just wear, but also unauthorized access to 
the fuel transported through the pipeline. 
In order to detect leaks, the pressure, 
temperature, and flow must be continuously 
determined and checked along the entire 
pipeline. 

Through appropriate control and 
communication technology, we ensure 
reliable transmission between the measuring 
stations and control center. Whether using 
cellular communication, local wireless, FO, 
or cables, you can detect errors at an early 
stage, report them, and shut down system 
parts selectively.

 Web code: #2036

 Web code: #2320

 Web code: #2264

 Web code: #2035
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Modular production
In order to adapt production plants quickly and flexibly to current market 
requirements, the modularization of process plants offers clear advantages for you 
as a plant operator or module provider. We provide solutions for developing and 
commissioning process engineering plants in record time based on our many years 
of industry expertise and co-development of the Module Type Package (MTP) 
interface standard. In addition, we can advise you on the implementation of NAMUR 
Recommendation NE 148. With our flexible module engineering tool, MTP Designer, 
you can create MTP-compliant modules in accordance with VDE 2658 at the click of 
the mouse with little engineering effort. 

Module Type Package (MTP) in automation

Cross-manufacturer standards are required for the  
modularization of automation systems. MTP is one such  
standard that has become established. It provides a  
functional description of process modules and makes  
it easier to integrate them into higher-level automation  
platforms in the overall plant. With this in mind, 
standard  
VDE 2658 was developed jointly by the chemical 
industry  
and automation manufacturers.

 Web code: #2265
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IEC
61131-3

Module engineering tool

Based on existing process engineering 
flow charts, the MTP Designer tool is used 
to create a simple engineering option. 
Local visualizations, standard-compliant 
program bodies, and the connection to the 
control system can all be created easily. 

Module engineering
The module engineering describes parts of 
a process plant and is divided into smaller 
function units. In a fully automated process, 
our MTP Designer module engineering tool 
creates the program body for your module 
automation. In this process, all services 
and all automation objects are created 
in accordance with VDI/VDE/NAMUR 2658. 

Modeling with a click of the mouse
In addition to module engineering and 
plant engineering, the local visualization is 
automatically created on the controller based 
on the piping and instrumentation diagram. 
At the same time that the visualization is 
generated, all interfaces (OPC UA tags) are 
defined for later data transmission. 

Integration into the control system
In the description file generated via 
MTP Designer, the interfaces are also 
described formally in accordance with 
VDI/VDE/NAMUR 2658 Part 3. The 
programmers of the distributed control 
system thus have access to all the necessary 
information at an early stage: a representation 
of this visualization as a derivation of the 
piping and instrumentation diagram, plus all 
the interfaces that are required to transfer 
the necessary data.

MTP file Program Visualization

Process engineering 
flow chart

MTP Designer  
software

Software solution for module planning

MTP function block library 
The MTP function block library conforms to 
the VDI/VDE/NAMUR 2658 MTP standard. 
The library contains interfaces for field 
devices, for local visualization systems, and 
for the integration of the modular plant into 
the higher-level Process Orchestration Layer 
(POL). We provide preconfigured function 
blocks in the PLCnext Store that enable you 
to implement the programming of modular 
plants as simply and cost-effectively as 
possible.
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Open Process Automation
Open Process Automation (OPA) deconstructs the traditional automation pyramid 
and creates cross-manufacturer standards for the automation of large-scale systems. 
We are actively working with the Open Process Automation™ Forum (OPAF) and its 
members to develop an open, interoperable, portable, and secure automation system 
of the future. Our open PLCnext Technology control platform represents the type of 
product and business model that the OPAF envisages for future industrial automation.

Open Process Automation™ 
Standard (O-PAS™)

OPAF has driven the development of 
O-PAS™ forward. The core element of 
the standard is a real-time bus via which 
all components communicate with 
each other at all times and in real time. 
End users can thus use interoperable 
components, portable software, and 
interchangeable hardware.
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Open Process Automation

The aim of OPA is to reduce the complexity 
of control system migration by taking an 
open and standard-based approach.  
Our open control platform, PLCnext 
Technology, supports this open 
approach by assuming the role of the 

DCN (Distributed Control Node) with 
secure and redundant connections to the 
new real-time service bus and connection 
to existing and new field devices (I/Os). 
In addition, PLCnext Technology enables 
external software to be hosted and for it 

to be run on the same hardware, thereby 
satisfying the main requirement of OPA.

New

Network services

App A

App B

Operations platform
Real-time OT services
• Abnormal event detection
• Procedural automation
• Advanced control
• Process optimization

High-availability, 
Real-time Advanced 

Computing Platform (RTAC)

Distributed Control Node
(L2 > L3 functions)

• I/O processing
• Regulatory control

• Logic solver
• Application hosting

Business platform
Transactional IT services
• Planning and scheduling
• Enterprise data analytics

Cloud services
• Predictive maintenance
• Global data analytics
• Remote operations
• Fleet services

External data centers
(L4 functions)

Enterprise IT data centers
(L4 functions)

Manufacturing OT data center
(L2 > L3 functions)

Real-time bus

DCS PLC Analyzer Machinery 
monitoring

Wireless 
gateway

Safety 
systems

Electrical 
systemsD
C

N

D
C

N

Legacy device/ 
 network gateway

Core real-time 
functions

Existing

Eventual 
 transition of 
 functionality

A standard of The Open Group, a global technology consortium from the USA, developed in the Open Process Automation™ Forum (OPAF). Source: O-PAS™

Open automation

PLCnext Technology

Along with the hardware, we also provide 
you with a tool landscape with limitless 
openness, which is designed to elevate 
automation technology to a new level.

PLCnext Engineer
Use PLCnext Engineer, our proprietary 
development environment, and experience 
the openness of this system in the 
implementation of programming in oil and 
gas applications. These can be coded both 
in the classic IEC 61131 languages as well 
as in various high-level languages, such as 
C++ or C#. Moreover, Simulink, a graphic 
user interface based on Matlab, can be 
integrated into the code generation.

PLCnext Control
PLCnext Control are the PLCs for your 
future automation applications. The device 
hardware is available in various performance 
classes. The PLCs are characterized by 
the support of proven as well as future 
transmission standards such as OPC UA 
and ready-prepared cloud communication, 
among other features.

PLCnext Store
Visit the PLCnext Store where the latest 
software solutions, such as protocol 
libraries and complete control applications, 
are available from Phoenix Contact and 
other providers.

PLCnext Community
In the PLCnext Community, you can 
exchange ideas with PLCnext Technology 
users and benefit from the experiences 
of other users.

 Web code: #1509
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Redundancy concepts
The requirements placed on system availability and system safety in the process 
industry are often more stringent than those in other industries. To maintain the 
functionality of the processes under all circumstances, production processes are 
set up with either single or multiple redundancies. We would be happy to advise 
you, from planning right through to product installation.

Design of redundant process plants

We provide you with redundancy at all 
levels, starting with the redundant supply 
of auxiliary power, through redundant 
networks and controllers, all the way to 
overall concepts.

Our concepts enable you to adapt the 
redundancy function to the individual 
requirements of your system type. By using 
redundancy mechanisms based on open 
industry standards, you can easily integrate 
third-party devices.
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High-availability systems

Redundant power supplies
Benefit from a consistently redundant auxiliary 
power supply from the mains to every load. 
You can increase your system availability 
by monitoring all types of errors through 
the use of redundant power supply systems, 
including double overvoltage protection 
(OVP). In addition, our power supplies feature 
SIL 3 approval, a protective coating, and 
ATEX/IECEx approval.

Redundant control systems
The PLCs in our RFC (Remote Field 
Controller) family feature a diagnostic display 
that enables you to read status messages 
regarding the control system and fieldbus 
system. With the powerful processor, 
comprehensive automation tasks can be 
processed at maximum speed. Ensure the 
continuous operation of your automation 
applications with the PROFINET redundancy 
PLCs. Thanks to AutoSync Technology, 
the PLCs establish a redundant system 
automatically.

Redundant remote I/O systems
Our high-availability Axioline P I/O system 
consists of redundant PROFINET bus couplers 
as well as digital and analog I/O modules. 
With extended temperature ranges and 
hot-swappable intrinsically safe I/O modules, 
including HART and NAMUR standards, 
Axioline P is designed to meet the relevant 
demands. The system can be connected to 
DCS systems at a lower level. In addition, 
you can integrate PROFIBUS PA devices 
redundantly into your network.

Applicative system redundancy
Adapt the redundancy function to the 
individual requirements of your system type. 
Based on our PLCnext Technology control 
platform, we provide you with a redundancy 
system for using open industry standards that 
are accessible to any device manufacturer. 
In our PLCnext Store, you will find the 
applicative system redundancy to make the 
devices from the PLCnext Control family 
redundant.

Redundant networks
We provide you with suitable solutions, 
from simple media redundancy right through 
to parallel network redundancy. Our range 
includes suitable network components 
for setting up a failsafe communication 
solution, e.g., with RSTP (Rapid Spanning 
Tree Protocol) or MRP (Media Redundancy 
Protocol). High-performance Gigabit switches, 
modems, controllers, and media converters 
provide the basis for this.

Visualization software
The visualization software with SCADA 
functionality is suitable for every application, 
from a touch panel to an industrial PC. 
In addition to standard functions such 
as trend and alarm management, 
Visu+ offers comprehensive functions for 
alarm distribution and data logging with 
a link to external databases. High-quality 
graphical reporting and audit trail functions 
in accordance with FDA 21 CRF, Part 11 
complete the range of functions.
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Power-to-X
Power-to-X plays a central role in making the All Electric Society a reality. With 
this key technology, renewable energies such as wind or solar power can be supplied 
in large quantities in a way that makes them distributable, storable, and available 
on-demand. 

Make your production operations energy- and resource-efficient with our open 
and secure digitalization solutions and innovative products. We will support you in 
automating, electrifying, and digitalizing the processes for solutions in the field of 
power-to-X.
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Smart solutions for the hydrogen industry

Automation systems ready for the future

New automation concepts need 
to be integrated in order to make 
power-to-X systems future-proof. The 
openness of automation concepts and 
the use of new industrial standards play 
an important role within the context of 
digitalization. The PLCnext Technology 
ecosystem is the basis for our openness 
and our standardized digitalization solutions. 
It allows you to realize concepts such as 
Open Process Automation (OPA) and to 

integrate modular system components into 
large-scale systems via Module Type Package 
(MTP). PLCnext Technology also supports 
the NAMUR Open Architecture (NOA) 
concept. This allows you to use production 
data easily and securely, to continuously 
optimize processes, and to introduce 
predictive maintenance.

Controlling and monitoring electrolysis plants

We enable the monitoring, automation, 
and digitalization of electrolysis with the 
associated processes and systems. To 
ensure the high availability of electrolyzers 
and thus secure your competitive edge, we 
provide you with the necessary technologies 
as well as many years of experience in 
equipping chemical process plants with 
automation technology. To further reduce 
system costs, principles such as Design 
To Cost are important, as is ramping up 

capacity. In addition, digitalization provides 
further opportunities, such as the use of 
the digital twin for process optimization 
and modernization.

Monitoring pipelines and tank farms

In addition to pipelines for transporting 
various gases, the power-to-X industry 
also requires pipeline systems for supplying 
buildings. We provide an effective pipeline 
leak detection system for detecting small 
leaks and precisely calculating the location 
of the leak. Our monitoring solution is 
suitable for both synthetic oil pipelines and 
synthetic gas pipelines as well as hydrogen 
pipelines. 

Additional tank farms are being built as 
part of the power-to-X supply chain. For 
efficient level control, we provide a wide 
range of SIL-certified technology products 
for functional safety, Ex i signal isolators, 
and modular controllers. Overfill protection 
prevents the overfilling of tanks thanks to 
appropriate valve circuits.

Controlling and monitoring fuel cells and combined heat and power plants

Today, combined heat and power plants 
already generate electricity and heat 
from natural gas. This natural gas can 
also be replaced by green fuels from the 
power-to-X industry. This makes this highly 
efficient process even more climate-friendly.

Another way of converting green energy 
sources into electrical energy is to use 
hydrogen fuel cells, which are increasingly 

finding their way into vehicle technology 
and other applications.

Phoenix Contact supports both of these 
concepts with automation and digitalization 
solutions, such as our open automation 
platform PLCnext Technology.
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Communication from the sensor to the cloud
New communication standards such as OPC UA, TSN, SPE/APL, and 5G will 
outperform existing systems in terms of cost, data throughput, latency, and 
deterministic aspects. As a technology leader with more than 30 years of experience 
in industrial communication technology, Phoenix Contact is actively involved in all of 
the key standardization committees. In these committees, we are helping to shape 
a new, cross-manufacturer communication standard for automation.

The communication of the future – an overview

Where previously just a few devices 
were networked via Ethernet, large 
networks are now the norm. Within the 
framework of digitalization, Industry 4.0, 
and the IIoT, many more field devices will 
be integrated in the future. In addition 
to control data, these devices will also 
transmit demand-oriented data to various 
destinations within the network and to the 
cloud. New technologies are necessary so 
that these data volumes can be managed 
and real-time-critical applications can 
continue to be operated:

The new technologies, namely TSN, SPE/APL, 5G, and OPC UA, should not be considered independent 
of each other – rather, together they will form the communication of the future
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Common standards for automation

OPC UA

TSN

APL

5G

OPC UA – the uniform communication standard, also in the field

OPC UA is already used as the Ethernet-
based communication standard in many 
systems. OPC UA is now being extended 
with standardized device models and 
application profiles in the field, e.g., for I/O, 
safety, and motion. OPC UA FX technology 
will thus enable uniform communication 
from the field to the cloud in the future. 
Furthermore, standardized device models 
are being defined for uniform device 
configuration and uniform device diagnostics 

in the network. The conformity tests 
necessary for a high degree of compatibility 
are also described. Taken together, this will 
enable the widespread connection of field 
devices to the cloud in the future, thereby 
permitting the consistent connection of 
IT and OT.

OPC UA and TSN – convergent networks

Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) 
enables the control and prioritization of 
data streams in Ethernet networks. The 
requirements of individual applications, such 
as guaranteed bandwidth or low latency, are 
taken into consideration so as to ensure the 
real-time capability of the system.
To ensure interoperability, all layers of 
communication are specified based on TSN 
and OPC in various working groups. To this 
end, all of the definitions set by the working 

groups are based on the TSN profile for 
industrial communication (TSN-IA profiles), 
which is managed within the IEC/IEEE 60802 
standardization committee.

Ethernet APL connection through to the sensor

Ethernet APL is based on Single Pair 
Ethernet technology. It enables the direct 
two-wire Ethernet connection of devices 
and sensors in the Ex zones of process 
technology applications (“Ethernet in the 
field”). This makes it possible to implement 
IP-based communication through to the 
sensor without system interruptions 
or gateways. The new communication 
infrastructure thus enables the consistent 
use of Ethernet in the process industry. 

As one of the initiators of this project and 
as an industrial partner, Phoenix Contact is 
also involved with both financial resources 
and with human resources.

Industrial 5G – wireless networking for efficient processes

In the future, Industrial 5G will enable 
reliable, wireless networking with high 
data rates, high numbers of devices, 
and extremely low latency. As the 
5th generation of wireless broadband 
technology, 5G enables users to establish 
reliable connectivity, which in turn allows 
for more flexible, autonomous, and efficient 
processes from production through to 
logistics.

Furthermore, we are a founding partner, 
active participant, and board member of 
the 5G-ACIA (5G Alliance for Connected 
Industries and Automation). This association 
of companies strives to represent the 
interests of industry in the standardization 
and regulation of 5G.
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Industrial PCs
As the interface between human and machine or as a central system controller, 
industrial PCs (IPCs) are an essential component in industrial applications. 
Phoenix Contact offers a broad portfolio of robust and reliable technology. 
Benefit from the advantages of a robust and configurable solution for acquiring, 
processing, measuring, controlling, and visualizing your data. We will provide you 
with an impressive package that delivers exceptional design, quality, and service.

Design
Our HMIs and industrial PCs offer an attractive and 
intuitive product design. Compact and functional, they 
can be incorporated seamlessly into your system or 
machine design and are the perfect interface between 
user and machine. 

Quality
Made by Phoenix Contact – you can rely on our 
promise of quality. Our focus is to provide durable 
components that meet industry standards and stringent 
requirements. Our HMI and IPC portfolio is produced 
from high-quality and reliable components and always 
offers the best performance class. 

Service
Benefit from our comprehensive service. From product 
selection to retrofitting your existing industrial systems: 
we work with our customers to develop the perfect 
concept for individual automation tasks. 

Ready for the future – open automation
Our HMI and IPC portfolio is ready for open 
automation solutions. The runtime of our edge PCs 
features all the advantages of the PLCnext Technology 
ecosystem. Benefit from simple integration into an 
existing IT infrastructure through centralizing data 
in the cloud, closing the gap between the IT and 
OT worlds.
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Box PCs – compact and robust
Compact box PCs for a wide range 
of automation tasks. From simple 
data acquisition to complex IoT and 
edge applications.

Panel PCs
Benefit from the advantages of a scalable 
and modern panel PC for acquiring, 
processing, measuring, controlling, and 
visualizing your data.

IPCs for the Ex area
Industrial PCs in the VL2 Ex series – triple 
certified for use in potentially explosive areas 
and therefore ideal for the process industry.
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Operator panels for zone 2

Wherever liquids, gases, or powders are 
mixed, analyzed, or crushed, the devices 
used for operation and monitoring 
must be designed for these potentially 
explosive areas.
Our industrial PCs with IECEx and  
 ATEX  zone 2/22 approvals have been 
specifically developed for this use.
The robust panel PCs have widescreen 
displays with PCAP touch technology.

Developed for use in potentially explosive areas

Our devices have all the required approvals 
that permit use in potentially explosive 
environments around the globe:
• UL C1D2 for use in North America
• ATEX for use throughout Europe
• IECEx for applications in potentially 

explosive environments around the globe

 Web code: #1999

Multi-touch
With a projected 
capacitive touch 
screen (PCAP) for 
multipoint operation

MES, APC,  
asset management

DCS RTU

Operator

ICS, OPC,  
control server

Industrial PCs
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Panel PCs

 Web code: #2000

Type 
Item no.

VL2 PPC 9000 EX
1050364

Touch technology Projected capacitive, ten-touch control

Display size 47 cm (18.5") / 54.6 cm (21.5")

Resolution (W x H) 1366 x 768 (HD) / 1920 x 1080 pixels (Full HD)

Processor
Intel® Core™ i7-6822EQ

2 GHz  
(quad-core)

RAM (configurable) Max. 16 GB DDR4

Data storage system HDD or SSD (configurable)

Temperature range
Operation with HDD:
With SSD: 
Storage:

0°C … +45°C
-20°C … +60°C
-40°C … +70°C

Degree of protection IP65 (front) / IP30 (back)

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL

Box PCs

 Web code: #2001

Type 
Item no.

VL2 BPC 9000 EX
1054023

Processor
Intel® Core™i7-6822EQ

2 GHz 
(quad-core)

RAM (configurable) Max. 16 GB DDR4

Data storage system (configurable) HDD or SSD

Interfaces
1x COM (RS-232/RS-422/RS-485), optional: 2x COM (RS-232) + 1x COM (RS-232/RS-422/RS-485)

2x DisplayPort
2x (10 / 100 / 1000 Mbps), RJ45

Temperature range
Operation with HDD:
With SSD: 
Storage: 

0°C … +45°C
-20°C … +60°C
-40°C … +70°C

Degree of protection IP30 (front/back)

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Modern firewalls
Security products in the mGuard family 
protect your systems against unauthorized 
access by people or malware. Furthermore, 
the VPN-capable devices enable secure 
remote maintenance.

Ethernet switches
Our high-performance managed switches 
combine IT functions with fast redundancy 
and real-time properties. You can thus ensure 
the reliable operation of your systems.

Industrial routers
Use the industrial routers to transmit your 
process data securely and continuously 
to the control center. Realize reliable 
data transmission via cables or cellular 
communication, as desired. 

Industrial Ethernet for  
consistent, productive communication
In order to make informed decisions, you need all the relevant information at your 
fingertips. This necessitates a company-wide uniform communication system, from 
the production department to company management. And it has never been more 
important to ensure that you have adequate protection against unauthorized access 
by people or malware across the entire network. Phoenix Contact provides an 
infrastructure suitable for industrial applications and with the required approvals 
for the stringent requirements of the process industry.
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Wireless solutions
The WLAN wireless modules ensure reliable 
communication even under harsh conditions 
and are optimized for fast and stable 
PROFINET and EtherNet/IP™ transmission.

Accessories
In addition to preassembled cabling systems, 
the comprehensive range of Ethernet 
accessories includes tools, software, and 
patch panels in various designs.

Your advantages

 ǅ Support for various topologies and transmission media

 ǅ Optimum time response with high data throughput

 ǅ Comprehensive diagnostic features

 ǅ High immunity to mechanical strain, electromagnetic 
interference, vibration, and shock

 ǅ Extended temperature range

Gateways and converters
Gateways and protocol converters convert 
various fieldbus and Ethernet protocols 
(e.g., PROFIBUS to PROFINET), thus 
enabling the easy integration of legacy 
serial devices and fieldbuses into modern 
Ethernet networks. 
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Network components for Industrial Ethernet

High-performance, reliable networks

Ethernet switches enable a variety of end 
devices to be connected to the industrial 
network and also ensure communication 
between them. Phoenix Contact offers a 
broad portfolio for every application, from 
simple unmanaged switches for the field 
level to high-performance managed switches 
for the process control level and connection 
to the office level. Integrated redundancy 
mechanisms ensure the high failsafe 
performance of your system. 
Cybersecurity components with integrated 
firewall and functions for secure remote 
maintenance enable you to create secure 
system networks in accordance with 
IEC 62443 and ISA 99. 
For additional protection against damage 
caused by lightning strikes or switching 
operations, Phoenix Contact offers reliable 
surge protection for Ethernet cables. 

Level 5  
Internet, PC

Level 4 
Office network

Level 3
Process control

Level 2 
Field control  
network

Robust unmanaged switches for harsh ambient conditions: FL SWITCH 1000NT and 1100NT

Features Copper ports FO ports Port speed Quality of 
Service Special features Item no.

Supply voltage: 9 V DC … 32 V DC, 18 V AC … 30 V AC, temperature range: -40°C … +75°C, approvals: DNV, ATEX, IECEx, C1D2

5 x RJ45 –

10/100 Mbps

– 1085170

4 x RJ45  1 x SFP – 1085169

8 x RJ45 – – 1085165

5 x RJ45 2 x SFP – 1085164

12 x RJ45 2 x SFP 10/100 Mbps (RJ45), 
10/100/1000 Mbps (SFP) – 1249598*

5 x RJ45 2 x MM SC
10/100/1000 Mbps

Jumbo frames, extended 
Quality of Service functionality 
(e.g., EtherNet/IP™, BACnet) 

1085163

8 x RJ45 – 1085162

Managed switches with real-time capability for Time-Sensitive Networking

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 57 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +60°C, port outlet direction: front

16 x RJ45 – 10/100/1000 Mbps
Frame preemption, gPTP 
(IEEE 802.1AS), streams 

(in acc. with PROFINET V2.4)
1232304

* DC supply only
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Features Copper 
ports FO ports Combo ports Port speed Special features Designation

FL SWITCH… Item no.

Managed switches for universal use: FL SWITCH 2200 and 2300

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 57 V DC (redundant), temperature range: -40°C … +70°C, front port outlet direction, PROFINET Class B
Approvals: DNV, BV, ABS, LR, RINA, NK, ATEX, IECEx

5 x RJ45 – –

10/100 Mbps

–
 2205 2702326

8 x RJ45 – –  2208 2702327

8 x RJ45 – – Conformal coating 2208C 1095627

7 x RJ45 1 x MM SC –

–

 2207-FX 2702328

7 x RJ45 1 x SM SC –  2207-FX SM 2702329

6 x RJ45 2 x MM SC –  2206-2FX 2702330

6 x RJ45 2 x MM SC – Conformal coating 2206C-2FX 1095628

6 x RJ45 2 x SM SC –

–

 2206-2FX SM 2702331

6 x RJ45 2 x MM ST –  2206-2FX ST 2702332

6 x RJ45 2 x SM ST –  2206-2FX SM ST 2702333

6 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2206-2SFX 2702969

4 x RJ45 2 x SFP 2 x SFP/RJ45  2204-2TC-2SFX 2702334

16 x RJ45 – –  2216 2702904

14 x RJ45 2 x MM SC –  2214-2FX 2702905

14 x RJ45 2 x SM SC –  2214-2FX SM 2702906

14 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2214-2SFX 1006188

12 x RJ45 2 x SFP 2 x SFP/RJ45  2212-2TC-2SFX 2702907

8 x RJ45 – –

10/100/1000 Mbps

 2308 2702652

6 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2306-2SFP 2702970

4 x RJ45 2 x SFP 2 x SFP/RJ45  2304-2GC-2SFP 2702653

16 x RJ45 – –  2316 2702909

14 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2314-2SFP 1006191

12 x RJ45 2 x SFP 2 x SFP/RJ45  2312-2GC-2SFP 2702910

8 x RJ45 – –

10/100 Mbps

PROFINET preset, 
PROFINET  
status LEDs, 
PROFINET  

certified

 2208 PN 1044024

6 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2206-2SFX PN 1044028

16 x RJ45 – –  2216 PN 1044029

14 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2214-2SFX PN 1044030

8 x RJ45 – –

10/100/1000 Mbps

 2308 PN 1009220

6 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2306-2SFP PN 1009222

16 x RJ45 – –  2316 PN 1031673

14 x RJ45 2 x SFP –  2314-2SFP PN 1031683

Managed switches for infrastructure applications: FL SWITCH 3000 and 4000

Supply voltage: 24 V DC … 48 V DC (redundant), temperature range: -40°C … +75°C, approvals: ATEX, IECEx, C1D2

8 x RJ45 – –

10/100 Mbps
–

3008T 2891035

6 x RJ45

2 x MM SC – 3006T-2FX 2891036

2 x MM ST –  3006T-2FX ST 2891037

2 x SM SC – 3006T-2FX SM 2891060

8 x RJ45 2 x SFP – 10/100 Mbps (RJ45) 
1000 Mbps (SFP) 4008T-2SFP 2891062
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Network components for Industrial Ethernet

Network security increases process availability

Due to the Ethernet-based connection 
of distributed control networks to the 
IT level, protecting the entire system against 
malware is vital. The mGuard firewall/router 
solution provides optimum protection 
for the control engineering. Furthermore, 

secure VPN connections enable effective 
remote maintenance of the distributed 
control system via the Internet. The 
functions of the configurable managed 
switches also increase security. Mechanisms 
for disabling unused ports or restricting 

communication with end devices based 
on the MAC address reduce the risk of 
unauthorized local access to the network.

Features Port  
configuration Port speed VPN Special features Designation

FL MGUARD… Item no.

High-performance security router for the DIN rail: mGuard 4300

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 36 V DC (redundant), temperature range: -40°C … +60°C, IP20, network segmentation, NAT, VPN, advanced firewall, stealth mode

2 x RJ45 10/100/1000  
Mbps

Up to 250 parallel  
tunnels

Extended  
temperature range 4302 1357840

High-performance security plug-in card for IPCs: mGuard PCI/PCIE

Supply via PCI/PCIe bus, temperature range: 0°C … +60°C, IP00, network segmentation, NAT, VPN, advanced firewall, stealth mode

2 x RJ45 10/100/1000  
Mbps

Up to 250 parallel  
tunnels –

4102 PCI 1441187

4102 PCIE 1357842

Central device and patch management: mGuard Device Manager (MDM)

The mGuard Device Manager provides support for the 
configuration, rollout, and management of all mGuard devices. 
Create and manage all security-related mGuard settings centrally 
and then transfer them to the desired devices.

Language: English DM UNLIMITED 2981974
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Connecting the world with industrial telecommunications

Global networking of machines and 
systems. Alerting, remote maintenance, 
and continuous data acquisition. From 
traditional two-wire transmission using an 
Ethernet extender or ADSL modem/router 
to broadband cellular routers.  
We offer the right system for every 
application.

SCADA

Ethernet/Internet

Pe
rm

an
en

t 
lin

e 4G/5G

Features Function VPN tunnel Internet access 
(WAN) Special features Designation Item no.

Easy remote maintenance via the Internet: Cloud client

Supply voltage: 10 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +70°C

Cloud client mGuard Secure 
Cloud

4G LTE EU

Device configuration via 
mGuard Secure Cloud, 
simplified web interface

CLOUD CLIENT   
2002T-4G EU 1234355

4G LTE  
Verizon, US

TC CLOUD CLIENT 
1002-4G VZW 2702887

4G LTE  
AT&T, US

TC CLOUD CLIENT 
1002-4G ATT 2702888

4G LTE EU 
+ WLAN

CLOUD CLIENT  
 2102T-4G EU WLAN 1234357

WLAN CLOUD CLIENT 
2002T-WLAN 1234360

Operator network 
(RJ45)

CLOUD CLIENT  
1101-TX/TX 1221706

Universal cellular routers

Supply voltage: 10 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +70°C, data rate of up to 150 Mbps, firewall function

Industrial  
cellular routers

Direct VPN  
access or  

mGuard Secure 
Cloud

4G LTE  
+ operator network 

(RJ45)
European version

TC ROUTER 4002T-4G 
EU 1234352

4G LTE  
+ operator network 

(WLAN / RJ45)

TC ROUTER 4102T-4G 
EU WLAN 1234353

TC ROUTER 4202T-4G 
EU WLAN 1234354

4G LTE
For Verizon Wireless TC ROUTER 3002T-4G 

VZW 2702532

For AT&T TC ROUTER 3002T-4G 
ATT 2702533

3 VPN connections
via IPsec or
OpenVPN

5G SA/NSA European version 5004T-5G EU 1439475
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Network components for Industrial Ethernet

Solutions for creating distributed Ethernet networks

In addition to communication at SCADA 
level, Ethernet is now increasingly being 
used to transmit video and I/O information 
for the field level. The physical limitations 
require alternative solutions for covering 
large distances. SHDSL technology allows 
simple 2-wire-cables to be used for data 
transmission up to 20 km. In contrast, 
fiber-optic technology can cover distances 
of up to 40 km and is also completely 
immune to electromagnetic interference. 
At the same time, the FO paths provide 
high-quality electrical isolation between 
the connected system parts.
For retrofitting tasks concerning Modbus 
systems, the COM server can be 
implemented easily between Modbus/
RTU/ASCII systems and Modbus/TCP 
controllers.

Remote
I/O system

SCADA

FF HSE / Modbus/TCP / PROFINET

Remote
I/O system

C
op

pe
r

FO
Features Managed/ 

unmanaged Ports Local  
diagnostics Topologies Surge 

protection
Remote 

diagnostics Designation Item no.

Easily connect Ethernet networks via in-house cables

Supply voltage: 10 V DC / 18 V DC … 30 V DC / 60 V DC, temperature range: -20°C … +60°C, approvals: ATEX, UL, ISA S71.04-1985 G3 Harsh Group A

Managed

2 x SHDSL 
(terminal) 

4 x Ethernet
Display Point-to-point, 

line, ring SHDSL, 
integrated, can 

be replaced

Any location 
via IP

TC EXTENDER 
6004 ETH-2S 2702255

1 x SHDSL 
(terminal)

1 x Ethernet

LED

Point-to- 
point

TC EXTENDER 
4001 ETH-1S 2702253

Unmanaged
2 x SHDSL 
(terminal)

1 x Ethernet

Point-to-point, 
line, ring –

Stationary 
connection 

via USB

TC EXTENDER 
2001 ETH-2S 2702409

Supply voltage: 18 V DC … 57 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +60°C, approvals: ISA S71.04-1985 G3 Harsh Group A

–

G.hn (BNC)
1x Ethernet

LED
Point-to-point, 
line, star, tree, 

ring
– –

EXTENDER  
1010 ETH COAX-G 1319319

G.hn (BNC)
1x Ethernet 

(PoE)

EXTENDER  
2010 ETH COAX-G 1319320

G.hn (terminal)
1x Ethernet

EXTENDER  
1010 ETH TP-G 1319321

G.hn (terminal)
1x Ethernet 

(PoE)

EXTENDER  
2010 ETH TP-G 1319322
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Features Transmission Connection 
method Range Light 

wavelength Special features Designation Item no.

Media converters for standard requirements

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 48 V DC, temperature range: 0°C … +60°C, approvals: UL, cUL, for an easy entry-level solution for converting to FO technology

Multimode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 9.6 km

1310 nm Auto negotiation 
and MDI (x)

FL MC 1000 SC 2891320

Multimode 
fiberglass B-FOC (ST®) Up to 9.6 km FL MC 1000 ST 2891321

Media converters for real-time protocols

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 48 V DC (redundant), temperature range: -40°C … +75°C, approvals: UL, cUL, EAC, robust metal housing

Multimode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 9.6 km

1310 nm

Store-and-forward or 
pass-through mode with 

a very low latency of 
835 ns can be selected 

via DIP switch. This 
enables use for real-time 

Ethernet protocols.

FL MC 2000T SC 2891315

Multimode 
fiberglass B-FOC (ST®) Up to 9.6 km FL MC 2000T ST 2891316

Singlemode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 20 km FL MC 2000T  

SM20 SC 2891317

Singlemode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 40 km FL MC 2000T  

SM40 SC 2891318

Media converters with special approvals for explosion protection or shipbuilding

Supply voltage: 18 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +65°C, approvals: ATEX, UL, and DNV

Multimode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 10 km

1310 nm

LFPT and FEF diagnostic 
functions, auto 

negotiation and auto 
MDI (x), backplane 

bus for redundant or 
alternative power supply.

FL MC EF 1300 MM 
SC 2902853

Multimode 
fiberglass B-FOC (ST®) Up to 10 km  FL MC EF 1300 MM 

ST 2902854

Singlemode 
fiberglass SC duplex Up to 36 km FL MC EF 1300 SM 

SC 2902856

Media converters in accordance with IEC 61850-3 and IEEE 1613

Supply voltage: 12 V DC … 57 V DC (redundant), temperature range: -40°C … +75°C, approvals: EAC, UL, cUL

Multimode 
fiberglass

LC duplex

Up to 9.6 km

1310 nm 4 kV insulation voltage, 
high EMC protection

FL MC 2000E  
LC 2891056

Singlemode 
fiberglass Up to 40 km FL MC 2000E  

SM40 LC 2891156

Media converters for single-fiber transmission

Supply voltage: 18 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +65°C, approvals: EAC, DNV GL, full duplex data transmission on one fiber for rotating 
applications or saving fiber

Multimode and 
singlemode 
fiberglass

SC simplex Up to 38 km 1310/1550 nm

Converters A and B FL MC EF WDM-
SET SC 2902660

Converter A  FL MC EF WDM- 
A SC 2902658

Converter B FL MC EF WDM- 
B SC 2902659
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Network components for Industrial Ethernet

Conversion of serial protocols into Ethernet protocols: Gateways

Supply voltage: 10.8 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … 70°C

Modbus/RTU 
to Modbus/

TCP

1 x RJ45 1 x D-SUB 9 ATEX, UL 
(Class I, Division 2)

FL COMSERVER  
UNI 2313452

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9

ATEX, IECEx, UL  
(Class I, Division 2)

GW MODBUS TCP/RTU 1E/1DB9 2702764

2 x D-SUB 9
GW MODBUS TCP/RTU 1E/2DB9 2702765

2 x RJ45
GW MODBUS TCP/RTU 2E/2DB9 2702766

4 x D-SUB 9 GW MODBUS TCP/RTU 2E/4DB9 2702767

RAW, ASCII 
to Modbus/

TCP

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9 GW MODBUS TCP/ASCII 1E/1DB9 2702768

2 x D-SUB 9
GW MODBUS TCP/ASCII 1E/2DB9 2702769

2 x RJ45
GW MODBUS TCP/ASCII 2E/2DB9 2702770

4 x D-SUB 9 GW MODBUS TCP/ASCII 2E/4DB9 2702771

RAW, ASCII 
to PROFINET

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9 GW PN/ASCII 1E/1DB9 1021080

2 x D-SUB 9
GW PN/ASCII 1E/2DB9 1021058

2 x RJ45
GW PN/ASCII 2E/2DB9 1021056

4 x D-SUB 9 GW PN/ASCII 2E/4DB9 1020882

RAW, ASCII to 
EtherNet/IP™

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9 GW EIP/ASCII 1E/1DB9 2702772

2 x D-SUB 9
GW EIP/ASCII 1E/2DB9 2702773

2 x RJ45
GW EIP/ASCII 2E/2DB9 2702774

4 x D-SUB 9 GW EIP/ASCII 2E/4DB9 2702776

Modbus RTU/
ASCII/TCP to 
EtherNet/IP™

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9 GW EIP/MODBUS 1E/1DB9 1062540

2 x D-SUB 9
GW EIP/MODBUS 1E/2DB9 1062423

2 x RJ45
GW EIP/MODBUS 2E/2DB9 1062380

4 x D-SUB 9 GW EIP/MODBUS 2E/4DB9 1062388

Features Protocol Ethernet 
interface

Serial interface 
(RS-232/RS-422/

RS-485)
Special features Designation Item no.

Conversion of serial data into Ethernet data: Serial device servers

Supply voltage: 10.8 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +70°C

Protocol 
transparent

1 x RJ45
1 x D-SUB 9

ATEX, IECEx, UL  
(Class I, Division 2)

FL COMSERVER  
BASIC 2313478

GW DEVICE SERVER 1E/1DB9 2702758

2 x D-SUB 9
GW DEVICE SERVER 1E/2DB9 2702760

2 x RJ45
GW DEVICE SERVER 2E/2DB9 2702761

4 x D-SUB 9 GW DEVICE SERVER 2E/4DB9 2702763
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Compact wireless module

Features Function Frequency band Data rate Special features Designation Item no.

Supply voltage: 9 V DC … 32 V DC, temperature range: -40 °C … +60 °C, WLAN access point and client 

WLAN access point  
and client with IP20 2.4 GHz  

and 5 GHz Up to 300 Mbps

ATEX, IECEx FL WLAN 2010 1119246

C1D2, IECEx FL WLAN 2011 1119248

Features Protocol Ethernet 
interface

Serial interface 
(RS-232/RS-422/

RS-485)
Special features Designation Item no.

Conversion of serial protocols into Ethernet protocols: Gateways

Supply voltage: 10.8 V DC … 30 V DC, temperature range: -40°C … +70°C

Modbus RTU/
ASCII/TCP to 
PROFINET

1 x RJ45

1 x D-SUB 9

ATEX, IECEx, UL  
(Class I, Division 2)

GW PN/MODBUS 1E/1DB9 1105707

2 x D-SUB 9

GW PN/MODBUS 1E/2DB9 1105708

2 x RJ45

GW PN/MODBUS 2E/2DB9 1105709

4 x D-SUB 9 GW PN/MODBUS 2E/4DB9 1105710

 
PROFIBUS DP  
to PROFINET

1x RJ45 1 x D-SUB 9  
up to 12 Mbps FDT/DTM GW PN/DP 1E/2DB9 1108712
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Network components for Industrial Ethernet

Features Connection 
method Description Shielding Cable shield 

connection
Surge 

protection Designation Item no.

Patch panels

Temperature range: -40°C / -25°C … +70°C / +75°C, approvals: ATEX, UL, DNV, G3 Harsh Group A

RJ45 / RJ45

Standard Ethernet patch  
panel, 8-pos., 

10/100/1000 Mbps, ATEX 

Directly on the 
DIN rail

Via RJ45 jack

No

PP- RJ -RJ 2703015

RJ45 / screw
Tool-free via 

shield contact 
spring 

PP- RJ- SC 2703016

RJ45 / Push-in PP -RJ -SCC 2703018

RJ45 / IDC PP- RJ- IDC 2703019

RJ45 / RJ45 Function version
Ethernet patch panel

8-pos., 10/100/1000 Mbps, 
ATEX

With surge protection and 
shield current diagnostics

Via RJ45 jack

Integrated

PP- RJ -RJ-F 2703020

RJ45 / screw
Tool-free via 

shield contact 
spring

PP- RJ- SC-F 2703021

RJ45 / Push-in PP -RJ -SCC-F 2703022

RJ45 / IDC PP- RJ- IDC-F 2703023

RJ45 / screw 4-pos.,  
10/100 Mbps

Directly on the 
DIN rail

Clamp with 
screws

No

FL CAT5 
TERMINAL BOX 2744610

RJ45 / screw 
8-pos.,  

10/100/1000 Mbps, ATEX
 Either directly 

on DIN rail 
or via RC 

combination

FL-PP-RJ45-SC 2901643

RJ45 / spring-cage 
connection FL-PP-RJ45-SCC 2901642

RJ45 / LSA 8-pos.,  
10/100/1000 Mbps FL-PP-RJ45-LSA 2901645

RJ45 / RJ45 8-pos.,  
10/100/1000 Mbps, ATEX

Via RJ45 jack

FL-PP-RJ45/RJ45 2901646

RJ45 / RJ45
Extended temperature  

range of -40°C … +85°C, 
narrow overall width

Continuous 
shield

FL-PP-RJ45/
RJ45-B 2904933

RJ45 / spring-cage 
connection

Cable sharing module with 
front cable outlet Either directly on 

DIN rail or via 
RC combination

Clamp with 
screws

FL-PP-RJ45-SCC/
SC041 2903532

RJ45 / spring-cage 
connection

Cable sharing module with 
upward cable outlet

FL-PP-RJ45-SCC/
SC045 2904577

Features Electrical 
isolation Approvals Connection 

method Transmission speed Features Designation 
FL ISOLATOR Item no.

Ethernet isolators

Temperature range: -40°C / -25°C … +75°C, approvals: G3 Harsh Group A, EAC, DNV, UL

Up to 4 kV
EN 50155 - 
rolling stock 

EN 50121 - rail

M12 / M12 
D-coded 10/100 Mbps Wall mounting 100-M12 2902985

– – – – Adapter for DIN 
rail mounting FL EPA RMS 2701133

Up to 4 kV
EN 50155 -  
rolling stock

EN 50121 - rail
RJ45 / RJ45

10/100/1000 Mbps – 1000-RJ/RJ 2313915

10/100 Mbps – 100-RJ/RJ 2313931

Up to 4 kV
EN 50155 -  
rolling stock

EN 50121 - rail
RJ45 / screw 10/100 Mbps – 100-RJ/SC 2313928
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Surge protection

SHDSL surge protection Telecommunications surge 
protection

Surge protection for 
coaxial cables Surge protection

Type 
Item no.

DT-TELE-SHDSL 2801593 DT-TELE-RJ45 2882925 CSMA-LAMBDA/4-2.0-BS-SET
2800491

DT-LAN-CAT.6+¹ 2881007
D-LAN-19"-24² 2838791
D-LAN-19"-16² 2880147
D-LAN-19"-8² 2880163

PLT-SEC-T3-120-FM-UT 2907918
PLT-SEC-T3-120-FM-PT 2907927
PLT-SEC-T3-230-FM-UT 2907919
PLT-SEC-T3-230-FM-PT 2907928

Description DATATRAB, surge protection 
for two signal pairs of the 
SHDSL telecommunications 
interface

DATATRAB, surge protection 
for two signal wire pairs of 
the DSL telecommunications 
interface

Surge protection for UTMS 
and quad-band GSM antennas, 
with SMA connector and 
SMA coupling

DNV, SIL, UL 
¹ DNV, UL 

² No specific approvals

RJ45 patch cables

Transmission CAT5 (up to 1 Gbps) CAT6A (up to 10 Gbps)

Sheath material LSZH

Cable design 2 x 4 x AWG 26/7

Shielding S/UTP S/FTP

Length

0.3 m 1227558 1227572

0.5 m 1227559 1227573

1.0 m 1227560 1227575

1.5 m 1227561 1227578

2.0 m 1227562 1227580

3.0 m 1227563 1227581

5.0 m 1227564 1227583

7.5 m 1227565 1227585

10.0 m 1227566 1227588

12.5 m 1227567 1227590

15.0 m 1227570 1227591

20.0 m 1227571 1227593

RJ45 INDUSTRIAL connectors

Connect. technology IDC terminal blocks

Protocol PROFINET Ethernet

Connection area AWG 23 … AWG 22 AWG 26 … AWG 24

Category CAT5 CAT6A CAT5 CAT6A

Cable outlet Straight Upward Downward Straight Straight Upward Downward Straight

Item no. 1421126 1421127 1421128 1149847 1421607 1421876 1421877 1149846
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Fieldbus infrastructure: 
Genuine modularity in a fieldbus
The modular fieldbus components in the fieldbus product range enable communication 
from the process controller to the field devices for PROFIBUS PA fieldbus applications. 
Phoenix Contact offers a comprehensive range of products for interference-free data 
transmission in remote or extensive networks and for worldwide system monitoring. 
Our high-performance interface devices support all leading bus systems and the various 
transmission media.

Device coupler
Block and modular device couplers  
enable infrastructure connection between  
the process fieldbus controller and the  
field devices.

PROFIBUS DP/PA interface
The modular PROFIBUS interface enables 
transparent communication between 
PROFIBUS PA field devices and a higher-level 
PROFIBUS DP fieldbus. It can be extended  
to up to 10 segments.

PROFIBUS PA multiplexer
Using PROFIBUS PA I/O multiplexers,  
signals from the field can be integrated  
directly into PROFIBUS PA.
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Your advantages

 ǅ Save time and money with needs-based installation, 
minimal planning effort, quick module replacement, 
and flexible expansion

 ǅ Universal data links – worldwide and 
controller-independent

Optical data transmission
Fiber-optic data transmission via light waves 
is now implemented as standard for highly 
critical applications with very stringent 
requirements regarding system availability.

Copper-based data transmission
Increase the availability and performance 
of your system through electrically isolated 
network segmentation.

Wireless solutions
Depending on the distance and the signals to 
be transmitted, different wireless technologies 
are available, such as Trusted Wireless or 
cellular communication.
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Fieldbus components

Integrating I/Os directly in PROFIBUS PA

Analog and digital I/Os are integrated 
within a PROFIBUS PA system via a PA 
head station, Radioline I/O modules, and 
a four-channel NAMUR digital input module.
Since all signals are transferred to the 
control room from the field via PROFIBUS 
PA, you can perform the entire installation 
with standard PROFIBUS PA cables.

PROFIBUS PA I/O gateway

All I/O modules in the familiar Radioline 
family are easily integrated into the 
PROFIBUS PA system. 

Your advantages:
• No additional software is required,  

thanks to the preconfigured head station
• Connection of all I/Os in the field via 

standard PROFIBUS PA cables
• Integration in the host system via an  

EDD or GSD file
• Corrosion resistance in accordance with 

ANSI-ISA 71.04-1985 – severity level G3
• Wide temperature range from -40°C to 

+70°C

PROFIBUS PA head station
Variable with six different profiles 

Radioline 
extension 
modules
Can be integrated 
with a DIN rail 
connector

DCS

PLC

PROFIBUS PA

PROFIBUS PA

Field devices

DI/AI/PT100/NAMUR
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PROFIBUS PA IO multiplexer

PROFIBUS PA head station Radioline extension modules NAMUR input module

Type Item no. Valve controller:  
FB-MUX/HS/DIO-NAM/PA 2316270

Temperature and/or analog inputs: 
FB-MUX/HS/AIPA 1005331

Temperature and analog I/O: 
FB-MUX/HS/AIOTEMP/PA  1005330

Combination of digital and analog I/Os: 
FB-MUX/HS/DAIO/PA 1005329

24 high-density digital inputs:  
FB-MUX/HS/DI24/PA 1005332

Four digital inputs:  
RAD-DI4IFS 2901535

Eight digital inputs: 
RAD-DI8-IFS 2901539

Four digital outputs: 
RAD-DOR4-IFS 2901536

Eight digital outputs: 
RAD-DO8-IFS 2902811

Four analog inputs:  
RAD-AI4-IFS 2901537

Four Pt 100 inputs: 
RAD-PT100-4-IFS 2904035

Four analog outputs:  
RAD-AO4-IFS 2901538

Mixed module 2DI/2DO, 1AI/1AO: 
RAD-DAIO6-IFS 2901533

Four NAMUR digital inputs:
RAD-NAM4-IFS 2316275

Description • Suitable for ATEX and IECEx  
zone 2 installations

• Meets PA Profile 3.02
• Scalable and can be extended  

as needed

• Connection to up to four 
NAMUR proximity switches

• Meets standard EN 60947-5-6
• Monitors the short circuit and  

open circuit of every sensor
• Up to 12 NAMUR inputs 

(valve controllers)
• Up to 24 NAMUR inputs 

(high-density DI)

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL

Product selection by inputs and outputs

Functions NAMUR
DI

Digital
OUT

Digital
IN

Analog
IN

Analog
OUT Pt 100 I/Os

Total Type Item no.

Valve controller 12 8 – – – – 20 FB-MUX/HS/DIO-NAM/PA 2316270

Temperature and/or 
analog inputs – – – – 20 FB-MUX/HS/AI/PA 1005331

Temperature and 
analog I/O – – – 8 20 FB-MUX/HS/AIOTEMP/PA 1005330

Combination of digital 
and analog I/Os – 6 6 3 3 – 18 FB-MUX/HS/DAIO/PA 1005329

24 high-density
digital inputs – – 24 – – – 24 FB-MUX/HS/DI24/PA 1005332

24 high-density
NAMUR digital inputs 24 – – – – – 24 FB-MUX/HS/DI24/PA 1005332
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Fieldbus components

Solutions for the fieldbus

Phoenix Contact offers a comprehensive 
solution for your fieldbus application, 
consisting of trunk line modules, device 
couplers, preassembled cables, appropriate 
surge protection, and ready-mounted field 
junction boxes that can be assembled 
according to your specific requirements.

All surge protection products listed in 
Section “Conventional signal connection 
to distributed control systems” (page 96 
onwards) are suitable for effective surge 
protection.

• Connection of all I/Os in the field via 
standard PROFIBUS PA cables

PROFIBUS PA for process automation

We offer a tried-and-tested solution for 
process automation. It requires little space 
and offers many options for increasing 
reliability even further, giving you a decisive 
advantage when it comes to state-of-the-art 
process automation projects.
The fieldbus couplers with block and 
modular designs enable you to meet all 
customer requirements. To network control 
systems with the field devices, we offer 
comprehensive fieldbus system architecture 
solutions along with DP/PA couplers, surge 
protection, and cables and lines.

DCS

PLC

Zone 2

Zone 1, 0

PROFIBUS PA

FISCO
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PROFIBUS DP/PA couplers

PROFIBUS DP/PA 
interface Modular device couplers Block device couplers 

Zone 2
Block device couplers 

Zone 1

Type Item no. DP/PA gateway:
FB-HSB-DP/PA 2316370

DP repeater:
FB-DP-RPTR 2316373

DP repeater and scope:
FB-DP-RPTR/SC 2316374

PA scope:
FB-PA/SC 2316375

6 A power supply:
FB-HSP-PLUG/24DC/6A
 2316383

One trunk line:
FB-ET/E 2316050

Two branch lines:
FB-2SP 2316051
FB-2SP/E 2316052

One FISCO connection:
FB-2SP/24DC 2316352

Six branch lines:
FB-6SP 2316307

12 branch lines:
FB-12SP 2316310

Eight branch lines:
FB-8SP ISO 2316311

12 branch lines:
FB-12SP ISO 2316312

Approvals UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL

PROFIBUS PA redundant too

The PROFIBUS DP/PA coupler enables 
eight PROFIBUS PA segments to be set up. 
The head station has a modular structure 
in line with the requirements of your 
system. A redundant setup is also possible 
and increases system availability further. 
A high-performance 6 A power supply is 
available as an option. 
The device couplers ensure the fast coupling 
of your field devices to the PROFIBUS PA 
strand and are approved up to zone 1. The 
powerful embedded web server enables 
configuration and diagnostics in the event 
of an error. 

Field devices

Block  
device coupler

PROFIBUS  
master 1

PROFIBUS  
master 2

PROFIBUS DP/PA 
coupler

PROFIBUS PA

PROFIBUS DP
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FOUNDATION

Fieldbus components

Solutions for the fieldbus power supply

A high-availability power supply is required 
for the safe and reliable operation of a 
FOUNDATION Fieldbus H1 segment. 
Phoenix Contact offers simple and 
redundant fieldbus power supplies for 
this purpose.

Diagnostics for FOUNDATION Fieldbus in the field

The field diagnostics module is used to 
check the signal quality of the fieldbus 
directly in the field in environments that 
are potentially susceptible to interference. 
The diagnostics enable preventive measures 
to be taken to ensure optimum device 
availability and prevent the sudden loss of 
communication between the devices.
Integration into the control level takes 
place via standard H1 communication 
and device management using DD 
(Device Description), EDDL (Electronic 
Device Description Language), and DTM 
(Device Type Manager). Due to use in the 
field, the measurements are not affected by 
long cable paths. The data is transmitted 
back to the control room in real time, 
where it can be evaluated directly by the 
system operator. This means that no 
maintenance authorizations or process 
interruptions are required.

Fieldbus host

Trunk line to the field

Zone 2

Zone 1, 0

FISCO
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Components for the fieldbus power supply

Redundant fieldbus 
power supply

Power supply unit for 
redundant four-channel 
fieldbus power supply

Field diagnostics module 
for FOUNDATION 

Fieldbus
Surge protection

Type Item no. FB-PS-PLUG-24DC/ 
28DC/0.5/EX 2316132

D-FB-PS 2316226

ZEC 1,5 / 4-LPV-5,0 C2,4 BK
 1793260
ZEC 1,0 / 6-LPV-3,5 C1
 1915699

UC-TM 16 0819217
UC-TMF 16 0819262

FB-PS-MB-… 
…Y/EX 2316148
…I/EX 2316149
…25DSUB/EX 2316146

Accessories:
FB-PS-PLUG-24DC/ 
28DC/0.5/EX 2316132

FB-DIAG/FF/LI 2316284
FB-DIAG/FF/NC 2316297

PT 2X2-FF-ST 2800755
PT 4-BE 2839402
PT 4+F-BE 2839415

S-PT-EX-24DC 2800034
S-PT-EX-24DC-1/2"  2800035

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL

Device couplers, field connection boxes, and installation accessories

Modular device couplers Block device couplers 
Zone 2

Block device couplers 
Zone 1

Field connection boxes
and installation 

accessories

Type Item no. One trunk line:
FB-ET 2316048
FB-ET/E 2316050

Two branch lines:
FB-2SP/E 2316052

One FISCO connection:
FB-2SP/24DC 2316352

Six branch lines:
FB-6SP 2316307

12 branch lines:
FB-12SP 2316310

Eight branch lines:
FB-8SP ISO 2316311

12 branch lines:
FB-12SP ISO 2316312

FB1-S1-6SP-T-0-10-00-0-0
 2316420
FB1-S1-6SP-S-0-10-00-0-0 
 2316446

FB2-S1-12SP-S-0-16-00-0-0
 2316433
FB2-S1-12SP-T-0-16-00-0-0 
 2316417

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL

V I I I

V I
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Fieldbus components

Solutions for the serial connection of distributed I/O devices

Various serial systems, such as Modbus/RTU 
or PROFIBUS, are used for connecting 
remote I/O (RIO) devices. Various interface 
devices are required in order to create 
high-performance and interference-free 
networks. These devices adapt to different 
interfaces and provide electrical isolation, 
as well as increasing the range and speed 
in the network. Data can be transmitted 
via copper, fiber optics, or wirelessly for a 
wide range of different requirements.

Transmission ranges

• Copper – standard: maximum 1,200 m  
(depending on cable type and data rate)

• Copper – SHDSL: up to 20 km
• FO converter 

660 nm: 
100 m (polymer fiber) 
800 m (HCS fiber) 
850 nm: 
2,800 m (HCS fiber) 
3,300 m (multimode fiberglass 62.5/125) 
4,500 m (multimode fiberglass 50/125) 
1,300 nm: 
22 km (multimode fiberglass 62.5/125) 
25 km (multimode fiberglass 50/125) 
45 km (singlemode fiberglass 9/125) 
Can vary depending on the bus system 
used.

• Wireless 
Trusted Wireless 2.4 GHz: 
Up to 800 m with omnidirectional 
antenna 
Up to 4.5 km with directional antennas 
Trusted Wireless 900 MHz: 32 km 
Trusted Wireless 868 MHz: 20 km

• Cellular communication:  
Worldwide

Remote  
I/O system

DCS

PROFIBUS DP / Modbus/RTU / RS-232

Remote  
I/O system

Remote  
I/O system
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Copper 
Standard

Copper
SHDSL extender

Fiber optics
Media converter Wireless

PROFIBUS DP

Type 
Item no.

PSI-REP-PROFIBUS/12MB1

 2708863
PSM-ME-RS485/RS485-P1

 2744429
PSI-TERMINATOR-PB-TBUS
 2702636
SUBCON-PLUS-PROFIB/SC2
 2708232
SUBCON-PLUS-PROFIB/PG/SC2
 2708245

PSI-MODEM-SHDSL/PB
 2313656

PSI-MOS-PROFIB/FO 850 E
 2708274
PSI-MOS-PROFIB/FO 850 T
 2708261
PSI-MOS-PROFIB/FO1300 E
 2708559
PSI-MOS-PROFIB/FO1300 T
 2708892

RAD-2400-IFS1

 2901541

Modbus/RTU/ASCII

Type 
Item no.

PSI-REP-RS485W21

 2313096
PSM-ME-RS485/RS485-P1

 2744429
FL COMSERVER UNI 
232/422/4851

 2313452
SUBCON-PLUS M1
 2761826
SUBCON-PLUS F1
 2744267

PSI-MODEM-SHDSL/SERIAL
 2313669

PSI-MOS-RS485W2/FO 850 E
 2708339
PSI-MOS-RS485W2/FO 850 T
 2708326
PSI-MOS-RS485W2/FO1300 E 
 2708562
PSI-MOS-RS422/FO 660 E
 2708342
PSI-MOS-RS422/FO 660 T 
 2708384
PSI-MOS-RS422/FO 850 E 
 2708355
PSI-MOS-RS422/FO 850 T 
 2708397
PSI-MOS-RS422/FO1300 E 
 2708575

RAD-2400-IFS1

 2901541
RAD-900-IFS 22

 2901540
RAD-868-IFS3

 2904909

RS-232

Type 
Item no.

PSM-ME-RS232/RS232-P1

 2744461
PSM-ME-RS232/RS485-P1

 2744416
FL COMSERVER BASIC 232/422/4851

 2313478

PSI-MODEM-SHDSL/SERIAL
 2313669

PSI-MOS-RS232/FO 850 E 
 2708371
PSI-MOS-RS232/FO 850 T 
 2708423
PSI-MOS-RS232/FO1300 E 
 2708588

RAD-2400-IFS1

 2901541
RAD-900-IFS 22

 2901540
RAD-868-IFS
 2904909

Approvals

G3
1ATEX, G3, UL

2ATEX, G3
3G3, UL

ATEX ATEX, G3, UL

G3
1ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL

2G3, UL
3ATEX, G3

Cu

WLAN
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Fieldbus components

Solutions for the transmission of I/O and serial signals

Remote control  
with wireless solutions
With wireless solutions, you can easily 
record measurement data and system 
information from remote or poorly 
accessible areas and transmit it to 
central points.

For remote control technology, this 
provides a reliable and inexpensive 
alternative to new cable paths. This is 
particularly true when installing new 
system components or replacing defective 
communication cables. The wireless 
modules have various interfaces and thus 
act as a gateway between local sensors 
and actuators of the process station and 
the control center.

Trusted Wireless 2.0

Trusted Wireless technology is specifically 
designed for the reliable transmission of 
data and signals over long distances. The 
new version 2.0 offers adjustable data 
rates, encryption, extended diagnostics, 
and parallel operation of multiple networks.
Distances of several kilometers can be 
achieved with the 2.4 GHz system and even 
greater distances can be covered with the 
868 MHz system.
Longer transmission paths are covered 
using repeater stations.

The Radioline system – easy signal 
distribution with I/O mapping 
Radioline is Phoenix Contact’s transmission 
system for extensive systems and networks 
with up to 250 stations. 
Special features include easy input and 
output assignment by simply turning the 
thumbwheel – without requiring any 
programming.

DCS

PLC PLC

RS-485
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Radioline products

Front modules I/O modules Accessories

Type Item no. Europe 868 MHz:
RAD-868-IFS 2904909

America, Canada 900 MHz:
RAD-900-IFS 2901540

Australia 900 MHz:
RAD-900-IFS-AU 2702878

Worldwide 2400 MHz:
RAD-2400-IFS 2901541

Japan 2400 MHz:
RAD-2400-IFS-JP 2702863

America, Canada 900 MHz,  
NEMA 4X(IP66): 
RAD-900-DAIO6 2702877

Four digital inputs:
RAD-DI4-IFS  2901535
Eight digital inputs:
RAD-DI8-IFS 2901539
Four analog inputs:
RAD-AI4-IFS 2901537
Four Pt 100 inputs:
RAD-PT100-4-IFS 2904035
Four digital outputs:
RAD-DOR4-IFS 2901536
Eight digital outputs:
RAD-DO8-IFS 2902811
Four analog outputs:
RAD-AO4-IFS 2901538

Mixed module 2DI/2DO, 1AI/1AO:
RAD-DAIO6-IFS 2901533

RF band 3: 
RAD-CONF-RF3 2902814
RF band 5:
RAD-CONF-RF5 2902815
RF band 7:
RAD-CONF-RF7 2902816
Freely configurable:
RAD-MEMORY 2902828
Configuration cable:
RAD-CABLE-USB 2903447
Configuration stick 868 MHz:
RAD-868-CONF-RF1 2702197
Configuration stick 900 MHz:
RAD-900-CONF-RF1 2702122

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL –

One device – a wide range of applications

Radioline transmits I/O signals as well as 
serial data and is therefore very versatile. 
Trusted Wireless technology also ensures 
reliable transmission in harsh industrial 
environments, whatever the protocol 
type. The Radioline function blocks for 
PC Worx enable easy I/O integration 
into the control level.

Radioline features:
• Adjustable data rates for the 

wireless interface
• Easy module replacement, even during 

operation (hot-swap capability)
• Channel-to-channel electrical isolation
• Extended temperature range:  

-40°C to +70°C

Serial

ModbusModbus

CNT  
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I/O data mode

PLC/Modbus/RTU mode

Serial data mode

PLC/Modbus/RTU dual mode
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Fieldbus components

Create your own individual remote control system

For a long time, remote control was 
synonymous with the use of expensive, 
self-contained systems. In particular, 
this meant that small remote stations 
were often not monitored. With 
Phoenix Contact’s flexible remote 
control system, you can now create a 
customized and inexpensive solution 
even for small stations. You can decide 
which functions you require.

Flexible communication technologies

Thanks to special protocols, you can 
transmit process data securely over 
wide area networks, even with low 
bandwidth and with poor transmission 
quality.  
Phoenix Contact offers remote 
control solutions for virtually all 
telecommunications networks, such as:
• SHDSL
• Classic network technology 

(Ethernet, WLAN)
• Serial communication
• Cellular networks (4G and 5G)

SCADA

Ethernet
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TC MOBILE I/O and remote control software

Alerting and switching Remote control libraries

Type 
Item no.

TC MOBILE I/O X200-4G 1038567
TC MOBILE I/O X200-4G AC 1038568

APP-LIC-RESY-DNP3HL 1462948
APP-LIC-RESY10X-REMOTE 1270964
APP-LIC-RESY-DNP3 1226639

Description Monitor analog and digital values easily and securely via the 
cellular network. The TC MOBILE I/O X200 SMS relay keeps 
you up to date on the status or error state of your system, 
even in the field. You can send text messages via SMS or 
email and set switching outputs, for example, to disconnect 
machines. This helps you avoid costly on-site service calls – 
even if you don’t have an expensive broadband connection.

Using these remote control libraries, you can upgrade 
a PLCnext Control to create a remote control station. 
Customize your remote control station yourself and tailor 
it precisely to your project. The remote control libraries 
enable communication via IEC 60870-5-101/104 or DNP3.

I/O modules and controllers

I/O modules Controllers – PLCnext Control

Type 
Item no.

AXL SE RS232 1181787
AXL SE RS485 1088128
AXL F BP SE4 1088135
AXL F BP SE6 1088136
AXL SE DO16/1 1088129
AXL SE DI16/1 1088127
AXL SE AI4 I 0-20 1296378
AXL SE AI4 I 4-20 1088062
AXL SE AO4 I 0-20 1296372
AXL SE AO4 I 4-20 1088123 

AXC F 2152 2404267
AXC F 3152 1069208

Description Digital and analog Axioline Smart Elements cover all typical 
applications in the field of remote control technology. 
Depending on the number of channels, the I/O devices are 
connected by a backplane with either four or six slots.

The PLCnext Control acquires and temporarily stores data, 
sends alerts, and controls the connected process. Supporting 
various performance classes and modular expansion with 
digital and analog inputs and outputs, you can find the 
optimum hardware solution for your remote control 
technology tasks.

Approvals UL DNV, UL, IECEx
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Supply and protect
If just one component fails in the power supply, unwanted and costly failures  
can occur. Use our high-performance power supplies and compatible device circuit 
breakers and surge protection to ensure the maximum availability of your system.

With its power supplies, DC/DC converters, redundancy modules, and  
uninterruptible power supplies, the QUINT power supply family is ideally suited 
for process technology. At the same time, strong surge protection and adjustable 
device circuit breakers provide effective protection against surge voltages, 
overloads, and short circuits.
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Surge protection for  
power supply systems
Surge voltages can cause significant damage. 
SEC Technology reliably protects systems 
and devices against surge voltage events, 
thus preventing production downtimes. 
ImpulseCheck is the world’s first intelligent 
assistance system for surge protection in the 
field of mains protection. The module enables 
you to measure the state of health of every 
single protective device via cloud connection.

24 V power supply
Superior system availability with 
high-performance power supply systems. 
You can opt for our QUINT POWER power 
supplies from 1 to 40 A, or combine them 
for maximum availability. For a truly individual 
solution, we offer DC/DC converters for all 
voltage levels, active and passive redundancy 
modules, and uninterruptible power supplies 
with Ethernet interface. Whether alone or 
in combination – QUINT POWER delivers 
non-stop power.

Device protection
Selective device protection with a wide range 
of tripping mechanisms provides maximum 
safety for every load. This means that only 
the areas that are actually affected by an 
overload or short-circuit current are shut 
down. Different demands exist, depending 
on the area of application and task. You will 
find the right device circuit breaker for every 
application in the COMPLETE line portfolio.

Prevent unplanned downtimes

A powerful surge protection system safely 
discharges transient overvoltages on the 
AC side without causing system downtimes. 
Energy storage or redundancy solutions 
supplement the DC power supply when 
needed, thus safeguarding the 24 V supply 
even in critical situations. Device circuit 

breakers prevent negative effects on the 
overall system caused by interference 
in the field. In addition to supply and 
protection, future-proof monitoring 
solutions help save energy in the overall 
system.

Monitoring

Safeguarding
Overvoltage 
monitoring

A

A

B

B

A

B B

C

C

Surge protection for  
power supply systems

Energy monitoring

UPS + energy storage
Power supply/ 

DC/DC converter
Redundancy module

Device protection

Power distribution

Supply

Protection

Distribution
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Components for device protection

Data transparency for superior system availability

In industries where high system availability 
is key, knowledge about system states and 
operating states is essential. Operating data 
can be used to identify, localize, and correct 
critical operating states and anomalies 
promptly – before they result in expensive 
production downtime.

The new, communicative 24 V supply 
system understands your system better 
than you do: The intelligent solution 
increases the data transparency of the 
entire system and provides information on 
all relevant operating and diagnostic data. 
Preventive function monitoring helps you 
reduce downtimes to a minimum.

The modular solution consists of the 
new QUINT POWER power supply with 
IO-Link, the CAPAROC circuit breaker 
system, and the intelligent QUINT DC UPS.

Prevent failures and minimize downtimes

Electrical isolation in the event of a fault 
prevents residual currents and simplifies 
measurements and troubleshooting.
The pluggable design enables the 
easy adjustment of nominal currents 
or characteristics and also facilitates 
replacement and securing against 
reconnection – without intervention in 
the installation. 
In isolated supply systems, two-position 
fuse protection solutions are required. 
The products in the CB TM family are 
ideally suited for this purpose. The simple 
bridging of the positive and negative 
potentials minimizes wiring effort.

Redundantly supplied circuit breaker system

The CAPAROC system allows for a fully 
modular design, from the communication-
capable power module and adjustable 
current rails to various circuit breaker 
modules. Integrable 0 V potential 
distributors round out the system. The 
current rails located in the DIN rail 
can be supplied via different paths. This 
allows redundant supply of the circuit 
breakers with two power supply units. 
Communication and power supply to 
the loads are thus ensured even if one 
power supply unit fails.
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Device circuit breakers and surge protection

Multi-channel electronic circuit breakers Modular thermomagnetic device circuit breakers

Type Item no. CBM E4 24DC/0.5-10A NO-R
 2905743
CBM E8 24DC/0.5-10A NO-R 
 2905744

CB TM1 2A F1 P 2800859
CB TM1 4A F1 P 2800861
CB TM1 4A SFB P 2800839
CB TM1 6A SFB P 2800841
CB TM2 2A SFB P 2800870
CB TM2 10A SFB P 2800876
CB 1/6-2/4 PT-BE 2800929

 Web code: #1650  Web code: #1653

Approvals UL, GL UL, GL

Channels 4- and 8-channel 1-channel

Rated current 0.5 A … 16 A 0.5 A … 16 A

Backup fuse 15 A DC –

Operating voltage 24 V DC Up to 50 V DC

Connection method Push-in connection Push-in or  
screw connection

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products

Device circuit breakers and fuse terminal blocks

Circuit breaker system Electronic  
circuit breakers Fuse terminal blocks

Type Item no. CAPAROC PM PN 1110986
CAPAROC PM S-R 1115661
CAPAROC E1…1-10A 1115649
CAPAROC E1…1-4A 1115415
CAPAROC E2…2-10A 1110984
CAPAROC E2…1-4A 1115655
CAPAROC E4…1-10A 1115658
CAPAROC E4…1-4A 1115657

PTCB E1 24DC/1-3A NO 2909909
PTCB E1 24DC/1-4A NO 2908261
PTCB E1 24DC/1-8A NO 2908262
PTCB E1 24DC/2A NO 2909903
PTCB E1 24DC/3A NO 2909904
PTCB E1 24DC/4A NO 2909906
PTCB E1 24DC/6A NO 2909908

UT 4-HESI (5X20) 3046032
UT 4-HESILED 24 (5X20) 3046090
UT 4-HESILED 60 (5X20) 3046126
PT 4-HESI (5X20) 3211861
PT 4-HESILED 24 (5X20) 3211903
PT 4-HESILED 60 (5X20) 3207908

 Web code: #2825  Web code: #1649  Web code: #0075, #1393

Approvals UL UL, GL DNV

Channels 1-, 2-, and 4-channel 1-channel 1-channel

Rated current 1 A … 10 A 1 A … 8 A –

Backup fuse Up to 15 A DC Up to 15 A DC –

Operating voltage 12 V DC / 24 V DC  24 V DC –

Connection method Push-in connection Push-in connection Push-in or  
screw connection

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Components for lightning and surge protection

Solutions for lightning protection and equipotential bonding on pipelines

In pipeline construction, pipes are 
assembled in segments and electrically 
isolated from one another in order to 
provide effective cathodic corrosion 
protection.
When installed, the pipelines must be 
isolated from the ground potential due to 
the cathodic corrosion protection systems. 
This results in special requirements for 
lightning protection equipotential bonding. 
Direct grounding of the metallic pipe 
parts causes a high fault current for the 
cathodic corrosion protection system. 
For this reason, it is necessary to ground 
the pipeline segments indirectly. Isolating 
spark gaps are used for this purpose.

The surge protection modules must 
be selected according to the system 
requirements and the grounding concept. 
This is only a schematic view.

Protecting insulating flanges
The isolating spark gap protects against 
damage to insulating flanges, which are vital 
for the segmentation of the pipeline. In the 
event of a surge voltage, the isolating spark 
gap becomes a low-resistance element and 
bypasses the insulation between the individual 
pipeline segments. The isolating spark gap 
discharges the surge voltage to ground at 
defined pipeline sections.

Combining current carrying 
capacity
The FLT isolating spark gap is characterized 
by its high discharge capacity and very 
low sparkover voltage. The product and 
accessories have been optimized for use with 
the most popular insulating kits for pipeline 
flanges.

Taking equipotential bonding  
into consideration
Consideration should be given to surge 
protection and equipotential bonding as early 
as the planning stage. Insulating flanges act as 
connecting elements between the individual 
pipe segments. It is important to provide 
indirect equipotential bonding here.

DC

Anode

PipelineInsulating  
flange

Insulating  
flange

230 V AC

Measuring circuit

Cathodic corrosion protection
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Isolating spark gap, type 1+2 special combined lightning current and surge arrester, type 1+2 combined 
lightning current and surge arrester, and surge protective device

Isolating spark gap
Type 1+2 special combined 

lightning current and 
surge arrester 

Type 1+2 combined 
lightning current and 

surge arrester
Surge protective device

Type Item no. FLT-ISG-100-EX 2905579
FLT-ISG-PL-11 2905584
FLT-ISG-PL-42  2905756
FLT-ISG-BR-11 2905580
FLT-ISG-BR-62 2905765
FLT-ISG-CA-100 2905589
FLT-ISG-CA-300 2905591
FLT-ISG-PL-26 2905745
FLT-ISG-BR-26 2905757
FLT-ISG-CA-300 2905591

FLT-SEC-T1+T2-1C-350/25-FM
 2905465

VAL-MS-T1/T2 48/12.5 ST
 2801242

DK-BIC-35 2749880

TTC-6P-2-HC-… 
…24DC-UT-I  2906811
…M-24DC-UT-I 2906743
…24DC-PT-I 2906817
…M-24DC-PT-I 2906755

 Web code: #0109  Web code: #0116  Web code: #2019  Web code: #1319

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL DNV, UL DNV, UL G3, DNV, SIL, UL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Components for lightning and surge protection

Surge protection for the power supply

Type 1  
surge protective device

Type 1 + type 2  
surge protective device

Type 2  
surge protective device 

Type 3  
device protection

Type Item no. FLT-SEC-P-T1-… 
…3S-350/25-FM 2905421
…3C-350/25-FM 2905419

FLT-SEC-H-T1-…
…1C-264/25-FM 2801615
…3C-264/25-FM 2905871

FLT-SEC-T1+T2-…
…3S-350/25-FM 2905470
…3C-350/25-FM 2905469
…3IT-350/25-FM 1044386
…2IT-350/25-FM 1044388

VAL-SEC-T2-… 
…3S-350-FM 2905340
…3C-350-FM 2905339
…3C-440-FM 2909968

PLT-SEC-T3-… 
…230-FM-PT 2907928
…24-FM-PT 2907925
…230-FM-UT 2907919
…24-FM-UT 2907916

 Web code: #0646  Web code: #0116  Web code: #0117  Web code: #1777

Approvals DNV, UL DNV, UL DNV, UL DNV, UL

Solutions for surge protection in a process plant

The system to be protected is divided into 
lightning protection zones (LPZs). The 
appropriate lightning and surge protective 
devices must be installed at the boundaries 
between zones.
This applies to power supply, measurement 
and control technology, data processing, 
and telecommunications lines, and to 
transmitters and receivers as well.

LPZ 0

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

LPZ 1

LPZ 2

Equipment  
(potentially susceptible 

equipment)

Housing
Proportionate  

lightning current

U2, I2U1, I1U0, I0
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Surge protection for information and data technology

Surge protective device  
for Gigabit Ethernet, 

Token Ring, FDDI/CDDI, 
ISDN, DS1

Surge protective device 
for 19" applications

Type Item no. DT-LAN-CAT.6+ 2881007 D-LAN-19"-24 2838791
D-LAN-19"-20 2880134
D-LAN-19"-16 2880147
D-LAN-19"-12 2880150

 Web code: #0145  Web code: #0145

Approvals UL –

Surge protection for MCR technology

Surge protection for  
Ex i applications

Surge protection for  
non-Ex i applications

Surge protection  
field devices

Type Item no. TTC-6-… 
…1x2-M-EX-24DC-UT-I 2906820
…2x1-M-EX-24DC-UT-I 2906821

TTC-6P-… 
…1x2-M-EX-24DC-UT-I 2906824
…2x1-M-EX-24DC-UT-I 2906825

TTC-6-3-HF-F-M-EX-… 
…24DC-UT-I 2906823
…12DC-UT-I 2906822

TTC-6-FMRS-PT 2907811

TTC-6P-1X2-M-… 
…24DC-UT-I 2906738
…24DC-PT-I 2906750

TTC-6-1X2-… 
…24DC-UT 2906798
…24DC-PT 2906804

TTC-6-FMRS-UT 2907810
TTC-6-FMRS-PT 2907811

Ex i:
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC-1/2" 2882572

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC-1/2" 2800035
S-PT-2XEX-24DC-1/2" 2800041
S-PT-4-EX-24DC-1/2" 2800037

 Web code: #1322  Web code: #1389  Web code: #0292

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, SIL, UL G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, SIL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Components for the power supply

QUINT POWER Plus versions with OVP

A stable 24 V supply is essential for the 
reliable supply of your system. Voltage dips 
and increases must be avoided at all costs. 
Redundant solutions prevent voltage dips 
at the load. Voltage increases are normally 
prevented by using additional overvoltage 
modules.

The Plus versions of the QUINT power 
supplies independently protect loads from 
unpredictable overvoltages, eliminating the 
need for downstream voltage limitation.
 

In order to protect the load in the event 
that voltage control fails, the devices switch 
off the output by means of integrated 
double OVP. If faults occur during voltage 
control, the Plus versions limit the output 
voltage to ≤30 V DC before the power 
supply shuts down in order to protect the 
load. In redundant operation, the loads will 
therefore still be supplied steadily, safely, 
and reliably.

Functional safety with QUINT POWER

QUINT POWER satisfies functional safety 
requirements (SIL) and ensures maximum 
operational safety. Whether in parallel 
operation or when connected to different 
phases, the load is reliably supplied even 
in the event of problems with the input 
voltage. 

Safety integrity level SIL 3 (IEC 61508) 
can be achieved in applications by using 
various QUINT POWER solutions. On the 
one hand, by using the Plus versions with 
integrated decoupling MOSFET. On the 
other hand, by combining QUINT POWER 
power supplies with QUINT ORING 

(ACB Technology) or QUINT S-ORING 
active redundancy modules.

All of the above solutions ensure consistent 
redundancy through to the load.

QUINT POWER Plus versions for demanding applications

The Plus versions of the QUINT POWER 
AC/DC power supplies and DC/DC 
converters increase your system availability 
and operational safety. 

The integrated MOSFET decoupling for 1+1 
and n+1 redundancy ensures symmetrical 
load distribution. Faults can be detected 
early on by means of configurable output 
current signaling thresholds. 

In addition, integrated OVP (overvoltage 
protection) protects your system against 
voltage increases. Maximum operational 
safety is ensured by satisfying functional 
safety requirements (SIL).

With the protective coating and ATEX, 
IECEx, and HazLoc approval, use in zone 2 
potentially explosive areas is also possible. 
The Plus versions are rounded out by a 
wide temperature range of -40°C to +75°C 
or +70°C for the DC/DC converter.

Fluctuations in the output voltage of a  
standard power supply

Safe shutdown with the Plus version of the 
QUINT POWER power supply
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DC/DC converters and redundancy modules

DC/DC converters DC/DC converters  
with protective coating Redundancy modules

Type Item no. QUINT4-PS… 
… 24DC/24DC/5/PT 2910119
… 24DC/24DC/5/SC 1046800
… 24DC/24DC/10/PT 2910120
… 24DC/24DC/10/SC 1046803
… 24DC/24DC/20/PT 2910121
… 24DC/24DC/20/SC 1046805
… 24DC/12DC/8/PT 2910122
… 24DC/48DC/5/PT 2910123
… 12DC/24DC/5/PT 2910124
… 48DC/24DC/5/PT 2910125
… 48DC/48DC/5/PT 2910128

QUINT4-PS… 
… 24DC/24DC/5/PT/CO 2910132
… 24DC/24DC/10/PT/CO 2910133
… 24DC/24DC/20/SC/+¹ 1046881

QUINT4-S-ORING… 
… 12-24DC/1x40 2907752
… 12-24DC/1x40/VP2 1043418
… 12-24DC/1x40/+2 2907753
QUINT4-ORING… 
… 24DC/2x10/1x102* 1088206
… 24DC/2x20/2x202* 1088207
QUINT-ORING…
… 24DC/2x40/1x80 2902879
QUINT4-DIODE… 
… 12-24DC/2x20/1x402 2907719
… 48DC/2x20/1x402 2907720

Approvals
G3, DNV, UL, UL ANSI/ISA C1D2 G3, DNV, UL, UL ANSI/ISA C1D2 

ATEX, IECEx, CCC Ex  
¹SIL

G3, DNV, UL
2ATEX, IECEx, CCC Ex

Input voltage range 9 V DC … 57.6 V DC 18 V DC … 33.6 V DC 8 V DC … 56 V DC

Nominal output voltage 12 V DC / 24 V DC / 48 V DC 24 V DC 12 V DC / 24 V DC / 48 V DC

Output current 5 A / 8 A / 10 A / 20 A 5 A / 10 A / 20 A 1 x 20 A / 1 x 40 A / 1 x 80 A

Power supplies

 Web code: #1513

Power supplies
1-phase

Power supplies
3-phase

Power supplies
with protective coating

Type Item no. QUINT4-PS… 
… 1AC/24DC/5 2904600
… 1AC/24DC/10 2904601
… 1AC/24DC/20¹ 2904602
… 1AC/24DC/40 2904603
… 1AC/110DC/4 2904613
… 1AC/12DC/15 2904608
… 1AC/48DC/5 2904610
… 1AC/48DC/10 2904611 
… 1AC/48DC/20 2904612

QUINT4-PS… 
… 3AC/24DC/5 2904620
… 3AC/24DC/10 2904621
… 3AC/24DC/20 2904622 
… 3AC/24DC/20/IOL 1151048
… 3AC/24DC/40 2904623 
… 3AC/24DC/40/IOL 1151047
… 3AC/48DC/20 2904627

QUINT4-PS… 
… 1AC/24DC/10/CO 2904625 
… 1AC/24DC/10/+¹ 2904616
… 1AC/24DC/20/CO 2904626
… 1AC/24DC/20/+¹ 2904617 
… 1AC/24DC/40/+¹ 2904618

QUINT4-SYS-PS…
… 1AC/24DC/2.5/SC2 2904614

QUINT-PS…
… 1AC/24DC/5/CO2 2320908
… 1AC/24DC/10/CO2 2320911
… 1AC/24DC/20/CO2 2320898 

Approvals G3, DNV, UL, UL ANSI/ISA C1D2
¹SIL

G3, DNV, UL, UL ANSI/ISA C1D2 G3, DNV, UL, ANSI/ISA C1D2 
¹ ATEX, IECEx, CCC Ex, SIL 

2 ATEX, IECEx, CCC Ex

Nominal input voltage 85 V AC … 264 V AC / 
90 V DC … 350 V DC

3 x 320 V AC … 550 V AC,
2 x 360 V AC … 550 V AC,

±300 V DC

85 V AC … 264 V AC / 
90 V DC … 350 V DC

Nominal output voltage 12 V DC / 24 V DC / 48 V DC / 
110 V DC 24 V DC / 48 V DC 24 V DC

Output current 4 A / 5 A / 10 A / 15 A / 20 A / 40 A 5 A / 10 A / 20 A / 40 A 2.5 A / 5 A / 10 A / 20 A
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QUINT UPS for DC applications

Reliably protect your DC loads against 
power supply failure. The QUINT DC UPS 
for 24 V DC with output currents of 5 A 
to 40 A is suitable for mains interruptions 
that last for up to several hours. Monitor 
and optimize your energy storage 
automatically with IQ Technology. 
The POWER MANAGEMENT SUITE 
configuration and management software 
and data cables from Phoenix Contact 
are available for this purpose.

DC solution for increased availability with an uninterruptible power supply

QUINT DC UPS uninterruptible power 
supplies bridge network interruptions 
and mains failures. IQ Technology 
detects all relevant energy storage 
states. IQ Technology ensures the crucial 
transparency required to guarantee supply 
stability and optimum utilization of energy 
storage at all times. 

Along with DC solutions, Phoenix Contact 
offers uninterruptible power supplies for 
AC applications.

The various energy storage devices are 
characterized by their very different 
properties:
• LI-ION (lithium iron phosphate 

technology): high life expectancy  
with long buffer times 

• VRLA-WTR (Valve Regulated Lead 
Acid-Wide Temperature Range):  
very long buffer times

• PB (lead/AGM): long buffer times  
under normal conditions

Components for the power supply

QUINT UPS for AC applications

The QUINT UPS for AC applications 
reliably protects your system against power 
supply failure. The AC UPS delivers a pure 
sine curve at the output. The sine wave 
generated during battery operation is 
synchronized to the grid previously used 
for supply, allowing seamless transition. 
The intelligent IQ Technology monitors 
and optimizes the operation of your energy 
storage device. You will be warned at an 
early stage of possible failures, because 
your UPS detects the remaining expected 
life of the energy storage device.  

Substantial power reserve
• For mains and battery operation
• Power Boost static power 

reserve
• SFB Technology

Easy integration into 
industrial networks 
thanks to interfaces
• PROFINET
• EtherNet/IP
• EtherCAT®

• USB

Adaptive current 
management
For fast recharging and 
high energy storage 
device availability

Convection cooling
Comprehensive 
signaling

USB interface 

Seamless transition  
thanks to  
online topology

Optimized use of buffer time and 
monitoring of the energy storage device

Startup from the  
energy storage device

Can be connected in 
parallel

Startup from the  
energy storage device
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Uninterruptible power supplies for DC applications and energy storage

 Web code: #0154

Technical data QUINT DC UPS Energy storage

Type
Item no.

Type
Item no.

Type
Item no.

Type
Item no.

Type
Item no.

PROFINET:
QUINT4-UPS/24DC/24DC/…/PN 2906993, 2907068, 2907073, 2907079

EtherCAT®:
QUINT4-UPS/24DC/24DC/…/EC 2906996, 2907070, 2907076, 2907081

EtherNet/IP™:
QUINT4-UPS/24DC/24DC/…/EIP 2906994, 2907069, 2907074, 2907080

USB:
QUINT4-UPS/24DC/24DC/…/USB 2906991, 2907067, 2907072, 2907078

No interface:
QUINT4-UPS/24DC/24DC/… 2906990, 2907066, 2907071, 2907077

UPS-BAT/…
… LI-ION/24DC/120WH 2320351
… LI-ION/24DC/924WH 2908232

… VRLA-WRT/24DC/13AH 2320416
… VRLA-WRT/24DC/26AH 2320429
 
… PB/24DC/1.2AH 1274520
… PB/24DC/4AH 1274117 
… PB/24DC/7AH 1274118
… PB/24DC/12AH 1274119
… PB/24DC/20AH 1348516
… PB/24DC/40AH 1354641

Approvals UL UL

Nominal voltage 24 V DC 24 V DC

Input voltage range 18 V DC … 30 V DC 19.2 V DC … 28 V DC

Output current 5 A / 10 A / 20 A / 40 A 10 A / 20 A / 40 A

Properties of the different storage media

Type Temperature Service life at 20°C Service life at 50°C Charging cycles
at 20°C

Weight, 
standardized

UPS-BAT/LI-ION… -20°C … +60°C 15 years 2 years 7000 0.45 kg

UPS-BAT/VRLA-WTR… -25°C … +60°C 12 years 1.5 years 300 1.3 kg

UPS-BAT/VRLA… 0°C … +40°C 6  years … 10 years 1 year 250 1 kg

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products

Uninterruptible power supplies for AC applications and energy storage

 Web code: #0154

Technical data QUINT AC UPS Energy storage

Type 
Item no.

QUINT4-UPS/1AC/1AC/500VA/USB 
 1067327

QUINT4-UPS/1AC/1AC/1KVA
 2320283

UPS-BAT/…
… LI-ION/24DC/120WH 2320351
… LI-ION/24DC/924AH 2908232

… VRLA-WTR/24DC/13AH 2320416
… VRLA-WTR/24DC/26AH 2320429

… PB/24DC/4AH 1274117
… PB/24DC/7AH 1274118
… PB/24DC/12AH 1274119 
… PB/24DC/20AH 1348516
… PB/24DC/40AH 13546415

Approvals UL UL UL

Nominal voltage 120 V AC / 230 V AC 120 V AC / 230 V AC 24 V DC

Input voltage range 90 V AC … 264 V AC 90 V AC … 264 V AC  19.2 V DC … 28 V DC

Nominal power 400 W / 500 VA 900 W / 1 kVA
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Connection technology and marking
With CLIPLINE complete, the unique terminal block system from Phoenix Contact, 
you can freely select the connection technology. Whether you opt for Push-in, 
Push-X, screw, spring-cage, or insulation displacement connection technology, all 
of these connection technologies can be freely combined with each other using 
the same accessories thanks to the double bridge shaft. They are all tested in 
accordance with NE 95. 

Optimize all of the processes involved in the setup, installation, and maintenance 
of your control cabinets and systems in the field. We can help you achieve this with 
optimally coordinated products from our marking, tool, and mounting material ranges.

Connection technology for 
measuring transducer circuits
The test-disconnect terminal blocks can 
be used to set up space-saving individual 
test strips for all measuring, testing, and 
protection tasks.

Connection technology for  
signal marshalling
Marshalling panels and feed-through terminal 
blocks as well as function terminals with 
integrated disconnect zones or fuse-links are 
available depending on the application.
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Your advantages

 ǅ High degree of flexibility 

 ǅ Easy and efficient marking options

 ǅ Diverse range of testing and function accessories

 ǅ Easy planning of terminal strips, assembled 
mounting panels, and junction boxes with the 
clipx ENGINEER engineering software

MARKING system
Marking systems, marking software, marking 
materials, and marking services: MARKING 
system offers intuitive and user-friendly 
solutions for all applications from planning 
right through to the finished marking.

Engineering software
With the clipx ENGINEER software, 
you can plan your terminal strips, 
assembled mounting panels, and junction 
boxes easily and seamlessly transfer the 
data to production.

Tools and mounting material
Control cabinet installation is effortlessly 
easy with the professional tools and 
high-quality mounting material from 
Phoenix Contact.
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Components for the connection technology

PTRV marshalling panels

Marshal sensors and actuators easily and 
clearly with a compact solution. The 
configurable color coding ensures quick 
orientation and safe wiring. Large marker 
carriers that can be inserted individually 
enable matrix identification and provide 
the best possible overview in the control 
cabinet.
Potential distributors of the same shape 
and a comprehensive range of accessories 
complete the product range. 

For the full range of marshalling panels 
for use in process technology and 
process engineering, go to: 

 Web code: #0502

Color coding for wiring level identification

For a better overview, easier mounting, and faster fault analysis, 
the guide ports of the PTRV can be color-coded. This saves time 
and increases wiring reliability by reducing sources of error.

Many signals in a confined space

The compact design of the marshalling panels delivers maximum 
signal density. Due to the small dimensions, this results in 
significant potential space savings. Alternating color coding 
provides a better overview. A marking matrix can be set up 
easily with marking material and premarked covers.

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level
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Marshalling panels

Marshalling panels,  
4-pos.

Marshalling panels,  
8-pos.

Marshalling panels with 
VDE color coding 

Marshalling panels for Ex i 
4-pos. and 8-pos.

Type Item no. PTRV 4 / GY 3270117
PTRV 4 / RD 3270121
PTRV 4 / WH 3270115
PTRV 4 / GN 3270122
PTRV 4 / YE 3270123
PTRV 4 / SENSOR 4POL 
 1162613

PTRV 8 / RDWH 3270137
PTRV 8 / WHRD 3270133
PTRV 8 / GY 3270140
PTRV 8 / BU 3270233
PTRV 8 / BK 1061722
PTRV 8 / WH 1061721
PTRV 8 / RD 3270231
PTRV 8 / GN 3270232

PTRV 8 / VDE 0815 3270230
PTRV 8 / VDE 0815-WHBK 
 3270250
PTRV 8 BU/VDE 0815 
 1049773

PTRV 4 BU/BU 3270118 
PTRV 4 BU/RD 3270120
PTRV 4 BU/WH 3270119
PTRV 8 BU/BU 3270136
PTRV 8 BU/RDWH 3270135
PTRV 8 BU/WHRD 3270134

Rated voltage 250 V 250 V 250 V 250 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 10 A / 1.5 mm² 8 A / 1.5 mm² 8 A / 1.5 mm² 4-pos. 10 A / 1.5 mm²

8-pos. 8 A / 1.5 mm²

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 14 26 … 14 26 … 14 26 … 14

Potential distributors

Potential distributors Potential distributors,  
can be bridged

Potential distributors  
with 6 mm2 connection, 

can be bridged

Protective conductor 
terminal

Type Item no. PTRV 4-PV / BU 3270247
PTRV 4-PV / RD 3270246
PTRV 4-PV / BK 3270125
PTRV 4-PV BU/BK 3270126
PTRV 8-PV / BU 3270249
PTRV 8-PV / RD 3270248
PTRV 8-PV / BK 3270142
PTRV 8-PV BU/BK 3270145

PTRVB 4-PV / GY 1252660
PTRVB 4-PV / BU 3270223
PTRVB 4-PV / RD 3270222
PTRVB 4-PV / BK 3270157
PTRVB 8-PV / BU 3270227
PTRVB 8-PV / RD 3270226
PTRVB 8-PV / BK 3270159

PTRVB 4-FI / GY 3270138
PTRVB 4-FI / BU 3270221
PTRVB 4-FI / RD 3270220
PTRVB 4-FI / BK 3270158
PTRVB 8-FI / BU 3270225
PTRVB 8-FI / RD 3270224
PTRVB 8-FI / BK 3270160

PTRVB 4-PE 1070018

Rated voltage 250 V 250 V 250 V -

Rated cross-section 17.5 A / 1.5 mm2 17.5 A / 1.5 mm2 17.5 A / 1.5 mm2  
32 A / 6 mm2 - / 1.5 mm²

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 14 26 … 14 26 … 14
24 … 10 26 … 14

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

Marshalling patchboards PTMC

Marshal sensors and actuators easily and 
clearly with a compact solution. The 
configurable color coding ensures quick 
orientation and safe wiring. Large marker 
carriers that can be inserted individually 
enable matrix identification and provide 
the best possible overview in the control 
cabinet.

For the full range of marshalling panels 
for use in process technology and 
process engineering, go to: 

 Web code: #0503

19" versions

Marshalling patchboards suitable for 19" housing in accordance 
with standard DIN EN 60297-3-101 save time when mounting 
in a 19" rack. With the narrow 34.4 mm design, 448 connector 
panels can be installed in a rack with three rack units. Each panel 
has four connections and an additional test point.

Marshalling patchboards with color code

Standardized or customized color-coded marshalling patchboards 
simplify mounting and fault analysis. A choice of 11 different 
colors provides a good overview with high signal density. 

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level
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Marshalling patchboards

19" versions
32-pos.

19" versions
48-pos.

19" versions
80-pos.

Type Item no. Gray/white 3270311
Blue 3270313
VDE 0815  3270394

Gray/white 3270319
Blue 3270321 

Gray/white 3270325
Blue 3270327 

Width x length x height [mm] 44 x 111 x 30 66 x 111 x 30 110 x 111 x 30

Rated voltage 500 V 500 V 500 V

Nominal current / cross-section 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 14 26 … 14 26 … 14

Marshalling patchboards with narrow design

19" versions
extra narrow

Type Item no. PTMC 1,5/32-2H 19Z 3270316
PTMC 1,5/32-2H / BU 19Z 3270317
PTMC 1,5/32-2H 19Z A-H 3270392
PTMC 1,5/32-2H VDE0815 19Z
 3270395

Width x length x height [mm] 34.4 x 111 x 30

Rated voltage 500 V

Nominal current / cross-section 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 14

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

FIX distribution blocks

The FIX distribution blocks save you time 
and space during potential distribution. 
The FIX portfolio consists of the two 
product families PTFIX and PTVFIX. 
The two families differ with respect 
to the connection direction of the 
Push-in connection. PTFIX features front 
conductor entry, while PTVFIX features 
lateral conductor entry. The distribution 
and collection blocks feature integrated 
bridging, thereby ensuring time-saving 
installation. The PTVFIX multi-blocks are 
an exception. These block versions enable 
multiple potentials to be connected in just 
one block. The FIX blocks come ready 
to connect and are available in various 
numbers of positions and mounting types.
 
For the full range of distribution blocks, 
as well as further information and the 
complete technical data, go to: 

 Web code: #1395

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level

Mounting accessories

The FIX distribution blocks provide a high degree of flexibility 
when mounting. You can install the blocks on a DIN rail, by 
direct screw mounting, or by simply attaching the adhesive 
versions directly onto the mounting panel. For space-saving and 
clearly arranged DIN rail mounting, various adapters are available 
that enable vertical and horizontal mounting.

Online configurator

Using the online configurator for distribution blocks, you can 
easily configure your individual distribution block solution via 
drag and drop with 3D visualization. The configurator guides you 
through the configuration process step by step, thus ensuring an 
error-free configuration. Choose from fixed-position distribution 
blocks and collection blocks, as well as modular single blocks. 
In just a few clicks, the configurator creates the desired product 
in the required colors, mounting type, and with your specified 
printing. 
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Distribution blocks

The block versions 
with 6 distribution 
connections are 
illustrated. 
Example: 
PTFIX 6X1,5 GY

Distribution blocks Collection blocks

Type 
Item no.

PTFIX 2x1,5 GY
 1045923
PTFIX 4x1,5 GY
 1046608
PTFIX 6x1,5 GY
 3002757
PTFIX 12x1,5 GY
 3002758
PTFIX 18x1,5 GY
 3002760

PTFIX 2x2,5 GY
 1028067
PTFIX 6x2,5 GY
 3273264
PTFIX 12x2,5 GY
 3273286
PTFIX 18x2,5 GY
 3273308
PTVFIX 2X2,5 GY
 1019459
PTVFIX 6x2,5 GY
 1019563
PTVFIX 12X2,5 GY
 1019572
PTVFIX 18x2,5 GY
 1019577

PTFIX 2x4 GY
 1028360
PTFIX 6x4 GY
 3273790
PTFIX 12x4 GY
 3273812
PTFIX 18x4 GY
 3273834

PTFIX 6x10/S GY
 1082387

PTFIX 4/6x1,5 GY
 1047466
PTFIX 4/12x1,5 GY
 1046961
PTFIX 4/18x1,5 GY
 1047418

Rated voltage 450 V 450 V 800 V 450 V 450 V

Nominal current / 
cross-section 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 24 A / 2.5 mm² 32 A / 4 mm² 57 A / 10 mm² 17.5 A / 1.5 mm²

41 A / 4 mm²

Cross-section range 
AWG 24 … 14 26 … 12 24 … 10 20 … 8 26 … 14

24 … 10

Distribution blocks

The 1300612 
version is illustrated 
for the multi-blocks

Collection blocks Multi-blocks Disconnect blocks Fuse blocks

Type 
Item no.

PTFIX 6/6x2,5 GY
 3273330
PTFIX 6/12x2,5 GY
 3273352
PTFIX 6/18x2,5 GY
 3273374
PTVFIX 6/6x2,5 GY
 1019582
PTVFIX 6/12X2,5 GY
 1019608 
PTVFIX 6/18x2,5 GY
 1019613

PTFIX 10/6x4 GY
 3273856
PTFIX 10/12x4 GY
 3273878
PTFIX 10/18x4 GY
 3273900

PTVFIX 2,5/2
 1300608
PTVFIX 2,5/3
 1300609
PTVFIX 2,5/4
 1300610
PTVFIX 2,5/5
 1300611
PTVFIX 2,5-L/N/GNYE
 1300612
PTVFIX 2,5-3L/N/GNYE
 1300613

PTFIX 6/6X2,5-TG
 1130751
PTFIX 6/6X2,5-MT
 1130757
PTFIX 6/6X2,5-MTL
 1130760

PTFIX 10/6X4-SI 
(5X20) 1172135
PTFIX 10/6X4-SILED 24 
(5X20) 1172142
PTFIX 10/6X4-SILED 60 
(5X20) 1172146
PTFIX 10/6X4-SILED 
250(5X20) 1172150

Rated voltage 450 V 450 V 690 V

400 V
450 (in accordance with 

IEC 60998-2-2)
250 V (determined by  

the fuse used)

Nominal 
current / cross-
section

24 A / 2.5 mm²
41 A / 6 mm²

41 A / 4 mm²
57 A / 10 mm² 24 A / 2.5 mm² 20 A / 2.5 mm²

57 A / 10 mm²
6.3 A / 4 mm²

37.8 A / 10 mm²

Cross-section range 
AWG

26 … 14
20 … 10

24 … 12
20 … 8 26 … 14 26 … 14

20 … 8
24 … 12
20 … 8

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

Feed-through terminal blocks and ground terminals for marshalling and field distribution

Single terminal blocks and double-level 
terminal blocks in various colors and sizes 
support a wide range of possible marshalling 
applications. Designed in accordance with 
Ex i (EN 60079-11) and/or approved in 
accordance with Ex e (EN 60079-07), all 
terminal blocks meet the requirements 
of process technology. Comprehensive 
documentation of approvals and installation 
notes complete the portfolio. In addition 
to marshalling process signals, grounding 
is also necessary to ensure the signal 
quality and therefore error-free operation 
of the system. Phoenix Contact offers a 
comprehensive range of ground terminals 
with snap-on PE foot for this purpose. 

For the full range of terminal blocks, as well 
as further information and the complete 
technical data, go to: 

 Web code: #0567

Junction boxes with explosion protection

The CLIPSAFE stainless steel enclosures provide comprehensive 
protection for your applications in industrial environments 
and in process technology areas. The enclosures can also be 
supplied ready assembled with terminal blocks and cable glands 
upon request. The enclosures are supplied with corresponding 
component approval in accordance with ATEX and IECEx.

Clearly arranged signal connection in the field

Terminal blocks from Phoenix Contact offer various options for 
marking terminal points. Marking provides a clear overview and 
safety during installation, startup, and maintenance. 

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level
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Feed-through terminal blocks

Feed-through terminal blocks  
with Push-in connection

Double-level 
terminal blocks with 
Push-in connection

Feed-through 
terminal blocks with 

screw connection

Double-level 
terminal blocks with 

screw connection

Type Item no. PT … 
…1,5/S 3208100
…1,5/S BU 3208126

PT … 
…2,5 3209510
…2,5 BU 3209523
…2,5 FE 1077080

PTTB … 
…2,5 3210567
…2,5 BU 3210570
…2,5-PV 3210583

UT … 
…2,5 3044076
…2,5 BU 3044089
…2,5 FE 3245121

UTTB … 
…2,5 3044636
…2,5 BU 3044649
…2,5-PV 3044652

Width x length x height 
[mm] 3.5 x 45 x 32 5.2 x 48.6 x 36.5 5.2 x 68 x 47.5 5.2 x 47.7 x 47.5 5.2 x 69.9 x 65

Rated voltage 500 V 800 V 500 V 1000 V 500 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 17.5 A / 1.5 mm² 24 A / 2.5 mm 22 A / 2.5 mm² 24 A / 2.5 mm 24 A / 2.5 mm

Cross-section range 
AWG 26 … 14 26 … 12 26 … 14 26 … 12 26 … 12

Ground terminals

Ground terminal with  
Push-in connection

Protective conductor 
double-level terminal 

block with Push-in 
connection

Ground terminal 
with screw 
connection

Protective conductor 
double-level terminal 

block with screw 
connection

Type Item no. PT 1,5/S-PE 3208139 PT 2,5-PE 3209536 PTTB 2,5-PE 3210596 UT 2,5-PE 3044092 UTTB 2,5-PE 3044665

Width x length x height 
[mm] 3.5 x 45 x 32 5.2 x 48.5 x 36.5 5.2 x 68 x 47.5 5.2 x 47.7 x 47.5 5.2 x 69.9 x 65

Rated cross-section 1.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm

Cross-section range 
AWG 26 … 14 26 … 12 26 … 14 26 … 12 26 … 12

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

Knife-disconnect terminal blocks for marshalling

Single-level or double-level terminal blocks 
with knife disconnection are used for 
marshalling and isolating input and output 
signals. Measurements are taken on the 
signal path using integrated test sockets.

For the full range of knife-disconnect 
terminal blocks, as well as further 
information and the complete technical 
data, go to: 

 Web code: #0070

Space-saving wiring in the signal cabinet

Double-level terminal blocks with 3.5 mm pitch enable 
the space-saving wiring of signals up to 1.5 mm² in the 
control cabinet.  
It is thus possible to incorporate up to 570 signals 
(+/- connection) on a vertically installed terminal strip 
in a standardized signal cabinet.

Simple signal isolation

With the knife-disconnect terminal blocks, simple isolation 
is possible using a conventional screwdriver. Furthermore, 
testing can be performed via the 2.3 mm test opening at 
any time.

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level
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Knife-disconnect terminal block

Knife-disconnect terminal block  
with Push-in connection

Double-level knife-disconnect terminal block  
with Push-in connection

Type Item no. PT 1,5/S-… 
…MT 3210301
…MT BU 3210302

PT 2,5-… 
…MT 3210156
…MT BU 3211650

PTTB 4-… 
…MT 3211913
…MT BU 3211915

PTT 1,5/S-2MT
 3210351 
PTT 2,5-2MT BU
 3210265

PTTBS 2,5-2MTB
 3210400 
PTTBS 2,5-2MTB BU
 3210401

Width x length x height 
[mm] 3.5 x 58.9 x 32 5.2 x 62 x 36.5 6.2 x 102.9 x 49 3.5 x 86 x 42.6 5.2 x 127.5 x 64.3

Rated voltage 400 V 400 V 500 V 400 V 400 A

Nominal 
current / cross-section 10 A / 1.5 mm2 20 A / 2.5 mm2 28 A / 6 mm² 9 A / 1.5 mm2 16 A / 2.5 mm2

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 14 26 … 12 24 … 12 26 … 14 26 … 14

Double-level knife-disconnect terminal block

 Web code: #0070

Knife-disconnect terminal block  
with screw connection 

Double-level knife-disconnect terminal block  
with screw connection 

Type Item no. UT 2,5-… 
…MT 3046362
…MT BU 3046553

UT 4-MT
…EX 3046141
…P/P-EX 3046173

UTTB 2,5-MT-P/P 3044640
UTTB 2,5-MT-P/P BU
  3044641

UTT 2,5-2MT-P/P 3044670
UDMTK 5-P/P BU 3101113
UDMTKB 5-P/P 3024478
UTT 2,5-2MT-P/P BU 3044671

Width x length x height 
[mm] 5.2 x 57.8 x 49.1 5.2 x 57.8 x 49.1 5.2 x 69.9 x 65 5.2 x 80.1 x 65

Rated voltage 400 V 500 V 400 V 400 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 20 A / 2.5 mm2 20 A / 4 mm2 22 A / 2.5 mm2 16 A / 2.5 mm2

Cross-section range AWG 26 … 12 26 … 10 26 … 12 26 … 12

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

Fuse terminal blocks and function terminals

Fuse terminal blocks and function terminals 
are suitable for use in applications that 
require Ex approval. Depending on the 
terminal type, the terminals enable the 
integration of disconnect knives, fuses, or 
components such as diodes or LEDs. 
In addition to the functions, certain terminal 
versions have a PE connection on one 
side that automatically establishes contact 
with the DIN rail when the terminal is 
snapped on.

For the full range of fuse terminal blocks 
and function terminals, as well as further 
information and the complete technical 
data, go to: 

 Web code: #0567

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level

Signal fuse protection

Fuse terminal blocks for accommodating 5 x 20 mm cartridge 
fuses with and without PE connection for convenient signal path 
protection. Can be implemented with a universal screw terminal 
block or time-saving Push-in connection. Simple indication of 
fuse tripping possible with red LED at 24 V/60 V/250 V.

Added value with function

Function terminals with a standardized disconnect zone 
offer a convenient option for isolating, protecting, and testing 
signals and for connecting modules. This is possible thanks to 
a comprehensive range of accessories.
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Lever-type fuse terminal block

Lever-type fuse 
terminal block with 
Push-in connection

Double-level fuse 
terminal block with 
Push-in connection

Double-level fuse 
terminal block with 
Push-in connection

Lever-type fuse 
terminal block with 
screw connection

Double-level fuse 
terminal block with 
screw connection

Type Item no. PT 4-HESI  
(5X20) 3211861
PT 4-HESILED 24  
(5X20) 3211903
PT 4-HESILED 60  
(5X20) 3207908
PT 4-HESILA 250  
(5X20) 3211907

PTTB 4-HESI-EX  
(5X20) 3211895
PTTB 4-HESILED 24-EX 
(5X20) 3211897
PTTB 4-HESILED 60-EX 
(5X20) 3211899
PTTB 4-HESILED 250-EX 
(5X20) 3211901

PT 4-PE/L/HESI  
(5X20) 3002602
PT 4-PE/L/HESILED 24  
(5X20) 3002603
PT 4-PE/L/HESILED 60  
(5X20)  3002604
PT 4-PE/L/HESILED 250  
(5X20)  3002605

UT 4-HESI  
(5X20) 3046032
UT 4-HESILED 24  
(5X20) 3046090
UT 4-HESILED 60  
(5X20) 3046126
UT 4-HESILA 250  
(5X20) 3046100
UT 4-HESILED 24 
(5X20) 820KOHM
 3036826

UT 4-PE/L/HESI  
(5X20) 3214320
UT 4-PE/L/HESILED 24  
(5X20) 3214321

Width x length x height 
[mm] 6.2 x 56 x 64.8 6.2 x 75.5 x 102.9 6.2 x 83.9 x 118.5 6.2 x 57.8 x 75.6 6.2 x 92.7 x 88.9

Rated voltage 400 V 500 V 500 V 24 V … 500 V 28 V … 500 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 6.3 A / 4 mm2 6.3 A / 4 mm² 6.3 A / 4 mm² 6.3 A / 4 mm2 6.3 A / 4 mm2

Cross-section range AWG 24 … 10 24 … 12 24 … 10 26 … 10 26 … 10

Fuse terminal blocks and function terminals

Basic disconnect 
terminal block for 

fuse plug

Double-level 
terminal block with 

disconnect zone

Basic disconnect 
terminal block for 

fuse plug

Basic disconnect 
terminal block for 

fuse plug

Double-level 
terminal block with 

disconnect zone

Type Item no. PT 4-TG 3211922
PT 4-TG BK 1067752

PTTB 4-TG 3211909
PTTB 4-TG BU
 3211911

UT 4-TG-EX 3046143 
UT 4-TG-P/P-EX
 3046169

UT 6-TG-EX 3046486
UT 6-TG-EX BU
 1291262

UTTB 4-TG 3044720 
UTTB 4-TG P/P
 3044801

Width x length x height 
[mm] 6.2 x 36.5 x 56 6.2 x 102.9 x 47.4 6.2 x 57.8 x 47.5 8.2 x 57.8 x 47.5 6.2 x 69.9 x 65

Rated voltage 500 V 500 V 500 V 500 V 500 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 20 A / 6 mm² 28 A / 6 mm² 20 A / 4 mm2 20 A / 4 mm² 30 A / 6 mm²

Cross-section range AWG 24 … 10 24 … 12 26 … 10 24 … 8 26 … 10

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Connection technology

Shielding

Shield clamps protect your systems 
against electromagnetic interference. This 
interference can lead to malfunctions or 
even failure of entire systems. To prevent 
these scenarios, the shield clamps consist 
of standard-compliant components. 
In addition to protecting your systems, 
the shield clamps are used to satisfy 
the EMC Directive with respect to 
CE conformity.

For the full range of fuse terminal blocks 
and function terminals, as well as further 
information and the complete technical 
data, go to: 

 Web code: #1962

Shield clamps with spring-cage connection

The SCC shield clamps feature quick and easy handling and 
provide an optimum shield that safely discharges interference. 
All shield clamps can be mounted with just one hand, without 
the need for tools. The force of the spring-cage technology is 
finely tuned so that the largest possible contact area is created 
without excessive deformation of the conductor. This ensures 
high contact quality and low transmission impedance. The large 
marking areas can be marked clearly to indicate which cables 
are to be connected.

Shield clamps with screw connection

The SK shield clamps are the screw version of the shield clamp 
portfolio. The knurled screw clamps the cables in place. The 
slot on the top of the knurled screw allows it to be tightened 
to a higher torque using a standard screwdriver. The pressure 
plate of the shield clamps enables optimum cable clamping. High 
contact quality is ensured by the elasticity and resulting flexibility. 
The large contact facing of the SK clamps enables optimum 
shield attenuation, as is also the case with the SCC clamps. 

Signaling terminals

Field level

DCS

Marshalling level

Interface level
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Terminal blocks with spring connection

Type Item no. SCC 5 1019420 SCC 10 1019421 SCC15 1019422 SCC 20 1019423

Mounting type Neutral busbar Neutral busbar Neutral busbar Neutral busbar

Cable diameter 2 mm … 5 mm 3 mm … 10 mm 8 mm … 15 mm 10 mm … 20 mm

Type Item no. SCC 5-F 1019420 SCC 10-F 1019421 SCC15-F 1019422 SCC 20-F 1019423

Mounting type Direct mounting Direct mounting Direct mounting Direct mounting

Cable diameter 2 mm … 5 mm 3 mm … 10 mm 8 mm … 15 mm 10 mm … 20 mm

Type Item no. SCC 5-NS35 1019420 SCC 10-NS35 1019421 SCC 15-NS35 1019422 SCC 20-NS35 1019423

Mounting type NS 35/7,5 NS 35/7,5 NS 35/7,5 NS 35/7,5

Cable diameter 2 mm … 5 mm 3 mm … 10 mm 8 mm … 15 mm 10 mm … 20 mm

Terminal blocks with screw connection

Type Item no. SK 5 3025338 SK 8 3025163 SK 14 3025176 SK 20 3025189

Mounting type Neutral busbar Neutral busbar Neutral busbar Neutral busbar

Cable diameter 2 mm … 5 mm 3 mm … 8 mm 3 mm … 14 mm 5 mm … 20 mm

Type Item no. SK 28 3026997 SK 35 3026463 SK 5-D 3025406 SK 8-D 3026861

Mounting type Neutral busbar Neutral busbar Direct mounting Direct mounting

Cable diameter 5 mm … 28 mm 20 mm … 35 mm 2 mm … 5 mm 3 mm … 8 mm

Type Item no. SK 14-D 3026874 SK 20-D 3026887 SK 28-D 3027006 SK 35-D 3026890

Mounting type Direct mounting Direct mounting Direct mounting Direct mounting

Cable diameter 3 mm … 14 mm 5 mm … 20 mm 5 mm … 28 mm 20 mm … 35 mm
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Connection technology

Test-disconnect terminal blocks for power distribution

The ME series test-disconnect terminal 
blocks enable the easy and individual 
configuration of measuring transducer 
terminal strips. The plug-in accessories for 
testing and short-circuiting the current 
transformers as well as the potential 
distribution are placed inside the terminal 
strips according to the specific application. 
All switching states within the terminal 
strip are clearly identifiable. Feed-through 
terminal blocks and ground terminals of 
the same shape as well as up to six function 
shafts in the series offer ideal application 
options in measurement and control 
engineering. The transformer terminal 
blocks are available in both screw and 
Push-in connection technology versions.

For the full range of test-disconnect 
terminal blocks, as well as further 
information, go to: 

 Web code: #0071

Power distribution

Motor connection

Motor

Switch

Application-specific test terminal strips

Plug-in accessories, such as current 
transformer short-circuit bridges, 
test sockets, and plug-in bridges, 
enable the easy and individual 
configuration of test terminal strips.
Covers with sealing options are 
also installed.
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Test-disconnect terminal blocks

Test-disconnect 
terminal block, 4 mm², 
with screw connection

Test-disconnect 
terminal block, 4 mm², 
with Push-in connection

Test-disconnect 
terminal block, 6 mm², 
with screw connection

Test-disconnect 
terminal block, 6 mm², 
with Push-in connection

Type Item no. UTME 4 3047452
UTMED 4  3047465
UTMED 4-PE 3047478

PTME 4 3212139
PTMED 4 3212141
PTMED 4-PE  3212154

UTME 6 3047400
UTMED 6 3047413
UTMED 6-PE 3047442

PTME 6 3212170
PTMED 6 3212183
PTMED 6-PE 3212196

PTVME 6/S 1164788
PTVME 6/S-P 1166809

Width x length x height [mm] 6.2 x 66 x 49.5 6.2 x 70.5 x 49.5 8.2 x 100.8 x 49.6 8.2 x 100.8 x 49.6
8.2 x 82 x 54.5

Rated voltage 500 V 500 V 500 V 500 V
1000 V

Nominal 
current / cross-section 28 A / 4 mm² 24 A / 4 mm² 30 A / 6 mm² 30 A / 6 mm²

Cross-section range AWG 24 … 12 24 … 12 24 … 10 24 … 10

Counting, measuring, testing

The flexible possible combinations 
of disconnect terminal blocks with 
feed-through and PE terminal blocks 
of the same shape enable use in 
almost all measuring and testing 
structures for power supply.

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Process support for control cabinet building

The clipx ENGINEER engineering software 
makes it possible for you to plan and 
procure terminal strips, assembled mounting 
panels, and junction boxes more efficiently 
than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the 
data to production.

Increase the efficiency of your workflows 
with clipx ENGINEER – with bidirectional 
interfaces to CAE programs and direct 
connection to familiar Phoenix Contact 
applications, configurators, and the 
online shop.
clipx ENGINEER also features intelligent 
engineering assistants that simplify your 
planning.

Use functional engineering to create 
your function groups more efficiently or 
use ready-made sample projects for the 
process industry. 

Use manufacturing documents generated 
from your project for the documentation 
and following process steps. Online and 
offline use enables you to work in a mobile 
and flexible way and to access your planning 
from anywhere.

clipx ENGINEER engineering software 
creates seamless, digital processes in your 
control cabinet building – from planning 
through to production. The software is 

regularly extended with new functions and 
item groups.

 Web code: #3205

Engineering software
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Smart interfaces
Accelerate your planning process 
with the bidirectional interface to 
your CAE program and the direct 
connection to Phoenix Contact 
applications.

Maximum availability
Online and offline use enables 
you to access your planning 
from anywhere.

Simplified planning
Simplify the planning of your 
projects with the support 
of intelligent engineering 
assistants.

Seamless processes
Realize seamless processes 
from planning to production 
through the provision of 
complete digital data.

Functions in clipx ENGINEER

Simply right-click to open the 
radial menu for faster editing 
of your added items. 

Complete your electrical planning 
automatically with the required 
accessories.

Benefit from all the advantages in 
clipx ENGINEER by registering.

Use your familiar 
Phoenix Contact applications and 
configurators in clipx ENGINEER.

Parameterize your 
Phoenix Contact devices online 
and monitor the device status 
directly in clipx ENGINEER.

Use functional engineering to 
create your function groups 
more efficiently.

Use ready-made sample 
projects for the process 
industry and share your 
planning quickly, easily, 
and directly via a link.

Benefit from realistic 
3D planning of your 
terminal strips, 
assembled mounting 
panels, and junction 
boxes.

Convert your electrical planning into real 
items via the bidirectional CAE interfaces 
and order your items directly from 
the software via the connection to the 
Phoenix Contact online shop.

Your advantages
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Marking

Marking systems
MARKING system includes three identification technologies for 
different durability requirements as well as devices for stationary 
and mobile use. Whether manual or automated operation, all 
systems provide intuitive support when creating markings.

Services
Expert support for any pre-sales or after-sales issues. Whether by 
email, phone, or directly on site – we are here to assist you at any 
time with our individual services.

Marking software
User-friendly marking software for all target groups with application-
specific functions – from fully comprehensive desktop software to 
identification directly on site with the MARKING system app. 

Marking materials
MARKING system covers every application with a wide variety of 
marking materials. When it comes to marking terminals, wires and 
cables, equipment, and plants, versions are available to meet every 
requirement.

MARKING system – simply easy!

We simplify your daily work – that’s 
the promise backing every industrial 
marking and identification solution from 
Phoenix Contact. The MARKING system 
portfolio offers intuitive and user-friendly 
solutions for every application, from 
planning right through to the finished 
marking.
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Marking systems for manual industrial identification

The right marking system is available to 
meet all of your requirements in terms of 
application, location of use, and marking 
durability.

Whether a laser marking system, 
UV LED printer, or thermal transfer 
printer: with simple and intuitive operation 
via integrated touch displays and consistent 
software, all card and roll printers provide 
you with the best possible support for 
creating your markings. Our mobile printers 
enable identification directly on site. 

Manual industrial identification  Web code: #0849

Type
Item no.

TOPMARK 
NEO

1012015

BLUEMARK ID
1003334

BLUEMARK 
ID COLOR 

1002329

THERMOMARK 
ROLL 2.0 
1085260

THERMOMARK 
CARD 2.0 
1085267

THERMOMARK 
PRIME

5148888

THERMOMARK 
GO

1090747

THERMOMARK 
GO.K

1184146

Description Laser marker 
with automatic 
material 
detection and 
preset laser 
parameters. 
Highly durable 
marking by 
means of 
engraving, 
annealing, and 
carbonization.

Versatile UV LED 
card printer for 
processing large 
print volumes. 
High durability is 
achieved by using 
an innovative 
fluid that is cured 
under UV light. 

Thermal transfer printer for fast, 
high-quality, and durable identification 
in roll and card format. Thanks to the 
proven thermal transfer technology, 
low-maintenance operation is 
ensured.

Mobile thermal 
transfer printer 
with integrated 
marking software 
for identification 
directly on site. 
Easy operation 
with automatic 
ink ribbon, 
magazine, 
and material 
detection.

The THERMOMARK GO mobile label 
printer is controlled via Bluetooth and 
smart device. The MARKING system 
app and prepunched markers and 
labels simplify identification on site. 

Thanks to its robustness 
and integrated keypad, the 
THERMOMARK GO.K is suitable for 
spontaneous identification on the go.

Marking 
material

Labels and plastic 
labels in UniCard 
and LaserSheet 
format as well as 
metal labels

Labels and plastic 
labels in UniCard 
and UniSheet 
format as well as 
metal labels

Labels, plastic 
labels, and shrink 
sleeves in roll 
format

Labels and plastic 
labels in UniCard 
and UniSheet 
format

Labels and plastic 
labels in UniCard 
and UniSheet 
format

Labels and shrink sleeves in practical 
GO SERIES cartridge format
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Marking

Marking systems for automated industrial identification

The THERMOMARK E SERIES is the 
world’s first modular system that automates 
the printing, separation, and applying of 
markings. Combine the powerful thermal 
transfer roll printer with one of the four 
applicators. The systems enable the printing 
and applying of markings to wires and 
cables as well as the marking and cutting of 
terminal markers in continuous format.

The automated printing and applying 
process reduces the amount of time needed 
for industrial identification by around 60% 
compared to the conventional manual 
processing of these steps.

Automated industrial identification – THERMOMARK E SERIES  Web code: #3155

Type
Item no.

THERMOMARK 
E.300

1285306

THERMOMARK 
E.600 

1285310 

THERMOMARK 
E.300 D 
1004303

THERMOMARK 
E.600 D
1004304

THERMOMARK 
E.WIRE
1203216

THERMOMARK 
E.SLEEVE
1192932

THERMOMARK 
E.WRAP
1192931

THERMOMARK 
E.VARIO
1195972

Description Standard thermal 
transfer roll printer 
with either 300 or 
600 dpi print 
resolution.

Standard thermal 
transfer roll printer 
with integrated 
take-up hub for 
operating the 
THERMOMARK 
E.WRAP.

Applicator for the 
efficient printing 
and applying of 
radially and axially 
movable, captive 
cable markers.

Applicator for the 
efficient printing 
and applying of heat 
shrink sleeves in 
continuous format.

Applicator for the 
efficient printing 
and applying of 
wire-wrap labels 
with protective 
laminate.

Applicator for 
the efficient 
identification of 
entire terminal 
strips with just 
two materials in 
continuous format 
for tall and flat 
marking grooves.

Marking 
material

Labels, plastic labels, and shrink sleeves  
in roll format

E-WM… E-WMS… E-WML… E-TM… / E-TMF…
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Marking software

In addition to marking systems and 
materials, MARKING system provides 
user-friendly marking software for all target 
groups with application-specific functions.

The desktop marking software ensures 
efficient marking processes thanks to 
powerful data import functions, interfaces 
to common CAE programs, and the full 
range of functions for all applications when 
designing your individual marking solutions. 

The MARKING system app is available for 
quick and easy marking processes directly 
on site.

MARKING system software for stationary use

The comprehensive desktop marking 
software can be used to implement 
customized marking solutions for terminals, 
wires and cables, equipment, and plants. All 
Phoenix Contact marking systems can be 
controlled and managed centrally from this 
software. In addition to many functions for 
the visual design of the marking materials, 
efficient data import functions are available 
– whether from CAE programs or popular 
spreadsheet formats. The interface 

to clipx ENGINEER ensures seamless 
processes from planning through to 
production. The Wire Marking Application 
Center even guides you through the entire 
printing and applying process all the way to 
the finished marked cable.

MARKING system software for mobile use

With the MARKING system app, you 
have access to the most common marking 
functions that are specially optimized 
for mobile use. Together with the 
battery-powered mobile printing systems, 
creating clearly legible and durable 
marking solutions could not be easier. 
The Application Guide also helps you 
find the right marking material for your 
requirements in just a few steps. The app is 
available for Android and iOS mobile devices 

and can be used offline. The app features 
state-of-the-art connectivity and intuitive 
operation and is available in 19 languages. 
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Marking

Marking materials for the food and beverage industry

A special level of hygiene and safety is 
required in the production of food and 
beverages. Daily cleaning of the production 
equipment with aggressive cleaning agents is 
therefore mandatory. Neither the marking 
nor the marking label itself may be impaired 
or even destroyed by this. If the worst 
comes to the worst, even the smallest 
fragments must be identifiable. For this 
reason, Phoenix Contact offers marking 

solutions that are not only highly resistant 
to chemicals, but also easy to identify 
visually and even detectable. 

 Web code: #3227

Marking materials for the chemical industry

The chemical industry produces products 
that are further processed in many 
other industries and must therefore be 
accurately marked in order to satisfy the 
burden of proof. In addition, to ensure the 
safe handling of hazardous substances in 
chemical production facilities, substances, 
systems, pipelines, and instruments must be 
clearly identified. Phoenix Contact offers a 
wide range of solvent-, acid-, temperature-, 

and abrasion-resistant marking materials 
for this purpose. 

 Web code: #3228

Marking materials for the oil and gas industry

There is almost no other industry with such 
a wide range of different applications and 
requirements. Both indoor and outdoor 
system components must be permanently 
and legibly marked. In indoor applications, 
aggressive chemicals, which can be present 
in liquid, gaseous, and dust form, are the 
main issue. In addition, weather resistance is 
a significant factor in outdoor applications. 
Phoenix Contact therefore offers a 

wide range of oil-, corrosion-, solvent-, 
temperature-, and UV-resistant marking 
materials. 

 Web code: #3226

Marking materials

The robust and clear marking of all system 
components is crucial for operators in 
process technology and process engineering. 
It enables them to respond quickly and 
accurately during troubleshooting, thus 
minimizing system downtimes.

MARKING system from Phoenix Contact 
includes a scalable identification portfolio 
for durability requirements of varying 
degrees, diverse mounting types, and 

areas of application – from terminals, 
wires and cables, and equipment to plants. 
In addition to standard identification 
solutions, we also offer professional 
solutions for special safety and durability 
requirements, such as detectable cable 
and equipment markers.
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Services

As a system provider for industrial marking, 
we will create comprehensive, individual 
solutions that are optimally tailored to 
your needs. 

From expert advice, through installation 
and commissioning, to annual maintenance 
– we will provide comprehensive support 
in integrating MARKING system into your 
working routine. Naturally, we are also 
available for quick and straightforward 
help – with services that simplify your 
day-to-day work.

Your expert partner for industrial identification

We will advise you and provide the ideal training for using our 
products and will set up your individual marking system so that it 
is perfect for you. Whether by phone, email, or directly on site – 
we will quickly deal with any issues that you have. Our contact 
partners have extensive expertise, thus ensuring that you receive 
professional support. Whether with maintenance work, repairs, 
or the replacement of devices at short notice. If you need our 
support, we will be there for you.

Customer-specific printing service

Do you need metal rating plates, but don’t have the right printer? 
No problem – we’ll take care of it for you! Simply order 
ready-marked identification solutions that are custom-marked 
according to your wishes. Whether terminal, wire and cable, 
equipment, or plant identification – we offer the right solution 
for you.
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Tools and mounting material

Solution concepts for the setup, installation, and maintenance 
of your control cabinets and switchgear

Optimize all of the processes involved in 
the setup, installation, and maintenance 
of your control cabinets and switchgear. 
We can help you achieve this with 
optimally coordinated products from 
our tool and mounting material ranges.
The TOOL fox portfolio includes 
high-quality tools for cutting, stripping, 
crimping, screwing, and measuring 
and offers the right solution for every 
application. The installation and mounting 
material in the CABINET add-on 
range enables the effortless, safe, and 

standard-compliant setup of control 
cabinets and switchgear. 
Suitable mounting devices and the choice 
of the right tool save time and space in 
control cabinet building. This supports 
successful project implementation.

CUTFOX cutting tools
Optimum high-quality cable cutters for 
every application.

 Web code: #1956

TESTFOX measuring tools
High-quality measuring tools for versatile 
and error-free measurements.

 Web code: #3232

CD, CD-HF cable ducts
Installation ducts in various sizes and colors, 
also halogen-free.

 Web code: #1961

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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WIREFOX stripping tools
Fast, precise, and safe removal of insulation 
from conductors and cables.

 Web code: #1957

KMK cable ties with lettering field
Metal and plastic versions protect against 
external influences.

 Web code: #1972

WP protective hoses
Metal and plastic versions protect against 
external influences.

 Web code: #0572

CRIMPFOX crimping tools
Reliable processing of ferrules and connectors 
up to 120 mm².

 Web code: #1958

AGK connection terminal blocks
For connecting N, PE, or L line conductors 
to central busbars.

 Web code: #1971

WT cable ties
For bundling and fastening conductors and 
cables, available in various designs.

 Web code: #0573

SCREWFOX screwdriver tools
Screwdrivers optimally tailored to screw 
and terminal shafts.

 Web code: #3233

NS DIN rails
Metal rails in various materials, sizes, 
and designs.

 Web code: #1960

AB-SK shield support brackets
Convenient shield connection, especially for 
single- and multi-level terminal blocks.

 Web code: #1959
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Remote I/O systems
Two complimentary I/O systems allow you to automate both the production process 
and the analysis of data optimally and safely in the field of process technology.

Operate applications with HART communication, rely on intrinsic safety and 
PROFINET system redundancy, and take advantage of the hot-swap capability of the 
Axioline P products for reliable operation.

When used in combination with PLCnext Technology controllers, the modules of 
the Axioline F I/O system are the ideal solution for NAMUR Open Architecture 
applications for impact-free automation.
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Your advantages

 ǅ Cost-effective automation with the easy combination 
of standard and intrinsically safe I/Os

 ǅ Superior availability due to hot-swap capability and 
PROFINET redundancy

 ǅ Reliable operation due to the extended temperature 
range of -40°C to +70°C and integrated power supply

 ǅ Future-proof asset management with impact-free 
data analysis
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Remote I/O systems

The Axioline P high-availability remote I/O system consists 
of redundant PROFINET bus couplers, digital and analog 
I/O modules, and PROFIBUS PA segment couplers. 
Axioline P meets the demands of the process industry 
for hot-swappable I/O modules.

When it comes to reliable signal processing without the 
need for superior availability, Axioline F XC is the ideal 
choice. This system offers an even broader portfolio of 
I/O modules. In addition to bus couplers for PROFINET, 
PROFIBUS, and Modbus, integrated PLCnext controllers 
are also available here.

Two systems, one solution – Axioline P and Axioline F

Common features for more options

The intrinsically safe I/O modules can be 
installed in zone 2 and are suitable for 
the use of sensors and actuators up to 
zone 0. They feature HART communication 
and NAMUR functionality, making them 
particularly suitable for applications in 
process automation.

With the power supply integrated into each 
I/O module, the Axioline F or Axioline P 
station does not require an additional power 
supply to operate the intrinsically safe 
I/O modules. This reduces the composition 
of the I/O station to intrinsically safe and 
non-intrinsically safe I/Os (with virtually 
no other “accessory” modules).

In both I/O systems, standard modules can 
be combined with intrinsically safe modules 
very easily. By positioning a partition plate 
(available as an accessory), the blue 
intrinsically safe modules can be added 
to the end of a station.
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Axioline P high-availability remote I/O system

Connect the robust remote I/O system to the control level via bus couplers  
and record signals up to zone 0.

Remote I/O systems

Axioline F intelligent remote I/O system

The Axioline F remote I/O system offers a broad portfolio 
of I/Os for the process industry and opens up the possibility of 
connecting to a wide variety of fieldbus and Ethernet networks.

Diverse 
network connection

Fast connection 
of PROFIBUS PA 

segments

Broad  
I/O portfolio

Hot-swappable 
local bus system for 
superior availability 

 

High system availability 
due to PROFINET 
system redundancy

Use PLCnext Control to equip your 
system for the IIoT and Industry 4.0. 
Work with your preferred programming 
languages, whether IEC 61131-3 or 
high-level languages such as C/C++, C#, 
or MATLAB® Simulink®, in real time. 
Integrate open source code and apps, 
or network with PLCnext Control via 
cloud connections.
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Reliable up to Ex zone 0

Automation for potentially explosive areas 
in accordance with the European ATEX 
directive, international IECEx directive, 
and US UL directive. 
The Axioline P and F remote I/O systems 
can be installed in Ex zone 2. Signals 
from Ex zone 1 and 0 can be recorded 
and output. It is easy to combine 
non-intrinsically safe and intrinsically safe 
(blue) I/O modules in one station.

Axioline P bus and segment couplers

Type AXL P BK PN AF AXL P BK PN AXL P FBPS BASE AXL P FBPS 28DC/0.5A

Function Bus/segment coupler Bus coupler Base module Power module

Item no. 2316390 1132800 2316393 2316394

Communication protocol PROFINET/PROFIBUS PA PROFINET PROFIBUS PA

DCS

PROFIBUS DP, 
Modbus TCP/RTU, 
PROFINET

Non-Ex area

PROFINET

Axioline P bus and 
segment couplers

Axioline P  
BK and I/O

Axioline F  
BK and I/O

PROFINET

Ex zone 2

Ex zone 1

PROFIBUS PA

FB-12SP ISO 
2316312

Ex zone 0

Conventional signal connection to distributed control systems
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Axioline F bus couplers and PLCnext Control

Type AXL F BK PN TPS XC AXL F BK PB XC AXL F BK ETH XC XC F 2152

Item no. 1068857 2702463 2701949 2404267

Function Bus coupler Bus coupler Bus coupler PLCnext Control

Communication protocol PROFINET PROFIBUS Modbus/TCP PROFINET, Modbus/TCP

Axioline P I/O modules Axioline F I/O modules

Non-intrinsically safe Intrinsically safe Non-intrinsically safe Intrinsically safe

Type
Item no.

AXL P DI16/2 1F
 1213483
AXL P DI16 NAM 1F 
 1052416
AXL P AI8 HART 1F
 1052429
AXL P AO4 HART 1F
 1087079

AXL P EX IS DI16 NAM 1F 
 1052417
AXL P EX IS DO4 SD 21-
60 1F 1087078
AXL P EX IS DO4 SD 24-
48 1F 1087077
AXL P EX IS AI8 HART 1F
 1052431
AXL P EX IS AO4 HART 
1F 1087082

AXL F DI16 NAM XC 1F
 1052427
AXL F AI8 HART XC 1F
 1052434
AXL F AO4 HART XC 1F
 1087080

AXL F EX IS DI16 NAM XC 
1F 1052423
AXL F EX IS DO4 SD 21-60 
XC 1F 1086902
AXL F EX IS DO4 SD 24-48 
XC 1F 1086901
AXL F EX IS AI8 HART XC 
1F 1052432
AXL F EX IS AO4 HART 
XC 1F 1087081

Axioline P and Axioline F accessories

AXL P TERM PAIR AXL F/P IO EX PP

Function Terminator pair Partition plate

Item no. 2316402 1100201

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products

The I/O modules of the Axioline F and Axioline P 
systems cannot be combined within a station.
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Conventional signal connection to  
distributed control systems
Phoenix Contact offers a complete range of products for signal connection to your 
control system. Conventional digital and analog field signals are routed to the switch 
rooms via junction boxes and multicore cables. Here, marshalling and distribution 
take place using signal conditioners for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe 
signals, e.g., with devices from the MACX or MINI Analog Pro series. In addition, 
field signals are also sent to the input/output cards of the distributed control system 
via signal couplers.

Certified safety relays
The safety relays provide solutions from 
emergency stop monitoring to coupling failsafe 
controllers. This means that both ESD and 
F&G applications can be implemented in 
accordance with IEC 61508 and IEC 61511.

Surge protection for pipelines
With solutions from Phoenix Contact, you 
can reliably protect your pipelines at each 
pipe transition point, thus ensuring longer 
maintenance intervals and longer operating 
times.
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Your advantages

 ǅ Compact design enables high packing density and 
thus saves space in control cabinets

 ǅ Innovative connection technologies shorten 
installation time and make startup easier

 ǅ Surge protection and transparent error diagnostics 
from the field signal to the I/O card with safety relays 
and signal conditioners increase the availability of 
your system and reduce maintenance work

Surge protection
In order to ensure high system availability, the 
distributed control system requires optimal 
protection. This optimal protective function is 
achieved by using surge protection for all input 
and output signals.

System cabling and relays
Solutions for intelligent switching and simple 
cabling: benefit from a coordinated, modular, 
and robust system for optimum connection 
between the control level and field level.

Signal processing
Our signal conditioner families provide 
solutions for all analog signal conditioning 
applications: from highly compact 6 mm 
signal conditioners and signal conditioners 
with functional safety to signal isolators for 
intrinsically safe circuits in the Ex area.
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Reliable signal availability in the process industry

PSRmini

With your specialist knowledge of the 
process industry, you rank compatibility and 
reliability among the primary requirements 
for your systems and components.
We would therefore like to introduce 
you to our highly compact, safe coupling 
relays for electrical isolation and power 
adaptation.
Adapted to the relevant distributed control 
systems and special requirements of your 
industry, we offer SIL-certified coupling 
modules for emergency shutdown and fire 
and gas applications.

Each signal is reliably available

Safe shutdown with interlock
The internal interlock prevents the 
system from being switched on again 
in the event of an error.

Safe switch-on
Ensures safe activation at any time, thanks to 
comprehensive monitoring of the load side 
for wire break and short circuit.

Diagnostic technologies
PSRmini coupling relays 
feature innovative 
diagnostic technologies. 
This reduces the necessary 
hardware and the time for 
the SIL-related proof test 
required as standard to a 
minimum.

Safe shutdown
With their 
redundancy and 
force-guided contacts, 
the coupling relays for 
safe shutdown ensure 
that every command 
from your SIS is 
implemented.
Safe switching is 
possible up to SIL 3.

DCS/SIS

ESD
DI

ESD
DO

F&G 
DO

Ex i
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PSRmini: Highly compact, safe coupling relays for the process industry

 

Web code: #0507

Type
Item no.

PSR-PS20 
2700356

PSR-PS21 
2700357

PSR-PS22 
2702524

PSR-PS23 
2702663

PSR-PS40 
2700398

PSR-PC20 
2700577

PSR-PC21 
1086945

PSR-PC32 
2700581

PSR-PC40 
2700588

PSR-PC50 
2904664

PSR-PC51 
2702522

PSR-PC52 
1017062

Nominal voltage 24 V DC 24 … 
230 V 24 V DC

Applications Safety-related shutdown (emergency shutdown) Safety-related activation (fire 
and gas)

N/O contact 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

Signal contacts 1 NC / 1 DO 1 NC 1 NC 1 DO 1 NC / 
1 DO 2 NC 1 NC 1 NC 1 DO 1 NC

Diagnostic technologies

Visual via LED

Active error 
feedback via A1 – – – –

Measurement  
on the device – –

Self-monitoring  
with interlock – – – – – – – –

Overall width 6.8 mm 12.5 mm 17.5 mm 12.5 mm 17.5 mm

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, SIL, UL

ATEX, 
IECEx, 

G3, DNV, 
SIL, UL, 

PL

ATEX,
IECEx, 

G3,
SIL, UL

ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, SIL, UL

PSRclassic: Conventional safe coupling relays for the process industry

 

Web code: #1548

Type
Item no.

PSR-FSP 
2981978

PSR-FSP/2x1
2986960

PSR-FSP2/2x1
2986575

PSR-ESP4 
2981020

Nominal voltage 24 V DC

Applications Safety-related shutdown (emergency shutdown)

N/O contact 1 2 12

N/C contact 1 1 1

Diagnostic technologies

Measurement  
on the device –

Self-monitoring  
with interlock – –

Overall width 17.5 mm 22.5 mm

Approvals SIL, UL SIL, UL SIL, UL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Highly compact signal conditioners with explosion protection and functional safety

MINI Analog Pro – as easy as before, 
but slimmer and safer than ever

Products for conventional signal connection

Comprehensive explosion 
protection
In addition to ATEX / IECEx approval, the 
Ex i versions have additional international 
Ex approvals for use up to all Ex zones 
and for all substance groups. Furthermore, 
mining approval, an extended temperature 
operating range of -40°C to +70°C, and 
documented requirements for altitude 
operating ranges of up to 5,000 m allow 
use in demanding applications.

A safe solution for every  
signal type and direction
The MINI Analog Pro Ex i signal 
conditioners are consistently SIL-certified 
and provide you with a comprehensive 
portfolio for all applications up to 
SIL 3 1oo1. Compared to SIL 2 devices, 
this has a positive effect on the calculation 
of your safety-related measuring circuit, 
and also reduces hardware requirements 
and prolongs proof test intervals.

User-friendly design and 
operating concept 
All connection and operating elements 
are clearly visible and easily accessible. 
In addition, plug-in terminal blocks and 
power bridging with the DIN rail connector 
facilitate installation. Uninterruptible 
current signal measurement ensures easy 
startup and servicing. You can configure 
the products in a number of ways: via 
DIP switch, software, or smartphone app.

Comprehensive explosion protection
• Consistent zone 2 approval and  

mining approval
• Ex i versions with international approvals 

in accordance with the latest standards
• Documented altitude operating range of 

up to 5,000 m

Ready for the digital future
• Plug-in communication 

gateways for Modbus TCP/RTU, 
PROFINET, PROFIBUS

• Parameterize, monitor, and get 
information via NFC/BT using 
an app

• Digital nameplate
• Digital tagging

NAMUR recommendations
• NE 95
• NE 43

Easy installation and startup
• Plug-in terminal blocks with 

disconnect function
• Current measurement during 

operation
• 24 V power bridging and group 

error indication with the 
DIN rail connector

• Versatile parameterization via 
DIP switch, software, or app

A safe solution for every signal type 
and direction
• Consistently SIL-certified Ex i portfolio 

for every common signal type and 
direction up to SIL 3 1oo1
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Signal conditioners with explosion protection and functional safety

MACX Analog – reliable and safe

Process displays and field devices

Field Analog – record, control, and monitor

Full explosion protection
• Broad package of international approvals 

in accordance with the latest standards
• Mining approval
• Documented altitude operating range of 

up to 5,000 m

Record and convert signals  
in the field
• Loop-powered temperature transducers 

for recording resistance thermometers, 
thermocouples, resistance-type sensors, 
and voltage sensors

• Dual sensor input with mathematical 
functions, such as differential 
measurements

• Configure and communicate via HART®

Ready for the digital future
• Parameterize, monitor, and 

get information via BT using 
a smartphone app

• Digital nameplate

Multifunctional and universal
• Process displays with universal input 

for current, voltage, and signals from 
RTDs, TCs, and resistance-type sensors

• Five-digit backlit display with bar graph 
display

• Display changes color in the event of 
an error

• Status and relay outputs

NAMUR recommendations
• NE 95
• NE 43

Easy installation and startup
• Plug-in terminal blocks
• 24 V power bridging and group 

error indication with the 
DIN rail connector

• Devices with wide-range supply
• Versatile parameterization via 

DIP switch, software, or app

Compact and cost-effective
• 7-segment LED display for cost-effective 

monitoring of standard current and 
voltage signals as well as frequency 
and pulse signals

• Integrated setpoint adjuster for 
standard signals

• Adjustable via two-button operation

Comprehensive range of solutions 
for safe signal processing
• Consistent SIL certification for 

safety-related applications up to 
SIL 3 / SIL 2 SC 3

• Comprehensive portfolio for every 
common signal type and direction, 
including non-Ex i versions with SIL 
and PL

• Two-channel devices and signal 
duplicators

Output loop-powered and  
HART® communicative
• Display for 4 … 20 mA and 

HART® signals
• Mapping of up to four alternating 

measured values of a sensor via HART®

• Ideal for use in Ex applications due to 
low voltage drop
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for analog input signal processing

Comprehensive solutions are available for 
connecting analog input signals from the 
field level to distributed control systems.  
They include measuring transducers, signal 
conditioners, and repeater power supplies, 
as well as the Axioline F remote I/O system.
Suitable surge protection and system cabling 
solutions round out the comprehensive 
solution.

Products for intrinsically safe circuits

Repeater 
power supplies

Repeater 
power supplies

Axioline F 
intrinsically safe Surge protection Surge protection 

field devices

Head-mounted 
temperature 
transducers

MINI MCR-Ex-…
…RPSS-I-I 2908803
…RPSS-I-I-PT 2908804

MACX MCR-EX-SL-…
…RPSSI-I 2865340
…RPSSI-I-SP 2924016
…RPSSI-I-UP 2865793
…RPSSI-I-UP-SP
 2924029
…RPSSI-2I 2865366
…RPSSI-2I-SP 2924236
…RPSSI-2I-1S-SP
 2908856
…RPSS-2I-2I 2865382
…RPSS-2I-2I-SP
 2924676

MACX MCR-EX-AP…
…RPSS-I-IR-SP
 1290776
…RPSS-I-I-SP 1291193

Ex i:  
AXL F EX IS AI8 HART 
XC 1F 1052432

Pluggable version:
TTC-6P-1X2-M-EX-
24DC-UT-I 2906824 
TTC-6-2X1-M-EX-
24DC-UT-I 2906821

Ex i:
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC
 2880671

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC
 2800034
S-PT-2XEX-24DC
 2800040
S-PT-4-EX-24DC
 2800036

FA MCR-EX-HT-…
…TS-I-OLP 1105681
…1TS-I-OLP 1145217

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1389  Web code: #0292  Web code: #1140

ATEX, IECEx, SIL, UL, 
DNV, CCC, UKCA

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL, 
CCC, INMETRO, G3, 

DNV, SIL, PL

ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL, UL

ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, SIL, 

CSA, FM, UL, DNV

DCS/SIS

PROFIBUS DP
Ethernet
PROFINET

AI

Ex i Ex i
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Products for non-intrinsically safe circuits

System cabling
uni Surge protection

Axioline F bus couplers 
and non-intrinsically safe 

I/Os

Head-mounted 
temperature transducers

Type  Item no. Termination board:
VIP-2/SC/FLK10 2315010

System cable:
FLK 10/EZ-DR / 200/KONFEK
 2299233

Free cable end:
CABLE-FLK10/OE/0,14 / 2,0M
 2904076

TTC-6P-1X2-M-…
…24DC-UT-I 2906738
…24DC-PT-I 2906750

TTC-6-1X2-… 
…24DC-UT 2906798
…24DC-PT 2906804

PROFINET: 
AXL F BK PN TPS XC
 1068857

PROFIBUS DP: 
AXL F BK PB XC 2702463

Ethernet:
AXL F BK ETH XC
 2688459

AXL F AI8 HART XC 1F
 2701949

FA MCR-HT-…
…TS-I-OLP 1105515
…1TS-I-OLP 1145210

 Web code: #2024  Web code: #1389  Web code: #1140

Approvals UL G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, UL
Dependent on device type: 

ATEX, IECEx, SIL,  
CSA, FM, DNV

Products for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits

Display of loop-powered  
HART master

Surge protection 
field devices

Signal conditioners/
repeater power supplies

Signal conditioners/
repeater power supplies

Type  Item no.  FA MCR-…
…DS-I-I-OLP  2908781

Ex i:
FA MCR-EX-…
…DS-I-I-OLP 2908800

Ex i: 
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC-1/2"
 2882572

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC-1/2"
 2800035
S-PT-2XEX-24DC-1/2"
 2800041
S-PT-4-EX-24DC-1/2"
 2800037

MACX MCR-…
…UI-UI-NC 2811446
…UI-UI-SP-NC 2811556
…UI-UI-UP-NC 2811297
…UI-UI-UP-SP-NC 2811569

MACX MCR-SL-…
…RPSSI-I 2865955
…RPSSI-I-SP 2924207
…RPSSI-I-UP-SP 2924210
…RPSSI-2I 2924825
…RPSSI-2I-SP 2924838
…RPSS-2I-2I 2904089
…RPSS-2I-2I-SP 2904090

MINI MCR-2-…
…UI-UI 2902037
…UI-UI-PT 2902040
…I-I 2901998
…I-I-PT 2901999
…RPSS-I-I 2902014
…RPSS-I-I-PT 2902015
…RPSS-I-2I 2905628
…RPSS-I-2I-PT 2905629

 Web code: #1140  Web code: #0292  Web code: #1141  Web code: #0492

Approvals ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL, UL

ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL

Dependent on device type: 
ATEX, IECEx, UL, CCC, 

INMETRO, G3, DNV, SIL, PL 

ATEX, IECEx,  
UL, DNV, CCC

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for analog output signal processing

Phoenix Contact offers comprehensive 
solutions for connecting analog output 
signals from the field level to distributed 
control systems. They include measuring 
transducers and signal conditioners, as 
well as the Axioline F remote I/O system.
Suitable surge protection and system cabling 
solutions round out the comprehensive 
solution.

Products for intrinsically safe circuits

Output 
signal conditioners

Output 
signal conditioners

Axioline F 
intrinsically safe Surge protection Surge protection 

field devices

Type Item no.  MINI MCR-EX-…
…IDS-I-I 2908805
…IDS-I-I-PT 2908806

MACX MCR-EX-…
…IDS-I-I 2908060
…IDS-I-I-SP 2908062
…IDS-2I-2I 2865421
…IDS-2I-2I-SP 2904931

MACX MCR-EX-AP-…
…IDS-2I-2I-LP-SP
 1291983

Ex i:  
AXL F EX IS AO4 HART 
XC 1F 1087081

Pluggable version: 
TTC-6P-1X2-M-EX-
24DC-UT-I
 2906824

TTC-6-2X1-M-EX-24DC-
UT-I
 2906821

Ex i:
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC
 2880671

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC 2800034
S-PT-2XEX-24DC
 2800040
S-PT-4-EX-24DC
 2800036

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1389  Web code: #0292

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, SIL, UL, 
DNV, CCC, UKCA

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL, 
CCC, INMETRO, G3, 

DNV, SIL

ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, 
SIL, UL

ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, 
SIL

DCS/SIS

PROFIBUS DP
Ethernet
PROFINET

AO

Ex i Ex i
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Products for non-intrinsically safe circuits

System cabling
uni Surge protection 

Axioline F bus couplers 
and non-intrinsically safe 

I/Os

Type  Item no. Termination board:
VIP-2/SC/D 9SUB/M
 2315117

System cable:
CABLE-D 9SUB/B/S/200/
KONFEK/S 2302010

Free cable end:
CABLE-D- 9SUB/F/OE/0,25/
S/2,0M 2926043

TTC-6P-1X2-M-…
…24DC-UT-I 2906738
…24DC-PT-I 2906750

TTC-6-1X2-… 
…24DC-UT 2906798
…24DC-PT 2906804

PROFINET: 
AXL F BK PN TPS XC
 1068857

PROFIBUS DP:
AXL F BK PB XC
 2702463

Ethernet:
AXL F BK ETH XC
 2701949
AXL F AO4 HART XC 1F
 1087080

 Web code: #2024  Web code: #1389

Approvals G3, UL G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, UL

Products for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits

Display of loop-powered  
HART master

Surge protection 
field devices

Output  
signal conditioners

Output  
signal conditioners

Type  Item no.  FA MCR-…
…DS-I-I-OLP 2908781

Ex i:
FA MCR-EX-…
…DS-I-I-OLP 2908800

Ex i: 
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC-1/2"
 2882572

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC-1/2"
 2800035
S-PT-2XEX-24DC-1/2"
 2800041
S-PT-4-EX-24DC-1/2"
 2800037

MACX MCR-… 
…UI-UI-NC 2811446
…UI-UI-UP-NC 2811297
…IDS-I-I 2908063
…IDS-I-I-SP 2908064
…IDS-2I-2I 2908065
…IDS-2I-2I-SP 2908066

MINI MCR-2…
…IDS-I-I 2905623
MINI MCR-2…
…IDS-I-I-PT 2905625

 Web code: #1140  Web code: #0292  Web code: #1141  Web code: #0492

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3,  
DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, DNV, SIL ATEX, IECEx, UL, CCC, 

INMETRO, G3, DNV, SIL
ATEX, IECEx, UL, DNV, 

CCC, (EAC)

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for digital input signal processing

Comprehensive solutions are available for 
connecting digital input signals from the 
field level to distributed control systems. 
They include coupling relays, NAMUR signal 
conditioners, and safety relays, as well as 
the Axioline F remote I/O system.
Suitable surge protection and system cabling 
solutions round out the comprehensive 
solution.

Products for intrinsically safe circuits

Digital / NAMUR 
signal conditioners

Digital / NAMUR 
signal conditioners

Axioline F  
intrinsically safe Surge protection

Type  Item no. MINI MCR-EX-…
…NAM-2T 1157852
…NAM-2T-PT 1157854
…NAM-T 2908807
…NAM-T-PT 2908808
…NAM-RO 1157862
…NAM-RO-PT 1157857

MACX MCR-EX-SL…
…2NAM-RO 2865476
…2NAM-RO-SP 2924087
…NAM-2RO 2865450
…NAM-2RO-SP 2924061
…2NAM-T 2865489
…2NAM-T-SP 2924090
…NAM-2T-SP 2924074
…NAM-R-SP 2924045 
…2NAM-R-UP-SP 2924249
…NAM-NAM-SP 2924883

Ex i: 
AXL F EX IS DI16 NAM 
XC 1F
 1052423

Pluggable version: 
TTC-6P-1X2-M-EX-24DC-UT-I
 2906824

TTC-6-2X1-M-EX-24DC-UT-I
 2906821

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1389

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, SIL, UL, DNV, 
CCC, UKCA

Dependent on device type: 
ATEX, IECEx, UL, CCC, 

INMETRO, KC-s, G3,  
DNV, SIL

ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3,
DNV, SIL, UL

DCS/SIS

PROFIBUS DP
Ethernet
PROFINET

DI

Ex i Ex i
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Products for non-intrinsically safe circuits

System cabling
uni

Surge protection 
for signals with 

common reference
Sensor coupling relays Safety relays Motor and machine 

management

Termination board:
VIP-3/SC/D50SUB/F
2315201

System cable:
CABLE-D50SUB/S/S/200/
KONFEK/S
2305703

Free cable end:
CABLE-D-50SUB/M/
OE/0,25/S/2,0M
2926674

TTC-6P-2X1-F-M-… 
…24DC-UT-I 2906784
…24DC-PT-I 2906794

PLC-RSC-24DC/1AU/SEN
 2966317
PLC-RSC-120UC/1AU/SEN
 2966320
PLC-RSC-230UC/1AU/SEN
 2966333 

Temperature range up to 
70°C
PLC-RPT- 24DC / 1AU/SEN
 2900313 
PLC-RSC- 24DC / 1/SEN
 2966223 
PLC-RSC- 24DC / 1AU/SEN
 2966317

PSR-PC32 2700581 EMM 3-24DC/500AC-… 
…16-IFS 2297523
…IFS 2297497
…90-EXM-IFS 2908602
…160-EXM-IFS 2908603

 Web code: #2024  Web code: #1389  Web code: #0617  Web code: #0507  Web code: #1262

G3, UL G3, DNV, SIL, UL UL G3, SIL ATEX, UL

Products for non-intrinsically safe circuits

Digital / NAMUR 
signal conditioners

Digital / NAMUR 
signal conditioners

Axioline F bus couplers 
and non-intrinsically safe 

I/Os
NAMUR switches

Type  Item no. MACX MCR-SL-…
…2NAM-RO 2865049
…2NAM-RO-SP 2924294
…NAM-2RO 2865010
…NAM-2RO-SP 2924265
…2NAM-T 2865036
…2NAM-T-SP 2924281
…NAM-2T 2865023
…NAM-2T-SP 2924278
…NAM-R-SP 2924252 
…2NAM-R-UP-SP 2924304

MINI MCR-2-…
…NAM-2RO 2902004
…NAM-2RO-PT 2902005

MINI MCR-SL-…
…NAM-2RNO 2864105

PROFINET:
AXL F BK PN TPS XC
 1068857 

PROFIBUS DP: 
AXL F BK PB XC
 2702463

Ethernet:
AXL F BK ETH XC 2701949

AXL F DI16 NAM XC 1F
 1052427

PLC-SC-EIK 1-SVN 24P/P
 2982663 

PLC-PT-EIK 1-SVN 24P/P
 2900397

 Web code: #1141  Web code: #0492  Web code: #1937

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL, CCC, G3, 
DNV, SIL ATEX, G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, UL UL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for digital output signal processing

Phoenix Contact offers comprehensive 
solutions for connecting digital output 
signals from the process control level to 
the field level. They include coupling relays, 
solenoid drivers, and safety relays, as well 
as the Axioline F remote I/O system.
Suitable surge protection and system cabling 
solutions round out the comprehensive 
solution.

Products for intrinsically safe circuits

Relay module Solenoid driver Solenoid driver Axioline F 
intrinsically safe Surge protection Surge protection 

field devices

 MACX MCR-EX-AP-
…2REL-2DI-LP
 1292331
…2REL-2DI-LP-SP
 1292332

MINI MCR-EX-SD*-…
…16-50-LP-PT
 1157870
…20-25-LP-PT
 1157868
…21-48-LP-PT
 2908811
…23-38-LP-PT
 1277114
…16-50-LFD-PT
 1175904
…20-25-LFD-PT
 1175897
…21-48-LFD-PT
 1175884
…23-38-LFD-PT
 1277119 

MACX 
MCR-EX-SL-SD-…
…24-48-LP 2865609
…24-48-LP-SP
 2924126
…23-48-LFD 2924867
…21-60-LP 2865515
…21-60-LP-SP
 2924100
…21-40-LP 2865764
…21-40-LP-SP
 2924139
...23-48-LFD-SP
 2924870

MACX 
MCR-EX-AP-2SD-…
…25-35-LP-SP
 1291186

Ex i: 
AXL F EX IS DO4 SD 
21-60 XC 1F
 1086902

AXL F EX IS DO4 SD 
24-48 XC 1F 1086901

Pluggable version: 
TTC-6P-1X2-M-EX-
24DC-UT-I 2906824

TTC-6-2X1-M-EX-
24DC-UT-I 2906821

Ex i:
S-PT-EX(I)-24DC
 2880671

Ex i/Ex d:
S-PT-EX-24DC 2800034

S-PT-2XEX-24DC
 2800040
S-PT-4-EX-24DC
 2800036

 Web code: #1142  Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1389  Web code: #1389

ATEX, IECEx ATEX, IECEx, SIL, UL, 
DNV, CCC, UKCA

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL, 
CCC, INMETRO, KC-s, 

G3, DNV, SIL

ATEX, UL, IECEx ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, SIL

DCS/SIS

PROFIBUS DP
Ethernet
PROFINET

DO

Ex i Ex i

*) Also available as screw versions
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Products for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits

System cabling
uni

Coupling relays
for zone 2

Axioline F bus couplers 
and non-intrinsically safe 

I/Os

Surge protection for 
high-current loop signals Safe motor starters

Termination board:
VIP-3/SC/FLK50 2315081

System cable:
FLK 50/EZ-DR/200/KONFEK
 2289094

Free cable end:
CABLE-FLK50/OE/0,14/200
 2305376

PLC-RSC- 24DC/21-21/EX
 2909509
PLC-RSC-24DC/21HC/EX
 2909519
PLC-RPT-24DC/21/EX
 2909528

RIF-2-RPT-LDP-24DC/4X21/EX
 2909741
RIF-2-RPT-LV-120AC/4X21/EX
 2909740
RIF-2-RPT-LV-230AC/4X21/EX
 2909739

PROFINET: 
AXL F BK PN TPS XC
 1068857
PROFIBUS DP:
AXL F BK PB XC
 2702463
Ethernet:
AXL F BK ETH XC 2701949

AXL F DO16/3 XC 2F
 2701228

TTC-6P-2-HC-M-… 
…24DC-UT-I 2906743
…24DC-PT-I 2906755

TTC-6-2-HC-… 
…24DC-UT-I 2908438
…24DC-PT-I 2908439

ELR H3-IES-SC- 
24DC/500AC-9 2900569
ELR H5-IES-SC- 
24DC/500AC-9 2900421
ELR H3-IES-SC- 
24DC/500AC-2 2900567
ELR H5-IES-SC- 
24DC/500AC-2 2900414
ELR H5-IES-PT- 
24DC/500AC-3-P 2909556
ELR H5-IES-PT- 
24DC/500AC-9-P 2909554

 Web code: #2024  Web code: #0690  Web code: #1389  Web code: #1077

UL ATEX, IECEx, G3, UL ATEX, UL, IECEx UL, G3, DNV, SIL ATEX, SIL, UL

Products for non-intrinsically safe circuits

Force-guided 
coupling relays

Coupling relays,  
actuator Coupling relays SIL coupling relays, 

emergency shutdown
SIL coupling relays,  

fire and gas

PLC-RPT-24DC/2X21/FG
 2910537
PLC-RSC-24UC/2X21/FG
 2910536
RIF-1-RPT-LDP-24DC/2X21/FG
 2908215 
RIF-RPT-LDP-24DC/2X2 
2X1/AU/FG 1148699 
RIF-RPT-LDP-
24DC/1X2/3X1/AU/FG
 1148703

PLC-RSC-24DC/1-1/ACT
 2967109 
PLC-OSC-24DC/24DC/2/ACT
 2966676 
PLC-RSC-24DC/1/ACT
 2966210
PLC-OSC-24DC/24DC/2/ACT
 2966676

RIF-0-RPT-24DC/21
 2903370
RIF-1-RPT-LDP-24DC/2x21
 2903334
RIF-2-RPT-LDP-24DC/4x21
 2903308
RIF-4-RPT-LDP-24DC/3X21
 2903278
RIF-4-RSC-LDP-24DC/3X21
 2903288

Temperature range up to 70°C
PLC-RPT-24DC/21 2900299
PLC-RSC-24DC/21 2966171 
PLC-RSC-24DC/21AU
 2966265

PSR-PS20 2700356
PSR-PS21 2700357
PSR-PS22 2702524
PSR-PS23 2702663
PSR-PS40 2700398
PSR-PC20 2700578
PSR-PC21 1086945
PSR-PC32 2700581
PSR-PC40 2700588

PSR-PC50 2904664
PSR-PC51 2702522
PSR-PC52 1017062

 Web code: #1937  Web code: #0618  Web code: #0695  Web code: #0507  Web code: #0507

UL G3, DNV, UL G3, DNV, UL ATEX, IECEx,  
G3, DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, IECEx, DNV, SIL, UL

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for measured temperature value processing

Comprehensive solutions are available 
for connecting measured temperature 
values from the field level to distributed 
control systems. They include measuring 
transducers in a wide range of designs, as 
well as the Axioline F remote I/O system.
Suitable surge protection and system cabling 
solutions round out the comprehensive 
solution.

Products for intrinsically safe circuits

Temperature transducers Temperature transducers Surge protection Surge protection field devices

MINI MCR-EX-
…T-I 2908813
…T-I-PT 2908814
…T-I-C 1472072
…T-I-PT-C 1472132

MACX MCR-EX-…
…RTD-I 1050222
…RTD-I-SP 1050252
…TC-I 1050233 
…T-UI-UP 2865654
…T-UI-UP-SP 2924689
…T-UIREL-UP-SP 2924799

MACX MCR-EX-AP… 
…2T-2I-SP 1290849
…RTD-RTD 1291894
…RTD-RTD-SP 1291955

Plug: 
PT 4-EX(I)-24DC-ST 2839253
 
Base element: 
PT 4-EX(I)-BE 2839486

Alternatively:
LIT 4-24 2804678

S-PT-EX(I)-24DC 2880671
S-PT-EX-24DC 2800034
S-PT-2XEX-24DC 2800040
S-PT-4-EX-24DC 2800036

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1389  Web code: #1389

ATEX, IECEx, SIL, UL, DNV, CCC, 
UKCA

Dependent on device type: ATEX, 
IECEx, UL, INMETRO, KC-s, G3,  

DNV, SIL, PL
ATEX, IECEx, G3, SIL ATEX, IECEx, G3, SIL

DCS/SIS

PROFIBUS DP
Modbus TCP/RTU
PROFINET

AI

Ex i
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Products for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits

System cabling
uni

Surge protection  
for RTD

Loop-powered  
temperature transmitter Frequency

Termination board:
VIP-2/SC/D 9SUB/
M 2315117

System cable:
CABLE-D 9SUB/
B/S/200/KONFEK/S
 2302010

Free cable end:
CABLE-D- 9SUB/F/
OE/0,25/S/2,0M
 2926043

Plug:
PT 4-5DC-ST 2839211

Base element:
PT4-BE 2839402

DIN rail device:
MACX MCR-…
…TS-I-OLP 2908662
…TS-I-OLP-SP 2908664
…TS-I-OLP-C 1012249
…1TS-I-OLP 1145192
…1TS-I-OLP-SP
 1145196
Ex i:
MACX MCR-EX-…
…TS-I-OLP 2908660
…TS-I-OLP-SP 2908661
…TS-I-OLP-C 1012248
…1TS-I-OLP 1145365
…1TS-I-OLP-SP
 1145207

Head-mounted 
transducers:
FA MCR-HT-…
…TS-I-OLP 1105515
…1TS-I-OLP 1145210

Ex i:
FA MCR-EX-HT-
…TS-I-OLP 1105681
…1TS-I-OLP 1145217

Frequency transducers

MINI MCR-2-…
…F-UI 2902056
…F-UI-PT 2902058

Analog frequency 
converters with limit 
values
MINI MCR-2-…
…UI-FRO 2902031
…UI-FRO-PT 2902032

MACX MCR-EX-…
…AP-2F-2I 1290530 
…AP-2F-2I-SP 1290533

 Web code: #2024  Web code: #1389  Web code: #1142  Web code: #0492  Web code: #1142

UL SIL, UL
Dependent on device 

type: ATEX, IECEx, G3, 
DNV, FM, CSA, SIL, UL

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, G3, 
DNV, FM, CSA, SIL, UL

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL,  

DNV, (EAC)
ATEX, IECEx

Products for intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits

Display of 
loop-powered 
HART master

Display with 
temperature, current, 

and voltage input

Temperature 
transducers

Temperature 
transducers

Axioline F bus 
couplers and 

non-intrinsically safe 
I/Os

Type Item no. FA MCR-DS-I-I-OLP
 2908781

Ex i:
FA MCR-EX-DS-I-I-
OLP 2908800

FA MCR-D-…
…TUI-UI-2REL-UP
 2907064

Ex i:
FA MCR-EX-D-…
…TUI-UI-2REL-UP
 2907216

MACX MCR-…
…RTD-I 1050192
…RTD-I-SP 1050201
…TC-I 1050228
…T-UI-UP 2811394
…T-UI-UP-SP 2811860
…T-UIREL-UP 2811378
…T-UIREL-UP-SP
 2811828

MINI MCR-2-…
…RTD-UI-PT 2902052
…TC-UI-PT 2905249
…T-2RO-PT 2906877
…T-REL-PT 2905633

PROFINET: 
AXL F BK PN TPS XC
 1068857
Ethernet:
AXL F BK ETH XC
 2702463

AXL F RTD4 XC 1H
 1035430
AXL F UTH8 XC 1F
 2702464

 Web code: #1140  Web code: #1140
 Web code: #1142, 

#0492
 Web code: #0492

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3,  
DNV, SIL, UL ATEX, G3, DNV, SIL, UL

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL, 
INMETRO, G3, DNV, 

SIL, PL

Dependent on device 
type: ATEX, IECEx, UL, 

CCC, NEPSI, DNV, 
(EAC), G3

ATEX, UL, IECEx

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Products for conventional signal connection

Digital fieldbuses

HART (Highway Addressable Remote 
Transducer) is a fieldbus standard, whose 
technology is supported by the HART 
Communication Foundation (HCF), a 
cross-manufacturer non-profit organization.
The HART protocol is mainly characterized 
by the fact that, as opposed to other 
digital fieldbus systems, it is used in 
addition to conventional standard analog 
signals. Consequently, it does not replace 
point-to-point wiring, but enables the 
integration of intelligent field devices.

HART modulation of a standard analog current signal

HART topology

Analog signal transmission in MCR technology

HART signals are usually used for the 
following communication tasks:
• Extension of existing systems with 

HART components and transmission 
of information about status, diagnostics, 
configuration, and control.

• Subsequent or temporary installation 
of field devices, e.g., transportable 
interoperable devices for implementing 
measurements and configurations.

RS-485 network

PLC/DCS

HART OPC server

HART

4 
- 

20
 m

A

4 
- 

20
 m

A

H
A

RT
Digital signal

Analog signal
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Solutions for Ethernet applications with HART

The modular Ethernet HART multiplexer 
enables access to HART-compatible field 
instruments via familiar Ethernet-based 
fieldbuses such as PROFINET, Modbus/TCP, 
and HART IP. Each device has a separate 
HART master which can be connected 
to higher-level fast Ethernet network 
infrastructures. Up to 40 HART devices 
can be connected to existing configuration 
tools such as PACTware, SIMATIC PDM, 
Honeywell FDM, the HART OPC server or 
HART server. System operators therefore 
save time and money since configuration 
and calibration, e.g., partial stroke test, 
process monitoring, or current loop tests, 
are controlled via Ethernet and everything 
can be performed during active operation.

All surge protection products are 
compatible with the HART protocol.

Ethernet HART multiplexers

 Web code: #1567

Modular Ethernet HART multiplexer

Type Item no. GW PL ETH/UNI-BUS 2702233
GW PL ETH/BASIC-BUS 2702321
GW PL HART4-BUS 2702234
GW PL HART4-R-BUS 2702879
GW PL HART8-R-BUS 2702880
GW PL HART8-BUS  2702235
GW PL HART8+AI-BUS 2702236
GW PL DIO4-BUS 2702237

Description

Modular design –  
up to 40 HART devices can be connected

Converts HART protocols to HART IP,  
Modbus/TCP, or PROFINET and OPC UA

For the fastest possible data access, each 
HART connection has a separate HART master

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, G3

DCS/SIS

I/O

4 … 20 mA

Control 
room
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Products for conventional signal connection

Solutions for applications with HART communication

The bidirectional HART-compatible 
devices in the MACX series enable 
HART information to be integrated into 
separate engineering and management 
systems via the MACX MCR-S-MUX 
HART multiplexer and the corresponding 
wiring modules. Corresponding COM 
servers also support further processing 
via Ethernet. This also means that limit and 
diagnostic values, and information such as 
the calibration state or status of intelligent 
field devices, are integrated impact-free into 
distributed control systems and remote 
calibration can be performed.

All surge protection products are 
compatible with the HART protocol.

HART communication

HART multiplexer COM server

Type Item no. MACX MCR-S-MUX 2865599
MACX MCR-S-MUX-TB 2308124

GW DEVICE SERVER 1E/1DB9 2702758
GW DEVICE SERVER 1E/2DB9 2702760
GW DEVICE SERVER 2E/2DB9 2702761
GW DEVICE SERVER 2E/4DB9 FL  2702763 
COMSERVER BASIC 232/422/485 2313478

Description

16 or 32 channels per multiplexer Transmission of up to 32 channels

Connection of max. 4000 HART signals Conversion of HART signals  
to Ethernet via COM server

Approvals ATEX, UL ATEX, UL

DCS/SIS

I/O

4 … 20 mA

RS-485

HART

Control 
room
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Solutions with different protocols

A wide range of fieldbus systems can be 
easily integrated into your process plant. 
The new gateways (GW PL FB…) enable 
the easy integration of a wide range of 
fieldbus systems and the networking of 
existing field instruments and data in 
your plant. Existing Modbus or HART 
information is reliably converted to modern 
fieldbus systems, such as PROFIBUS DP, 
PROFIBUS PA, or Fieldbus Foundation. 
Therefore, you can also easily connect 
your existing measuring devices that are 
installed in the field to new, future network 
infrastructures.

The PL FB protocol converters have 
four channels for connecting Modbus or 
HART devices to fieldbus systems such as 
PROFIBUS DP, PROFIBUS PA, or Fieldbus 
Foundation devices.

HART/Modbus protocol converters

HART protocol converter Modbus protocol converter

Type Item no. GW PL FB/FF-HART 2316360
GW PL FB/PA-HART 2316361
GW PL FB/DP-HART 2316362

GW PL FB/FF-MODBUS 2316363
GW PL FB/PA-MODBUS 2316364
GW PL FB/DP-MODBUS 2316365

Description

Access to digital data from HART devices  
in the field

Access to digital data from Modbus devices  
in the field

Extended runtime for special measuring instruments and otherwise inaccessible data

Reliable conversion from existing networks to faster communication paths

Approvals ATEX, IECEx, UL ATEX, IECEx, UL

PROFIBUS 
DP

PROFIBUS 
DP

PROFIBUS 
PA

Fieldbus 
Foundation

Fieldbus 
Foundation

PROFIBUS 
PA
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Products for conventional signal connection

Safe and available

Emergency stop
An integrated safety function enables use in 
safety-related emergency stop applications.

Forward running
Easy control directly via 24 V PLC output 
cards or 230 V AC signal.

Reverse running
Optional: reversing function including 
locking circuit and load wiring.

Motor protection
Convenient protection with the electronic 
motor protection relay with automatic and 
remote reset function.

 Web code: #1077

Solutions for intelligent motor control and monitoring

Three-phase pumps, agitators, or actuating 
drives are monitored and controlled 
via a central controller. Communication 
is established either via gateways 
(e.g., PROFIBUS gateway) or a small-scale 
controller which transmits the sensor data 
(here EMM) using an I/O module. The 
switching device (ELR) is controlled via 
the EMM.
Motors up to 4 kW can be started using 
ELR hybrid motor starters.
For higher power ratings and current 
strengths, only ELR series solid-state 
contactors should be used.

DCS/SIS

Gateway

Zone 1

Current 
transformer

Motor 
starter 
P >4 kW

PROFIBUS DP 
Modbus TCP/RTU
PROFINET

PROFINET

DIN rail 
connector

EMM ELR3

ELREMM

Current 
transformer

EMM-EXM

CONTACTRON

Emergency stop 
contactors

Right and left 
contactor

Motor protection

Classic wiring
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Motor control and monitoring

Electronic motor and 
machine management Hybrid motor starters Solid-state contactors Electronic reversing load 

relays for DC motors

Type 
Item no.

EMM 3-24DC/… 
…500AC-16-IFS 2297523
…500AC-IFS 2297497
…500AC-160-EXM-IFS
 2908603
…500AC-90-EXM-IFS
 2908602

ELR H5-… 
…IES-SC-24DC/500AC-2
 2900414
…IES-SC-24DC/500AC-9
 2900421
…SC-24DC/500AC-9
 2900538 
…IES-PT- 24DC/500AC-3-P
 2909556
…IES-PT- 24DC/500AC-9-P
 2909554

ELR W3-24DC/500AC-2
 2297293
ELR W3-24DC/500AC-9
 2297316
ELR W2+1-24DC/500AC-37
 2297374

ELR W1 / 6-24DC/RDT
 2982757
PLC-PT-ELR W1/2-24DC
 1069556

 Web code: #1262  Web code: #0568  Web code: #2026  Web code: #2037

Approvals ATEX, UL ATEX, SIL, UL UL UL

Input voltage range 19.2 V DC … 30 V DC 19.2 V DC … 30 V DC 19.2 V DC … 30 V DC 19.2 V DC … 30 V DC

Output voltage range 42 V AC … 575 V AC 48 V AC … 550 V AC 48 V AC … 550 V AC –

Maximum load current
<16 A / >16 A  

with external current 
transformer

2.4 A / 3 A / 9 A 2 A / 9 A / 37 A Max. 6 A

Ambient temperature -25°C … +70°C -25°C … +70°C -25°C … +70°C -20°C … +60°C

Intelligent switching and reliable protection

Switching and monitoring of motor-driven pumps, agitators, 
or actuating drives. By using electronic motor management 
with active power monitoring and choosing suitable switching 
thresholds, dry running or a clogged filter can be detected and 
reported. An emergency shutdown can be performed if necessary.
This increases the availability and service life of the system.  
The use of external current transformers ensures measuring 
technology performance is not restricted. The system is integrated 
into a bus system via gateways or ILC small-scale controllers.

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Key to success in energy efficiency –  
measuring devices for your energy management
Efficient energy monitoring is the basis for your energy management. Our coordinated 
measuring devices save a great deal of effort when it comes to energy data acquisition. 
Whether complex energy measurements or simple cost center billing: the wide 
selection of multifunctional energy measuring devices and MID-certified energy meters 
covers every application. 
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Energy measuring devices and 
energy meters
User-friendly installation and startup make 
it easier to record electrical variables for 
energy monitoring.

Energy and power data analysis
Smart energy management anytime, 
anywhere – a complete package of intuitive 
software and user-friendly hardware.

Current transformers
Existing systems can be quickly retrofitted 
with PACT current transformers for 
converting alternating currents up to 
4,000 A AC into low secondary currents.

Your advantages

 ǅ Intuitively configurable energy measuring devices

 ǅ Cost-center-specific energy data billing with 
MID-certified energy meters (EN 50470)

 ǅ Easily retrofit current measuring technology without 
having to remove system parts

 ǅ Safe, tool-free installation: window-type current 
transformer with Push-in technology for converting 
high currents
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Key to energy efficiency success – measuring devices for energy management

Transparent energy monitoring

Whether for complex energy measurements 
or simple cost center billing, our 
multifunctional energy measuring devices 
and MID-certified energy meters record 
all electrical variables that are relevant to 
your energy management. To ensure easy 
device installation and startup, we have 
focused in particular on user-friendliness 
and optimum interaction with the current 
sensor technology.

DCS/SIS

I/O

FO

RS-485

PSI- 
REP

PSI- 
REP

PSI- 
REP

PSI- 
MOS

EMpro

EMpro

EMpro

RS-485

Ethernet

Remote I/O

Measuring 
device

Measuring 
device

Measuring 
device

Repeater

Repeater FO converter

Energy meters 
with MID certification
EMpro energy meters in accordance with 
EN 50470 enable cost-center-specific energy 
data billing.
• Easy bus and network connection
• Versions with direct current measurement 

up to 80 A 
• Remote data access, storage, and export 

with Ethernet-based devices

Multifunctional 
energy measuring devices
EMpro energy measuring devices acquire 
your energy data and communicate it to 
higher-level control and management systems.
• Intuitive configuration via web-based 

management
• Direct connection of Rogowski coils from 

any manufacturer
• Intelligent web server and device functions

Smart energy measuring devices 
and services
The smart EMpro energy measuring devices 
and services are empowering your energy 
management of the future.
• Direct connection to Proficloud without 

using an additional IoT gateway
• Smart services for your device management 

and data visualization 
• Secure communication with TLS encryption
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EMpro energy meters: Product overview and application examples

EMpro energy meters with MID approval

Description Energy meters  
with M-Bus interface 

Energy meters  
with Modbus/RTU interface 

Energy meters  
with Modbus/TCP interface 

Measurement via Current 
transformer

Direct,  
up to 80 A

Current 
transformer

Direct,  
up to 80 A

Current 
transformer

Direct,  
up to 80 A

Tariff input Yes Yes Yes Yes – –

Web-based management – – – – Yes Yes

Type 
Item no.

EEM-EM325 
2908576

EM-EM327 
2908586

EEM-EM355 
2908578

EEM-EM357 
2908588

EEM-EM375 
2908581

EEM-EM377 
2908590

Input data

Input voltage range 3 x 184 V … 288 V
(320 V … 500 V)

3 x 184 V … 288 V
(320 V … 500 V)

3 x 184 V … 288 V
(320 V … 500 V)

Frequency range 45 Hz … 65 Hz 45 Hz … 65 Hz 45 Hz … 65 Hz

Start current Ist 0.002 A 0.02 A 0.002 A 0.02 A 0.002 A 0.02 A

Maximum current Imax 6 A 80 A 6 A 80 A 6 A 80 A

Communication interface

Communication protocol M-Bus Modbus/RTU Modbus/TCP

Communication standard EN 13757-1-2-3 RS-485 IEEE 802.3

Transmission speed 300 bps … 9600 bps 300 bps … 57600 bps 10 Mbps … 100 Mbps

Measurement connection

Screw connection: 
Conductor cross-section  
rigid/flexible/AWG

1.5 … 6 mm² 1.5 … 35 mm² 1.5 … 6 mm² 1.5 … 35 mm² 1.5 … 6 mm² 1.5 … 35 mm²

Supply voltage range

Supply Supplied by the measuring circuit

Conformity

Conformity CE-compliant, MID-compliant

Standards/regulations EN 50470-1 / EN 50470-3
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Energy measuring devices: Product overview 

EMpro energy measuring devices

Description Front panel installation DIN rail installation

Measurement via Current transformer Rogowski coil Current transformer Rogowski coil

Modbus/TCP incl. REST Type 
Item no.

EEM-MA770
2907945

EEM-MA771
2908286

EEM-MA370
2907983

EEM-MA371
2908307

Modbus/RTU 
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no.

EEM-MA770-R
2907944

EEM-MA771-R
2908285

EEM-MA370-R
2907980

EEM-MA371-R
2907985

PROFINET
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no.

EEM-MA770-PN
2907946

EEM-MA771-PN
2908301 – –

EtherNet/IP™

Modbus/TCP incl. REST
Type 

Item no.
EEM-MA770-EIP

2907953
EEM-MA771-EIP

2908302 – –

Cloud MQTT
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no. – – – –

Input data

Measuring principle True RMS value measurement (TRMS) True RMS value measurement (TRMS)

Acquisition of harmonics Up to 63rd harmonic Up to 63rd harmonic

Measurement value AC sine (50/60 Hz) AC sine (50/60 Hz)

Voltage measuring input (input voltage range)

Direct 35 V AC … 690 V AC (phase/phase) 
20 V AC … 400 V AC (phase/neutral conductor)

35 V AC … 690 V AC (phase/phase) 
20 V AC … 400 V AC (phase/neutral conductor)

Via external transformer 60 V AC … 2000000 V AC (primary) 
60 V AC … 400 V AC (secondary)

60 V AC … 2000000 V AC (primary) 
60 V AC … 400 V AC (secondary)

Accuracy 0.20% 0.20%

Current measuring input L1, L2, L3

Input current range Secondary: 1 A / 5 A 0 A … 4000 A Secondary: 1 A / 5 A 0 A … 4000 A

Overload capacity 6 A (Imax) – 6 A (Imax) –

Accuracy 0.20% <1% 0.20% <1%

Power measurement

Accuracy 0.50% <1% 0.50% <1%

Active energy Class 0.5 S (IEC 62053-22) Class 1 (IEC 62053-21) Class 0.5 S (IEC 62053-22) Class 1 (IEC 62053-21)

Digital input in accordance with IEC/EN 61131-2 (type 3)

Input signal voltage 24 V DC
0 V DC … 30 V DC

24 V DC
0 V DC … 30 V DC

Digital output in accordance with IEC/EN 61131-2 (type 3)

Output signal voltage 24 V DC 24 V DC

Output signal current ≤120 mA ≤120 mA

Supply voltage range

Supply voltage range 100 V AC … 400 V AC (±20%)
150 V DC … 250 V DC (±20%)

100 V AC … 230 V AC (±20%)
150 V DC … 250 V DC (±20%)

Conformity

Conformity CE-compliant, UL-listed CE-compliant, UL-listed
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EMpro energy measuring devices without display

Description DIN rail installation without display

Measurement via Current transformer Rogowski coil

Modbus/TCP incl. REST Type 
Item no.

EEM-MB370
2907954

EEM-MB371
2907955

Modbus/RTU 
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no. – –

PROFINET
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no.

EEM-MB370-PN 
2907984

EEM-MB371-PN
2908308

EtherNet/IP™

Modbus/TCP incl. REST
Type 

Item no.
EEM-MB370-EIP

2907971
EEM-MB371-EIP

2907976

Cloud MQTT
Modbus/TCP incl. REST

Type 
Item no.

EEM-SB370-C
1158951

EEM-SB371-C
1158947

Input data

Measuring principle True RMS value measurement (TRMS)

Acquisition of harmonics Up to 63rd harmonic

Measurement value AC sine (50/60 Hz)

Voltage measuring input (input voltage range)

Direct 35 V AC … 690 V AC (phase/phase) 
20 V AC … 400 V AC (phase/neutral conductor)

Via external transformer 60 V AC … 2000000 V AC (primary) 
60 V AC … 400 V AC (secondary)

Accuracy 0.20%

Current measuring input L1, L2, L3

Input current range 1 A / 5 A (secondary) 0 A … 4000 A

Overload capacity 6 A (Imax) –

Accuracy 0.20% <1%

Power measurement

Accuracy 0.50% <1%

Active energy Class 0.5 S (IEC 62053-22) Class 1 (IEC 62053-21)

Digital input in accordance with IEC/EN 61131-2 (type 3)

Input signal voltage 24 V DC  
0 V DC … 30 V DC

Digital output in accordance with IEC/EN 61131-2 (type 3)

Output signal voltage 24 V DC

Output signal current ≤120 mA

Supply voltage range

Supply voltage range 100 V AC … 230 V AC (±20%) 
150 V DC … 250 V DC (±20%)

Conformity

Conformity CE-compliant, UL-listed
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Product overview: PACT RCP current transformers for retrofitting

PACT RCP current transformers for retrofitting

Product type Current transformer

Description Rogowski coil and measuring transducer for energy measurement

Rogowski coil and 
measuring transducer 

with UV protection for 
outdoor use

Primary rated current

0 … 100 A
0 … 250 A
0 … 400 A
0 … 630 A
0 … 1000 A
0 … 1500 A
0 … 2000 A
0 … 4000 A

Accuracy class <1

Output signal 0 … 1 A AC

Length of measuring coil 300 mm 450 mm 600 mm 450 mm 600 mm

Length of signal line 3 m 5 m 10 m 3 m 10 m 3 m 10 m 3 m

Connection method Screw connection

Item no. 2904921 2910325 2910326 2904922 1033483 2904923 2910327 1058044 1033485

PACT RCP current transformers for retrofitting

Product type Current transformer

Description Rogowski coil and measuring transducer for current measurement

Primary rated current

0 … 100 A
0 … 250 A
0 … 400 A
0 … 630 A
0 … 1000 A
0 … 1500 A
0 … 2000 A
0 … 4000 A

Accuracy class 1

Output signal 0 … 20 mA / 4 … 20 mA / 0 … 10 mA / 2 … 10 mA / 0 … 21 mA / 0 … 10 V / 2 … 10 V / 0 … 5 V / 1 … 5 V / 0 … 10.5 V

Length of measuring coil 300 mm 450 mm 600 mm

Length of signal line 3 m

Connection method Screw connection Push-in connection Screw connection Push-in connection Screw connection Push-in connection

Item no. 2906231 2906234 2906232 2906235 2906233 2906236
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Product overview: PACT SPC current transformers for retrofitting

newnewnew

Accessories

Description Item no. Type

The optional holding device ensures the Rogowski coil is securely seated on 
busbars with a thickness of 10 … 15 mm. During installation, the coil housing is 
pushed onto the flange of the holding device and snaps in automatically.

2904895 PACT RCP-CLAMP

The optional holding device ensures the Rogowski coil is securely seated on 
busbars with a thickness of 5 … 10 mm. During installation, the coil housing is 
pushed onto the flange of the holding device and snaps in automatically.

2907888 PACT RCP-CLAMP-5-10

PACT RCP Rogowski coils

Product type Rogowski coil

Description Rogowski coil for current measurement, can be connected directly to energy measuring devices

Frequency range 40 Hz … 20000 Hz

Output signal 100 mV (no load, at 1000 A)

Length of measuring coil 300 mm 450 mm 600 mm

Length of signal line 3 m 5 m 10 m 3 m 10 m 3 m 10 m

Item no. 2904890 2910322 2910323 2904891 1033482 2904892 2910324

PACT SPC current transformers for retrofitting

Product type Current transformer

Description Split-core current transformer for retrofitting

Primary rated current 0 … 20 A AC 0 … 50 A AC 0 … 100 A AC

Secondary rated current 0 … 1 A AC

Accuracy class 3 1 0.5

Frequency range 50 Hz / 60 Hz

Circular conductor dimensions 13 mm

Length of signal line 2 m 3 m

Item no. 1382378 1382384 1382387 newnewnew
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Energy and power data analysis

Smart energy measuring devices and services

Energy, Monitoring, Management, 
Analytics:
With the EMMA Smart Service and the 
IoT-capable EMpro energy measuring 
devices, you get a complete package for 
your digitalized energy and power data 
analysis.

Directly to the cloud – without a 
gateway
EMpro energy measuring devices with 
a direct connection to the cloud enable 
interaction with the devices from anywhere, 
and at any time. Access your energy data 
and component information anywhere in 
the world, without an additional gateway.

Your advantages
• Direct connection of the energy 

measuring device to Proficloud.io  
without using an IoT gateway

• Flexible access to energy data and 
component information anytime, 

anywhere with Smart Services on 
Proficloud.io

• Secure communication between the 
IoT-capable energy measuring device 
and Proficloud.io with TLS encryption

• Easy extension and scalability with 
dynamic IT resources that can be 
quickly and individually tailored to 
new requirements 

EMMA, the smart energy management service

Take advantage of Proficloud.io and benefit 
from the EMMA energy management 
service with numerous intuitive and flexible 
functions for monitoring, analyzing, and 
evaluating your energy and power data – 
anytime, anywhere. A series of intuitive 
dashboards makes energy management 
much easier. With EMMA, you can make 
faster, better-informed decisions and 
optimize workflows through remote 
monitoring.
EMMA thus supports energy managers 
proportionally in the check step of the 
PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) cycle in 
accordance with international standard 
ISO 50 001:2018 (Energy management 
systems – Requirements with guidance 
for use).

Your advantages
• Quick and easy retrofitting of energy 

measuring technology using IoT-capable 
EMpro energy measuring devices, 
which can be connected directly to the 
Proficloud.io IIoT cloud environment 

via an Ethernet interface thanks to 
plug-and-play

• The energy manager can acquire energy 
data with little effort and visualize it 
straight away, without requiring any 
programming or technical expertise

• Tracking energy data and KPIs provides a 
way to make production more efficient

• Continuous improvement process 
through full transparency of energy data 
and thus uncovered efficiency potential
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Smart energy measuring devices and services

Device Management Service

Manage and monitor your cloud-capable 
energy measuring devices and other smart 
devices from Phoenix Contact with the 
Device Management Service. A digital 
nameplate gives you a direct overview of 
device information, such as the device type, 
serial number, and installed firmware and 
hardware version.
The state of health is also visible at glance. 
Via TrafficLight, you directly see when a 
warning or a fault has occurred on the 
device. More detailed information can be 
retrieved from the device logs.

To ensure the security of devices, it is 
essential that the firmware is updated 
regularly. A direct update function is 
available for this in the service.

Your advantages
• Overview of your devices
• State of health of devices
• Firmware update from the cloud
• Digital nameplate and device logs

Topology of IoT-based energy management

IoT-capable measuring devices 
(smart devices) are connected directly 
to the Proficloud.io cloud platform via an 
Ethernet interface and the MQTT protocol 
using plug-and-play. Within the cloud 
environment, the measuring devices can be 
quickly and easily integrated into a new or 

existing system via the Device Management 
Service. The selected measured values 
are automatically transferred and stored. 
Energy management managers have 
immediate access to this data via the 
EMMA Smart Service and can use it directly. 
Complex configurations of classic industrial 

networks (e.g., Modbus or PROFINET) are 
now a thing of the past.

Smart Services

EEM SB370-C EEM SB370-C EEM SB370-C

HTTPS

MQTT
TLS-encrypted

MQTT
TLS-encrypted

X2 X2 X2

Mobile data access

Site BSite A

Router/switch
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System cabling for distributed control systems
Wiring I/O modules with single-core wires is an extremely time-consuming process. 
Wiring errors and tedious troubleshooting cannot be ruled out. Interface cabling 
reduces installation costs by using plug-in components to carry out wiring quickly, 
clearly, and without errors.

Efficient wiring

VARIOFACE system cabling can be used 
to connect numerous I/O modules from 
well-known controller manufacturers:

ABB
The ABB S800 I/O system offers 
the option of carrying out wiring via 
D-SUB connections.

Emerson
The Emerson DeltaV system can be 
used to install process wiring using mass 
termination blocks (MTB) with flat-ribbon 
cable connectors.

Honeywell
Front adapter solutions that are specifically 
tailored to the Honeywell C series make 
field connection possible in next to no time.

Siemens
The new front adapters for the ET 
200SP HA let you use all features of the 
I/O modules and install your wiring safely, 
quickly, and without errors.

Yokogawa
Special cables with molded connectors 
handle the front adapter function 
and cable routing during connection. 

This means that CENTUM® VP, CENTUM® 
CS 3000 R3, and ProSafe RS can be 
connected directly via cable routes.
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Your advantages

 ǅ Error-free and uniform I/O wiring

 ǅ Solutions for controller manufacturers ABB, Emerson, 
Honeywell, Siemens, Yokogawa, and others

 ǅ System configuration of up to three components 
depending on the control system (front adapters, 
system cables, termination boards)
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System cabling solutions

Digital input signals with PLC-INTERFACE

For many digital input signals, electrical 
isolation is necessary between the 
controller and the field. Signal conditioning 
is also necessary in many applications. 
For these applications, Phoenix Contact 
offers special relays or solid-state relays. 
With a V8 adapter, it is possible to 
connect the switching elements to the 
respective input module in next to no 
time and without any errors using a cable 
and/or controller-specific front adapter 
via plug-and-play.

DCS/PLC system

DI

Digital IN 
5 … 250 V AC/DC

Field

VARIOFACE system cables 

Every plug-in connection needs a cable. 
System cables for IDC and D-SUB 
connectors are available preassembled 
in all lengths.

VARIOFACE termination 
boards 

Wherever connectors need to be 
connected with single-core wires, 
termination boards are the perfect 
solution.
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VARIOFACE Professional
Universal termination boards for 
all applications

VARIOFACE Front Connect
Narrow termination boards with 
front connections

VARIOFACE V8 adapters
The plug-in connection for relay modules

VARIOFACE system cabling: The plug-and-play concept

VARIOFACE front adapters
The module you need to wire 
doesn’t have a connector? No problem. 
VARIOFACE front adapters with tailored 
adaptation to I/O cards take care of this.

VARIOFACE system cables
Assembled cables for quick plug-in 
connections. Plug-and-play to your 
devices with integrated connector or 
to our VARIOFACE front adapters.
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32-channel digital input

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Digital  
input card

DI818 
(TU819)

TDIL01
TDIL11 6DL1131-6BL00-0PH1 ADV151

 Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526

Adapter – 2 x 2901879 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 2 x 2304652 4 x 2302081 1 x 1119198 1 x 2314655

V8 relay 
adapter 4 x 2296553 4 x 2296087 4 x 2296074 4 x 2296553

Relay/SSR
32 x 2966317

or
32 x 2966773

32 x 2966317
or

32 x 2966773

32 x 2966317
or

32 x 2966773

32 x 2966317
or

32 x 2966773

8-/16-channel digital input

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Digital  
input card

DI810 
(TU812) – 6DL1131-6BH00-0PH1 –

 Web code: #1526 –  Web code: #1526 –

Adapter – – 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 1 x 2304652 – 1 x 1258787 –

V8 relay 
adapter 2 x 2296553 – 2 x 2296074 –

Relay/SSR
16 x 2966317

or
16 x 2966773

–
16 x 2966317

or
16 x 2966773

–

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products

System cabling solutions
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Efficient wiring solution with VARIOFACE PLC-V8 adapters

Efficient wiring between control level and interface level

The PLC-V8 adapters are simply plugged 
into eight adjacent PLC-INTERFACE relays. 
This enables relays to be connected to 
I/O cards quickly and without errors via 
the PLC-V8 adapters with IDC/FLK or 
D-SUB connectors.

Assembled system cables coming from  
the controller are plugged into the  
PLC-V8 adapters

The PLC-V8 adapters are simply plugged  
into the bridge shafts of the 
PLC-INTERFACE relays

The PLC-INTERFACE relays form the 
coupling level between control level and  
field level

Sensors and actuators of the field level 

Efficient wiring between  
interface level and field level

The potential savings with actuator and  
sensor versions are achieved as follows:

The supply and return conductors 
can be connected directly to the 
actuator or sensor version of the relay 
module. This eliminates the need for 
conventional terminal blocks and the 
associated wiring.

Plug-in bridges for potential distribution 
make it possible to reduce wiring effort. 
They thus replace loop bridges.

System cables are used to 
wire the controller. This 
eliminates the need for 
complex single-core wiring.
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System cabling solutions

Digital output signals with PLC-INTERFACE

For many digital output signals, electrical 
isolation is necessary between the 
controller and the field. Output signal 
conditioning or amplification is also 
necessary in many applications. For these 
applications, Phoenix Contact offers 
special relays or solid-state relays. With a 
V8 adapter, it is possible to connect the 
switching elements to the respective output 
module in next to no time and without 
any errors using a cable and/or controller-
specific front adapter via plug-and-play.

Can be freely combined

The PLC-INTERFACE relay system is the 
interface between the controller and system 
I/O devices. The universal design is compact 
and saves a lot of space. In an overall width 
of 6.2 mm, power ratings of up to 250 V AC 
and 6 A can be switched. While in an 
overall width of 14 mm, power ratings of 
up to 250 V AC and 10 A can be switched. 
Relay types with special input circuits or 
versions for high inrush currents up to 
130 A are also available. Products from the 
Phoenix Contact PLC-INTERFACE family 
can be freely combined with each other. 
Whether as an electromechanical relay 
or optoelectronic switching element for 
frequent switching cycles, your termination 
block is freely configurable and easy to 
assemble. Additional potential rails, various 
connection technologies, and simple 
bridgeability provide added benefits for your 
application. The switching elements are very 
easy to replace in the event of damage. 

DCS/PLC system

DO

Digital OUT 
5 … 250 V AC/DC

Field
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32-channel digital output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Digital  
output card

DO818 
(TU819)

TDOB01 
TDOB11 6DL1132-6BL00-0PH1 ADV551

 Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526

Adapter – 2 x 2900924 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 2 x 2304652 4 x 2302081 1 x 1119198 1 x 2314655

V8 relay 
adapter 4 x 2295554 4 x 2296061 4 x 2296058 4 x 2304102

Relay/SSR
32 x 2966210

or
32 x 2966676

32 x 2966210
or

32 x 2966676

32 x 2966210
or

32 x 2966676

32 x 2966210
or

32 x 2966676

8-/16-channel digital output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Digital  
output card

DO810 
(TU812) – 6DL1132-6BH00-0PH1 –

 Web code: #1526 –  Web code: #1526 –

Adapter – – 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 1 x 2304652 – 1 x 1258787 –

V8 relay 
adapter 2 x 2295554 – 2 x 2296058 –

Relay/SSR
16 x 2966210

or
16 x 2966676

–
16 x 2966210

or
16 x 2966676

–

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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System cabling solutions

Analog input and output signals with MINI Analog Pro

MINI Analog Pro is the latest generation of 
signal conditioners from Phoenix Contact. 
These signal conditioners enable extremely 
easy installation and startup in a confined 
space with space savings of up to 65%.

The broad product portfolio accommodates 
almost all common standard analog 
applications up to zone 2. 

MINI Analog V8 adapter and Termination Carrier

The MINI Analog V8 adapter and 
Termination Carrier provide a compact 
solution for the quick and error-free 
connection of signal conditioners. Signal 
connection is established via plug-and-play 
using standardized system cables. Highly 
compact signal conditioners for analog 
input and output are available for safe 
signal conditioning.

DCS/PLC system

AI/AO

Field
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8-/16-channel analog input

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
S7-1500/ET 200MP

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Analog  
input card

AI810 
(TU810)

TAIX01 
TAIX11 6ES7 531-7KF00-0AB0 AAI141

AAI143

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492

Adapter – 1 x 1081062 – –

Cable 1 x 2318156 1 x 2305512 1 x 2318156 1 x 2314341

MINI Analog 
adapter / 
Termination 
Carrier

1 x 2901993
1x 2906639 HART-transparent
1x 2906640 with active HART 

decoupling via multiplexer
1 x 2901993 1 x 2905257

Signal 
conditioner

8 x 2902014
or

8 x 2905628
16 x 2902014

8 x 2902014
or

8 x 2905628
16 x 2864079

8-/16-channel analog output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
S7-1500/ET 200MP

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Analog  
output card

AO810 
(TU810)

TAOX01 
TAOX11 6ES7 532-5HF00-0AB0 AAI543

 Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492  Web code: #0492

Adapter – 1 x 2901423 – –

Cable 1 x 2318156 1 x 2305512 2 x 2318156 1 x 2314341

MINI Analog 
adapter / 
Termination 
Carrier

1 x 2901993
1 x 2902934

or
1 x 2902933

2 x 2901993 1 x 2905905

Signal 
conditioner 8 x 2905625 16 x 2905577 8 x 2905625 16 x 2905577

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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System cabling solutions

Analog input and output signals with MACX Analog

In all phases of the product lifecycle, 
MACX signal conditioners have been 
developed and produced in accordance 
with the IEC 61508 standards for 
functional safety.  
This ensures the highest level of 
safety for your machines and systems. 
Save planning and operating costs by 
combining high signal flexibility with 
comprehensive SIL certification.

Termination Carrier

The Termination Carrier provides a 
compact solution for the quick and 
error-free connection of MACX signal 
conditioners. Signal connection to the 
I/O card is established via plug-and-play 
using standardized system cables.  
For safe signal conditioning, various 
signal conditioners are available for all 
types of analog input and output signals.

DCS/PLC system

AI/AO

Analog I/OField
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6-/8-/16-channel analog input

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Analog  
input card

AI845 
(TU854)

TAIX01 
TAIX11 6DL1134-6TH00-0PH1 AAI141

AAI143

 Web code: #1142  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1142

Adapter – 1 x 1081062 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 1 x 2302159 1 x 2305512 1 x 2305509 1 x 2314341

Termination 
Carrier 1 x 1061347

1 x 2902932
or 

1 x 2924854
1 x 2924854 1 x 2905677

Signal 
conditioner

8 x 2865340
or

8 x 2865955

16 x 2865340 
or

16 x 2865955

16 x 2865340
or

16 x 2865955

16 x 2865340 
or

16 x 2865955

8-/16-channel analog output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Analog  
output card

AO854 
(TU852)

TAOX01 
TAOX11 AAI534

 Web code: #1142  Web code: #1142  Web code: #1142

Adapter – 1 x 2900622 –

Cable 1 x 2302159 1 x 2305512 1 x 2314341

Termination 
Carrier 1 x 1061346

1 x 2902932
or 

1 x 2924854
1 x 2905201

Signal 
conditioner

8 x 2908060 
or 

8 x 2865971

16 x 2908060 
or 

16 x 2865971

16 x 2908060 
or 

16 x 2865971

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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System cabling solutions

Digital output signals with PSRmini safety relays

The PSRmini is the slimmest safety relay in 
the world with the performance of a large 
safety relay. At just 6 mm, these relays offer 
proven safety with force-guided contacts 
and space savings of up to 70%. The high-
performance contacts allow you to safely 
switch loads of up to 6 A. Force-guided 
contacts ensure maximum safety.

Termination Carrier

The Termination Carrier provides a 
compact solution for the quick and 
error-free connection of PSRmini safety 
relays. Signal connection to the controller 
is established via plug-and-play using 
standardized system cables. Adapted to 
the relevant distributed control systems 
and special requirements of your industry, 
you get SIL-certified coupling modules 
for emergency shutdown and fire and 
gas applications.

DCS/PLC system

DO

ESD or  
F&G applications

Field
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Digital output emergency shutdown

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
Universal Safe I/O

Yokogawa
ProSafe-RS

Digital  
output card

DO880 
(TU810) FC-Rusio 3224 SDV541

 Web code: #1548  Web code: #1548  Web code: #1548

Adapter – 2 x 2901423 –

Cable 1 x 2926250 2 x 2305512 1 x 2314299

Termination 
Carrier 1 x 2906609 2 x 2906609 1 x 2904113

PSR/PSRmini 
relay 16 x 2702524 32 x 2702524 16 x 2986960

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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System cabling solutions

Passive signal transmission for digital or analog signals

Using the system cabling, you can connect 
your application with 1-, 2-, or 3-conductor 
connection technology in next to no time. 
Special front adapters and system cables 
ensure the relevant signal marshalling. 
If your automation components already 
have a high-position connector, such as 
D-SUB or FLK/IDC, a connection can 
be established via universal modules or 
cables with a 1:1 connection.

VARIOFACE – variable termination boards

Using the passive termination boards, you 
can connect the signals of your I/O modules 
directly to the field. Additional functions, 
such as fuses or knife disconnection for each 
channel and LED displays in combination 
with various connection technologies, offer 
a wide range of options for your application. 
With the plug-and-play concept, you can 
wire your application without errors in 
next to no time, saving time and money.

DCS/PLC system

DI/DO AI/AO

Passive, digital, or analog 
signal transmission

Field
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32-channel digital input/output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Digital  
input card

DI818 
(TU819)

TDIL01 
TDIL11 6DL1131-6BL00-0PH1 ADV151

Digital  
output card

DO818 
(TU819)

TDOB01 
TDOB11 6DL1132-6BL00-0PH1 ADV551

 Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526

Adapter – 2 x 2901423 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 2 x 2302159 2 x 2305512 1 x 2305509 1 x 2314299

Interface  
module 2 x 2315188 2 x 2900676 1 x 1100967 1 x 2314451

8-/16-channel analog input/output

DCS/PLC system ABB 
S800

Honeywell 
C300

Siemens
ET200SPHA

Yokogawa
CENTUM VP

Analog  
input card

AI810
(TU812)

TAIX01
TAIX11

6DL1134-6TH00-0PH1
6DL1134-6JH00-0PH1

AAI141
AAI143

Analog  
output card

AO810
(TU812)

TAOX01
TAOX11 6DL1135-6TF00-0PH1 AAI543

 Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526  Web code: #1526

Adapter – 1 x 2900622 1 x 1076338 –

Cable 1 x 2302159 1 x 2305512 1 x 2305509 1 x 2314341

Interface  
module 1 x 2315188 2 x 2900675 1 x 1100967 1 x 2314642

For more detailed information and additional approvals, go to: phoenixcontact.com/products
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Electromechanical and solid-state relay modules for every application

Among other things, solid-state relays ensure 
reliable switching operations in system 
automation. Choose from our wide range of 
solid-state relays and electromechanical relays, 
available as plug-in versions or as complete 
modules. Coupling relays, highly compact relay 
modules, and relays for the Ex area also help 
achieve high system availability.

PLC-INTERFACE highly compact relay modules

• Comprehensive product range with 
special versions for special applications

• Optimized installation effort with 
versatile accessories

• Just 6.2 mm wide with plug-in 
electromechanical and solid-state relays

• Your choice of easy connection 
technology: Push-in, spring-cage, or 
screw connection technology
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RIFLINE complete universal industrial relay system

• Complete product family that covers all 
standard relay applications

• Easy handling with state-of-the-art wiring 
and potential distribution concept

• Easily extended to create a timer relay 
by means of a plug-in function module

• Reliable system for high machine  
and system availability

Force-guided contacts
Multi-channel coupling relay modules with 
force-guided contacts in accordance with 
DIN EN 61810-3 type A

Potentially explosive applications
Coupling relay modules with ATEX, IECEx, 
and Class 1 Division 2 approval for potentially 
explosive applications.

High inrush currents
Coupling relay modules for very high inrush 
currents up to 800 A peak.
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Exploit the full potential of Universal I/O
Make Universal I/O truly universal with the flexible I/O marshalling system. 
VIP I/O marshalling is a controller-independent solution consisting of a base 
element and plug-in Input Output Accessories (IOAs) with various electrical 
functions. This allows the channels between the field and the control level 
to be configured individually.

Your advantages

 ǅ Reduced downtimes due to modern signal processing 
and replaceable IOAs

 ǅ Easy migration into existing systems with the compact 
solution of interface, marshalling, and system cabling 
combined into one module

 ǅ Reduced wiring effort with various system cabling 
solutions for connection to distributed control 
systems (DCS)
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Input Output Accessories (IOAs)
IOAs are blocks with various interface 
functions for signal processing and can 
be plugged onto a base module in any 
combination.

Accessories
Different applications require different 
accessories – from connector sets, system 
cables, and partition plates to fuses.

Base module
The freely assignable slots for 8 or 16 IOAs 
increase the level of flexibility. The base 
module is connected to the field wiring. It 
transmits the field signals to the IOAs and 
on to the control level.
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Signal marshalling for Universal I/O systems

VIP I/O marshalling

VIP I/O marshalling combines the interface 
level and the marshalling level with flexible 
channel configuration:
• System cabling (cabling to Universal 

I/O platforms)
• Interface (flexible assembly with analog 

and digital IOAs)
• Marshalling (connectivity to field devices)
• IOAs such as signal conditioners, relays 

(analog signal conditioning, switching)

Universal for every application

Field connection
• Up to 6 terminal points per channel (8- to 16-channel)
• With screw or Push-in connection technology

Controller connection
• D-SUB
• COMBICON

Power supply

Input Output 
Accessories (IOAs)Base element

• 8-channel
• 16-channel

Interface level

DCS DCS

Marshalling level

Field level Field level
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Comparison of process automation projects

The need to stock a multitude of different 
components such as terminal blocks, relays, 
and field termination assemblies (FTAs) is 
eliminated, meaning that inventories are 
reduced and operations streamlined.

Late binding changes to the I/O plan 
do not require rewiring because the 
IOAs can be replaced easily, eliminating 
the need to reallocate cabinet space 
for additional hardware.

FEED

FEED

System design

FAT

Ship

Installation SAT

System design FAT Ship Installation

FEED:
Front-End-Engineering and Design

FAT:
Factory Acceptance Test

SAT:
Site Acceptance Test

SAT

18 months

12 months

The average project duration of approx. 18 months can be reduced to 12 months with the Universal I/O approach

Interface functions for universal marshalling

The flexible plug-in Input Output 
Accessories (IOAs) are blocks with 
various electrical functions for signal 
processing: universal marshalling from 
the field to the controller. 

The following IOAs are available:
• Passive modules
• Relays
• Safety relays
• Signal conditioners
• Measuring transducers
• Fuse modules
• Special functions
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Order overview

Base elements

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type VIP/S/MC/BASE  
1-8/L/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
9-16/L/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
17-24/L/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
25-32/L/EX

Description Base element for accommodating up to eight function modules (IOAs) and MINI COMBICON connection

Channel marking 1 - 8 9 - 16 17 - 24 25 - 32

Item no. 2906596 2906630 2907024 2907025

Number of channels 8

Connector to controller MC

Field connection Screw

I/O system Honeywell Experion PKS C300, Honeywell Safety Manager

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type VIP/S/D25M/BASE  
1-8/L/C/EX

VIP/MSTB/D50M/BASE/ 
16CH/CX/EX

BASE-MSTB/D37M/ 
16CH/EX

Description

Base element for 
accommodating up to 

eight function modules (IOAs) 
and D-SUB 25 connection, 

with protective coating

Base element for 
accommodating up to 

16 function modules (IOAs) 
and D-SUB 50 connection, 

with protective coating

Base element for 
accommodating up to 

16 function modules (IOAs) 
and D-SUB 37 connection

Channel marking 1 - 8 1 - 16 As per connector set

Item no. 2906595 2908788 1065476

Number of channels 8 16 16

Connector to controller D-SUB 25 D-SUB 50 D-SUB 37

Field connection Screw Screw, Push-in Screw, Push-in

I/O system Schneider Electric 
 Foxboro DCS

Schneider Electric  
Triconex SIS

Honeywell Experion PKS 
C300, Honeywell Safety 

Manager/Universal

Type VIP/S/MC/BASE    
1-8/L/C/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
9-16/L/C/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
17-24/L/C/EX

VIP/S/MC/BASE  
25-32/L/C/EX

Description Base element for accommodating up to eight function modules (IOAs) and MINI COMBICON connection, with protective coating

Channel marking 1 - 8 9 - 16 17 - 24 25 - 32

Item no. 2907186 2907187 2907209 2907210

Number of channels 8

Connector to controller MC

Field connection Screw

I/O system Honeywell Experion PKS C300, Honeywell Safety Manager
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Passive modules

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA FEED-THRU/EX IOA AI/AO/BFI/DS/0.5A/EX IOA-PR-DAI/DAO/F/DS/2A/EX

Description 1:1 feed-through Fuse module with two 0.5 A fuses  
and tripped fuse indication

Fuse module with 2 A fuse  
in the supply path

Item no. 2906598 2906599 1048208

Signal type(s) AI/AO/DI/DO AI/AO AI/AO/DI/DO

IN
Signal: max. 30 V DC/1 A PWR/signal: max. 30 V DC/0.5 A PWR/signal: max. 30 V DC/1 A

OUT

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA DI/DO/BFI/DS/1.0A/EX IOA-PR-DAI/DAO/F/DS/0.25A/EX

Description Fuse module with two 1 A fuses  
and tripped fuse indication

Fuse module with 0.25 A fuse  
in the supply path

Item no. 2906600 1188706

Signal type(s) DI/DO AI/AO/DI/DO

IN PWR: max. 30 V DC/2 A 
Signal: max. 30 V DC/30 mA

PWR: max. 30 V DC/0.25 A 
Signal: max. 30 V DC/30 mAOUT

Analog IN

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA RPSS-I-I/HART/EX IOA MCR-RPSS-I-I IOA MCR-EX-RPSS-I-I

Description 3-way repeater power supply 3-way repeater power supply 3-way repeater power supply Ex i

Item no. 2908452 1085774 1085761

Signal type(s) AI AI AI

IN Isolator operation:  
0 … 20 mA, 4 … 20 mA;

repeater power supply operation: 
4 … 20 mA

Isolator operation:  
0 … 20 mA, 4 … 20 mA;

repeater power supply operation: 
4 … 20 mA

Isolator operation:  
0 … 20 mA, 4 … 20 mA;

repeater power supply operation: 
4 … 20 mAOUT
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Temperature

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA MCR-RTD-I IOA MCR-TC-I IOA MCR-EX-RTD-I IOA MCR-EX-TC-I

Description RTD temperature transducer TC temperature transducer RTD temperature transducer 
Ex i

TC temperature transducer 
Ex i

Item no. 1007728 1007722 1085764 1085766

Signal type(s) Temperature Temperature Temperature Temperature

IN Resistance thermometers Thermocouples Resistance thermometers Thermocouples

OUT 4 … 20 mA 4 … 20 mA 4 … 20 mA 4 … 20 mA

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA LM-DI/R/RUSIO/EX IOA DAC-4DI/AI/EX

Description Resistor combination for detecting line faults via Honeywell Safety System 4 DI to 1 AI signal converter

Item no. 1048209 1145061

Signal type(s) DI 4 DI

IN Floating switch contacts Up to 4 floating switch contacts

OUT Honeywell Safety Manager-specific signal level 4 … 20 mA

Order overview

Digital IN

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA REL 24V DI/BFI/1.0A/EX IOA REL 120V DI/1.0A/EX IOA REL 230V DI/1.0A/EX

Description Input relay for 24 V DC signals Input relay for 120 V AC signals Input relay for 230 V AC signals

Item no. 2910155 2910157 2910423

Signal type(s) DI DI DI

IN 24 V DC 120 V AC 230 V AC

OUT Floating switch contact  
NO

Floating switch contact  
NO

Floating switch contact  
NO
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Accessories

System cables Connector sets Partition plates Miscellaneous

For VIP/S/MC/BASE… For VIP/S/MC/BASE… For VIP/S/… Cold junction compensation

CAB-MSTB32/2XMC9/…
…18 / 0,4M/C3/S 2908403
…18 / 0,5M/C3/S 2908404
…18 / 1,0M/C3/S  2908405
…18 / 2,0M/C3/S 2908406
…18 / 3,0M/C3/S 2908407
…18 / 4,0M/C3/S 2908408
…18 / 6,0M/C3/S 2908409
…18 / 8,0M/C3/S 2908410
…18/10,0M/C3/S 2908411
…18/15,0M/C3/S 2908412 
…18/20,0M/C3/S 2908413 

CAB-MSTB32/2XMC9/…
…22 / 0,4M/C3/S 2908328
…22 / 0,5M/C3/S 2906874
…22 / 1,0M/C3/S 2906884 
…22 / 2,0M/C3/S 2906886
…22 / 3,0M/C3/S 2906887
…22 / 4,0M/C3/S 2906888
…22 / 6,0M/C3/S 2906889
…22 / 8,0M/C3/S 2907783
…22/10,0M/C3/S 2907784
…22/14,0M/C3/S 2910400
…22/15,0M/C3/S 1065475
…22/16,0M/C3/S 2910401
…22/17,0M/C3/S 2910403
…22/18,0M/C3/S 1013239
…22/19,0M/C3/S 1013240
…22/20,0M/C3/S 2907785

VIP/S/MC/…
…KIT 1-8 2907031
…KIT 9-16 2907267
…KIT 17-24 2907268
…KIT 25-32 2907269

VIP/U/RAIL 3L DIVIDER 
 2908555
VIP/S/BASE 3L DIVIDER 
 2907715

IOA MCR-CJC-PT100 
 1085776

For VIP/MSTB/D50M/BASE/16CH/CX/EX Marking material

VIP/…
…S/MVSTBR/KIT CX 2910416
…P/FKC/KIT CX 2910417

VIP/UM-PRO/BASE DIVIDER/CX 
 2910139

UC-TM 10  0818069 
UC-TM 10 BU 0818441

For BASE-MSTB/D37M/16CH/ES

PLUGKIT-GY/… 
…MSTB/16CH-1-16 1193570
…FKC/16CH-1-16 2910417

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA REL 230V DO/BFI/NC/3.0A/EX IOA-PSR-PS22-1NO-1NC-24DC IOA FEED-THRU-DO/NI/EX

Description Output relay for 230 V AC signals Safety output relay for 230 V AC signals Nonincendive impeding device for DO 
signals

Item no. 2910422 2702971 1172189

Signal type(s) DO DO DO

IN 24 V DC 24 V DC
 Max. 30 V / 75 mA

OUT Floating switch contact  
NC

Floating switch contact  
NO

Digital OUT

For further product details, 
go to: phoenixcontact.com

Type IOA REL 24V DO/BFI/3.0A/EX IOA REL 120V DO/BFI/3.0A/EX IOA REL 230V DO/BFI/NO/3.0A/EX

Description Output relay for 24 V DC signals Output relay for 120 V AC signals Output relay for 230 V AC signals

Item no. 2910153 2910154 2910421

Signal type(s) DO DO DO

IN 24 V DC 24 V DC 24 V DC

OUT Floating switch contact  
NC / NO

Floating switch contact  
NC / NO

Floating switch contact  
NO
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CLIPSAFE –  
junction boxes and empty enclosures
The CLIPSAFE product range features innovative, high-quality empty enclosures, 
processed empty enclosures, and junction boxes made of stainless steel and polyester. 
With the appropriate approvals, CLIPSAFE can be used in potentially explosive areas. 

The CLIPSAFE enclosure range impresses with its diversity and versatility – specifically 
designed to ensure safe use of your application in the process industry.

Junction boxes assembled 
according to customer 
specifications
The CLIPSAFE empty enclosures can be 
supplied ready assembled with components 
and cable glands upon request. The 
Ex standards in accordance with ATEX 
and IECEx are taken into consideration.

Empty enclosures processed 
according to customer 
specifications
We can customize the enclosures to your 
specifications with threads, drill holes, 
and rectangular cutouts. The Ex standards 
in accordance with ATEX and IECEx are 
taken into consideration.

Empty enclosures
Select the ideal enclosure for your application. 
For applications in the Ex area, the enclosures 
are supplied with corresponding component 
approval in accordance with ATEX or IECEx.
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Your advantages

 ǅ Innovative product range of stainless steel 
and polyester enclosures as the basis for 
your individual junction boxes

 ǅ Reduced mounting and approval effort with 
preassembled junction boxes

ǅ	Individual assembly with all products from 
the Phoenix Contact product range and 
with all Ex-approved terminal blocks from 
the CLIPLINE complete system

 ǅ Can be assembled with approved controller 
and interface components upon request

 ǅ Professional customer support and short 
delivery times with our worldwide sales 
network

Cable glands for the Ex area
Cable glands are available in Ex e/Ex i designs 
and meet the requirements of both ATEX 
and IECEx directives. 

Customer-specific solutions
Please use the inquiry form on the website 
to request a quick quotation for your custom 
junction box and enclosure solution.

Control boxes according to 
customer specifications
Custom control boxes with electronic 
components are available upon request.
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Specifically designed for the Ex area

The CLIPSAFE stainless steel enclosures 
provide comprehensive protection for your 
applications in industrial environments and 
in process technology areas as well. 

The enclosure range consists of 
38 standardized enclosures in sizes  
100 x 100 x 80 mm up to 1,000 x 1,000 x 
300 mm. Custom dimensions and surface 
treatments are available upon request.
 
The enclosures have ATEX and IECEx 
approvals. They are designed for a 
temperature range from -55°C to +135°C. 
The door can be opened 135°. The stop is 
interchangeable. Different door and cover 
versions are also available. 

 Web code: #0140

Stainless steel empty enclosures for the Ex area

CLIPSAFE – innovative enclosure concept

Patented sealing frame

Defined stops and the special design 
of the seal support ensure optimum 
seal compression

Standard with mounting panel

The marking label 
is fitted outside 
the seal area

Brushed surface, 
240 grain, 
electropolished 
upon request Welded internal threaded 

sockets
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Flexible door stop
The door stop can be easily changed according 
to your individual requirements or the 
installation situation. The 135° opening angle 
of the door guarantees comfortable work 
during maintenance and servicing. The special 
door and cover seal guarantees a reliable seal 
even after it has been opened multiple times.

Ideal for extreme conditions
The robust enclosures, which are made of up 
to 2 mm thick high-grade AISI 316L/1.4404 
(V4A) stainless steel, are ideal for use under 
extreme conditions.

Design data and assembly tables
CAD drawings in STEP, PDF, and DXF format 
can be downloaded directly from the website 
in the product area for the respective empty 
enclosure.

Flexible wall mounting
The mounting brackets that are supplied 
as standard can be flexibly adapted to the 
installation situation. Welded-on mounting 
brackets are available upon request.

Individual assembly with  
flange plates
The junction boxes and empty enclosures 
can be equipped with flange plates on up to 
four sides starting from a depth of 160 mm.
The flange plates are equipped with a 
patented protective sealing frame and with 
captive mounting screws.

Protection against moisture  
and dirt
A drainage channel integrated in the enclosure 
design prevents the ingress of moisture and 
dirt when opened. The flat seal edge protects 
against injury during installation and when 
carrying out maintenance and servicing.
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Polyester empty enclosures for the Ex area

Comprehensive protection for your applications

The extensive range of CLIPSAFE polyester 
Ex enclosures provides comprehensive 
protection for your applications in the 
Ex area.

The wide range of enclosures includes 
35 robust Ex enclosures in four designs. 
Custom dimensions and surface treatments 
are available upon request. The enclosures 
have ATEX and IECEx approvals. They are 
designed for a temperature range from 
-55°C to +127°C. 

The enclosure versions with a double wiring 
level also enable you to save space. 

 Web code: #0140

CLIPSAFE – designed for a perfect fit

Threaded sockets are 
pressed in with no rotation

Captive stainless 
steel screws

Grounding bolts 
with no rotation

Custom-fit 
protective 
conductor busbars

Metal bracket 
for shielding and 
grounding

Sealing system with tongue  
and groove for optimum 
compression

Direct wall mounting 
option with 
mounting ducts

Custom-fit DIN rails and 
mounting panels
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Enclosure with double wiring level
Save space with a second wiring level. The 
height of the top mounting frame can be 
individually adjusted.

Tool-free door mounting
The spring-mounted hinge pins enable the 
door to be removed easily without using 
tools. 

Flexible wall mounting
The mounting brackets can be flexibly adapted 
to the installation situation.

Locking systems
Various locking systems in the form of triangle 
bit, square bit, double bit, and T-handle can be 
supplied. 

Exterior joints
The cover is attached to the enclosure with 
exterior joints; it is captive and rotatable. 
Springs push the cover screws out of the 
enclosure when opening.

Design data and assembly tables
CAD drawings in STEP, PDF, and DXF format 
can be downloaded directly from the website 
in the product area for the respective empty 
enclosure.
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Polyester empty enclosures

Robust and versatile

The extensive CLIPSAFE polyester 
enclosure range provides robust 
STANDARD housings for industrial 
environments as well as for non-potentially 
explosive areas in the process industry.

The wide range of enclosures includes 
27 robust STANDARD housings in three 
designs. In addition, enclosure versions with 
and without a viewing window are available. 
We thus provide the optimal basis for your 
individual control boxes and junction boxes. 

The enclosure versions with a double wiring 
level also enable you to save space. 

 Web code: #0140

CLIPSAFE – quality in every application

Threaded sockets are 
pressed in with no rotation

Captive stainless 
steel screws

Grounding bolts 
with no rotation

Custom-fit 
protective 
conductor busbars

Sealing system with tongue  
and groove for optimum 
compression

Direct wall mounting 
option with 
mounting ducts

Custom-fit DIN rails and 
mounting panels
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Enclosure with double wiring level
Save space with a second wiring level. The 
height of the top mounting frame can be 
individually adjusted.

Locking systems
Various locking systems in the form of triangle 
bit, square bit, double bit, and T-handle can be 
supplied. 

Flexible wall mounting
The mounting brackets can be flexibly adapted 
to the installation situation.

Enclosure with viewing window
For a direct view without opening the 
enclosure door, enclosures with window 
inserts are available.

Exterior joints
The cover is attached to the enclosure with 
exterior joints; it is captive and rotatable. 
Springs push the cover screws out of the 
enclosure when opening.

Design data and assembly tables
CAD drawings in STEP, PDF, and DXF format 
can be downloaded directly from the website 
in the product area for the respective empty 
enclosure.
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Ihr Partner vor Ort
Phoenix Contact ist ein weltweit agierender Marktführer mit Unternehmenszentrale 
in Deutschland. Die Unternehmensgruppe steht für zukunftsweisende Produkte und 
 Lösungen für die umfassende Elektrifizierung, Vernetzung und Automatisierung aller 
Sektoren von Wirtschaft und Infrastruktur. Ein globales Netzwerk in mehr als 
100  Ländern mit 20.000 Mitarbeitenden garantiert die wichtige Nähe zum Kunden.

Mit einem breitgefächerten und innovativen Produktportfolio bieten wir unseren 
 Kunden zukunftsfähige Lösungen für unterschiedliche Applikationen und Industrien. 
Das gilt  insbesondere für die Zielmärkte Energie, Infrastruktur, Industrie und Mobilität.

Ihren lokalen Partner finden Sie auf 

phoenixcontact.com
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